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TNTRODUCTION

ThePeople,sRepublicofChinaísalarge,populousstatewhich

occupiesageographicallyStrategicpositionwithrespectLofoodsupplies

andpoliticaljurisdictionsinAsia.Moreover,theChinesehavee><perienced

asubstantialdegreeofdomesticpolítícalturmoilinthethreedecades

since Lg9g. l'IosË importantly' in terms of the subject matter of this

thesis,theChinesehavebeenínvolvedinacomplexPatternofforeign

policy.ThePeopletsRepublicisadevelopingcountrywithlinkstothe

Third llorld; it is a regional power' with a substantial inpact on sËates

suchascambodíarLaosrNorthKorearandJapan;itisthener'restPerfnanent

memberoftheUnitedNationsSecurityCorrrcil;andfinally,itisa

Commtnist state with fraternal links to other Connntrnist states' The impor-

tanceofthePeople'sRepublicandoftheconductofitsforeignpolicyare

beyonddispute.Thereare,however'SeveralmajorquesËionsrvhichcanbe

addresseddirectly.\^IhataretheSourcesorguidelinesofChineseforeign

policyandinr¡hatkindofframervorkcantheybebestr.rrdersÈood?Is

ChineseforeÍgnpolicyconsistent'orinconsistentandunpredictable?

Interpretations of the goals' causes' and coherence of Chinese

foreignpolicyconEainseveralconflictsandcontroversies.Somestudents

arguethatr¡orldrevolutionisthemaíngoalofChineseforeignpolicyvlhí1e

others claim that such goals are defined by national interests' similarly'

someínterpretaËionsmaintainthatCommunistideologyprovidesthebasic

motivation for chinese foreign policy vrhereas others point to the nation-

alistictmdertonesofChinesel"larxismandtothelinksbetweennational

economicdevelopmentpol.íciesandaChinesedesireforstatusandposition

(fu_chiang).TheavailableliteraturealsocontainstheviewthatChinese
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leaders employ a Maoist rnodel of revolution to guÍde their policy. This

view is countered by the argument that Chinese foreign policy is guided by

state-to-state relationships lvith a heavy emphasis on economic capability.

Betrveen these two interpretations, thereis also a niddle-of-the-road

position which states that national interest and ideology both contribute

to Chinese foreign policy guidelines, and that it ís diffícult to weigh

Èheír independent contributions. FÍnally, some analysts content that Chínese

foreign policy is fragmented, reactive, and, to some extent, idiosyncratic.

They stress the foreign polícy ímpllcation of ideological shifts and they

anticipate changes in foreign policy following changes Ín Chinese leadership.

Others argue that there is coherence and consístency in the principles of

Chinese foreign políc1l behaviour, and that such behaviour does not depend

upon idiosyncratic factors.

The purpose of this study is to examine the proposition that national

interest criteria r.reigh more heavily in the practice of Chinese foreign

policy than do criteria derived from ideology. The fact that the People's

Republic of Chinas has become an íncreasÍngly irnportant international and

regÍonal actor over the past ten years, the fact that China is involved in

disputes rvith the Soviet Union, the fact that China has taken part in a

'normalizationr of relations with the United States, and Èhe fact that China

has been involved in a greater volume of econorníc and dÍplomatic relations

make the topic tímely and of more than passing Ínterest. In addition, the

contemPorary debate regarding national interest and Ídeolog-rz leads to consi-

derabl-e variety in interpretatlons of Chinese foreign policy, but \^tÍth little

resolution regarding the central principles governing this area of policy.

Finally, there is a strong possibility that methodology and the collection



ofevidencehasagreatdealtodowiththenatureofthedebateconcerníng

these principles and with the lack of resolution'

InordertourrderstandthecomplexityofChinesepoliticalpatterns

in foreign affaírs, both the dialectical materialíSt and the mechanistic

materialist approaches will be used.l utt"ftr, the first aPproach provides

, the frarne of reference required in order to correlate the social phenomena

discovered by historical and statistical inquiry'.2 Víewed in terms of its

basic PrinciPles, this aPProach:

f) enphasizes the linkage betr¿een theory and practice;

2) emphasizes emergerlt Properties ;

3) assumes an antagonism between elements;3

4) holds that there is historical conrinuity underlying all political

events;4 
s

5)assumesthatallpoliticallyimportafiteventsareexplicable;-

6)assunesthateconomícdevelopmentandhistoricalchangearenot
necessarily linear or non-regressive '6

Al-l of these assumptions have been used Eo support the tv¡o central theses of

lfarxism. The first of these proposes that econornic attributes' including

the mode of production, provide the fr:ndamental explanation of human behavior'

The second thesis holds that economic attributes behave in accordance with

dialectical PrinciPles'

Thestrengthsandrveaknessesofthismethodastheyrelatetothis

study can be set out as follows. First, dialectícal materialism aids the

researcherinlocatingspecificbehavÍorsandtrendsofChineseforeign

policyintermsoftheflowofhistoricalevents.Second,thísmeËhod

sharpensouranalyticalsensitivitytoeconomicattributesanditdoesso

in a manner rvhich stresses interrelatedness and conflict among nonr-inally

discrete elements or behaviors. This is particularly important r+ith respect



to the collection and assessment of evidence in that the former takes place

inan interpretíve context.Third, this rnethod alerts us to a non-linear

interpretation of change, and to shifts in content and quantity in any

pattern of behavíor. The weaknesses are in some respects rnirror-images of

the sÈrengths. Prediction is dífficult in that hisforical development

contains, at each stage, both emergent properties and properties derived

from earlier st"g.".7 In addition, the emphasis on interrelaÈedness weakens

the case for analytical distinctions. Finally, dialectical materialísm is

vague with respect to the transformation rules which apply to quantity and

8qualrty.

The mechanístic materialist approach, on the other hand, helps to

modify several weak points of the dialectical materialist approach. This

approach is a result of the scientific investigation in natural and mechan-

ical sciences. In its strictest form, this approach searches for repetitive

behavior and it actively encourages replication and cumulativ. t"r."t"h.9

It also contains an image of causality which is mechanistic in orientation.

In addition, it tends to use an indicative approach to measurement and

interpretation. If \,./e compare this approach with that of dialectical

materialism, it is clear that the former is constrained by the fact that ít

accounts best for linear relationships and by the facL that it is best suited

to static analyses involvíng a large number of observations. It is also

relaËively insensitive to the origin or development of phenomena and it

accounts poorly for contextual relationships" It does, however, have some

strengths r¿hich have utility for this study. It allo\,rs for theoretical

abstraction rvithout an explicit comruitû€nt to particular causal .r"ri"b1.".10

It also drar.,s upon statistical rules for making inferences and condítional
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statements. Fina11y, it does permit the theorist to rloser; that is' it

sets up guidelines for r¿hat is external and internal to a given theory

sys teln.

A combi¡ation of these approaches should help in the assessment of

Chinese foreign policy. It is, however, inportant to note that these

approaches should be considered as a starting point for analysis and as a

su-itable framework for this study. In other words, this study tries to

draw out fÍrst approxirnaEions of Chínese foreign policy; it does not test a

theory in a rígorous sense. An outline of the discussion in succeeding

chapters can now be set out.

Mao Tse-tung has set out several ideas which bear on an interpre-

tation of Chínese foreign policy: the linkage between theory and practice'

the different levels and types of contradictions and the different polítical

divisions which are relevanË to foreign policy. These three ídeas will be

discussed at length in the fírst part of Chapter One. The second part of

this Chapter will outline and evaluate the main components of interest --

national interest and ideology. Chapter Twowill exa.mine Chinese economic

capacity and Chinese foreign trade and it will apply dialectical materialism

as a methodology for the selection of evidence. The argument ís that

econorn-ic capacity reflects the wealth of fhe nation and that the impact of that

r^¡ealth on the outside world is reflected in foreign trade. Moreover, it will

be argued that the Chinese economic development model is based on central

planning, public ovmership of industry and agricultural cooperatives-11

Another specific aspect of the Chínese economy--viewed in terms of dialec-

tical materialism--is that this economy has trvo dor¡r-inant sectors: agricul-

ture and industry. The development of one sector will take place at the

expense of the other sector. Alt the other sectors included in this



discussion, such as finance and communication, are second.ry; they contríbute

to the development of the main sectors. Given the Chinese view of the economy

and considering Chinese society as a closed system' Chinese economic capacity

is composed of six substantive sectors: (a) Agrículture; (b) Industry;

(c) Cornurunícation; (d) Finance; (e) Manpower; and (f) Foreígn trade, which will

be discussed at length in Chapter Ti,/o.

Chapter Three will discuss in detail the organizatíon of the Peoplers

Liberation Arrry and the pattern of Chinese \¡/eaponry development. It is argued

that these patterns reflect the one of the main roots of behavíor on the part

of Chinese leaders with respect to international revolution. A corrtter-

argument which states that this Army is a factor in economic development is

also set out. It is argued that the Peoplers Liberation Army notivates and

supports Chinese economic development. Tn addition, this Army also has its

o\¡/n responsibilities: it defends Chinese terrítory (part of Chinese national

interest) and ít provides a source of support for world revolution (Maoist

1)
ideology).t' Th""" points depend in part on the idea that the export of

surplus conventÍonal hard¡¿are and the maintenance of a radically- influenced mass

anny are evídence of a greater weight for ideology in the conduct of foreign

r3pol.lcy.

Chinese foreign policy--based on econornic capacity, abilíty to trade'

and military capacity--is put into practice in several forrns. Policy differ-

ences depend on Ëhe priorities of Chinese national self-interest at that time

and tÍe interplay between these priorities and. ideology. Chapter Four r'¡ill

try to identify the general patterns of Chinese foreign policy ín order to

anstver the question: is China oriented to international revolution or does

she intend to satisfy the priorities established by national ínterest'

covered by the banner of r¡or1d revolution?



Is Chinese leadersr verbal behavior coherent and consistent? chapter

Five will deal r¡ith this question, using the mechanistic materialist approach'

This Chapter also helps to confirm several prevíous arguÍìents, especially the

The conclusion will discuss the

well as suggest sone related topics
argurnents in Chapter Four. (Fígure I-1)'

strengths and weaknesses of this study as

for further research.
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l0'"Iíaurice Cornforths writes, "This is
watch, works, you must take it to bits, find
fit together and how, by their interactions,
motion by t.he application of the required mot
total moEion characteristic of the mechanism

America
John G.

ts Asiatt

just how a mechanism, such as a

out what its parts are, how theY
once the mechanism is set in
ive force, they produce the
in working order. " Ibid. , p. 34

llrohr, a. Gurley has argued that:

The l'laoists' disagreement witir the Capitalist view of economic
development is prof ound. . .l',taoist economic developmenf occurs
within the context of central planning, public ownership of
industries, and agricultural cooPeratives or cofnmunes. While
decision-making is decentralized to some exEent, decisions
regarding investments in consumption, foreign trade, allocation
of material inputs and sonre labor supply, prices of goods and

factors - these and more are essentially in the hand of the state
But perhaps the most striking difference between the CaPitaIisE
an<I the llaoist views is in regard to goals. Maoists believe that
while a principal aim of nations should be to raise the level
of maLerial welfare of the population, this should be done only
within the context of the development of human beings and of
encouraging them to realize fully their manifold creative por'rers'

And it should be clone only on an egalitarian basis" 'No one is
to be left bel-iind - either economically and cuIEuraIly...Their
emphasis, in short, is on man rather than on 'thing''

Gurley, "Capitalist and }laoist Economic Development,rr in
Dissånting Essar/s on Asian American RelaLions, edited by

the Nationalist government. In addition, this inferellce IS

radical military doctrine. Professor Kenneth Lieberthal has

Edward Friedman and Mark st,et,t"r, lglt), PP' 33L-332

12A.,g,r, M. Fraser argued that, in }lao's view, the People's Liberation
Army has tiirãe functions: fãl a work force; (b) a proPaganda force; and (c) a

fighting force. see: Angus Nf. Fraser, "The utility of Alternative strategic
postures to the People's Republic of China," in China: A Reassessmen! of
Economy, A Compendium of Papers, submitted to the Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the
Government Printing Office, Lg75), PP. 438-439; See AIso: Robert F' Dernberger

"The Economic Consáq,r"rr."" of Defense Expenciiture Choices in China," Ibid',
pp. 467-498.

in the book,

enritled Chinese Comnrunist: Internal Politics and Forqiglþ!þy, (Taipei:
rns.itute P' r48' This
argument disciosed that Chinese leaders admitted that, "Conventional weaPons

produced by our country are of considerable assistance in international
revolution." However, this shoul<i be viewed with caution, given that it comes

directly fronr
also basecì on

L3_.I.nls lnrerence is based on the argument whicli appeared

observed tiris doctrine thal;
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13 (cont.)

Militarily, a properly motj-vated soldier can f ight with a
tenaciry that more than matches a larger but less spirited
anny. Chinars defence requires the nobilizarion of all the
cotntryrs resources to repel an invader and relíes prirn-
arily on those armed forces r¿hose performance most varies
r,rith the degree of dedication of their men - presurnably
the infantry and militia. Focusing on advanced \,reaponry
such as aircraf.t, missiles and nuclear r¡/eapons ineviEably
leads to the incorrect conclusion that China Ís weaker than
it, in reality, is. Lin Piao, for example, commítted this
ûtsin strategic error, and it in turn provided much of the
incentive for his turning traitor and seeking refuge in the
technologically superior Soviet Union.

Kenneth Lieberthal, "The Foreign
Through Allegorical Articles 1973-1976,"
1977) p. 536'

Polícy Debate in Peking as Seen
The China Quarterly, No.7L ,( September-
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CHAPTER I

THE FUNDA}IENTAL ELEMENTS OF CHINESE FOREIGN POLICY

The discussion in the firsË part of this chapter will deal with the

basic outlines of Mao Tse-tung's Eheoretical contributions to Llarxism as

a body of Èheory. The discussion will emphasize three fundamenEal ideas

which can be used as a framework for the analysis of Chinese foreign policy.

The three ideas are the linkage between theory and practice; the identifi-

cation of different levels of contradiction, including universal and parti-

cular contradictions; and the theory of three worlds, which caPtures a set

of distinctions used by l"lao to characterize the international environment.

Dialectical materialism is a thread which runs throughout this initial

discussion. The discussion itself will help to flesh out the poinE-form

treatment of the dialectical method which \,/as presented in the introduction

and which will be employed in the collection of evidence in subsequent

chapt.ers.

The second part of this chapter takes as its theme a major debate

concerning the interpretation of Chinese foreign policy. The debate itself

centers on the question of whether ideology or national interest provides

the most important and accurate criteria for inEerPreting Chinese foreign

policy. The discussion will examine this debate. I will then discuss

definitions of ideology and national interest and set ouE Ehe lines of

argument for the chapters which folIo¡¿.

It is imporËant to note that it is not my intention Eo discuss the

finer points of Maots contribution to Marxism. For example, it is not

important in my analysis to ask whether Mao is an rauthentict Marxist or

r,¡hether }fao has made an ' original ' conEribut ion Èo }farxism. Ily main
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theoretical argument is to be three-fold: that there has been a high degree

of continuity in the basic prÍnciples which Mao Tse-tung outlined and which

are applicable to foreign policy; that natÍonal interest rather than

ideology provides the rnost adequate framework for an assessmenÈ of Chinese

foreign policy: and that the interplay between the principles of dialectical

materialism and national interest provides a first approximation of the

rules which Chinese leaders apply to their conducË of foreign policy.

I'1AO TSE TUNG:

I

THEORY AND DIALECTICS

Theorv Must Have Pr_".ti!gr_lJilttpgt Practice There is No Theory: Tn 1,937 ,

Mao Tse-tung gave a basic philosophical speech, entitled "0n Practice". This

speech merged dialectical materialism and the neo-Confucian school of
1--idealism.- He argued that the knowledge process has three sfages: perceP-

tion, conception and verification. Mao trÍed to discover the criteria for

scientific truth, according to the process of knowledge development at

different stages. First of all, he examined knowledge an<l its adaptation.

He argued that practice Ís the first step in the process of learning and

theorizing. In this process, the observerts perception tends to be

fragmented and it tends to emphasize the external attributes of a thing

rather than its essence. However, this stage of knowledge does provide

empirical experience which can lead to higher stages of understanding.

Second, Mao discussed the prÍnciple of absolute truth and relative truth as

r¡ell as the distinction between appearance (perception) and essence (concept).

Theory is, in this respect, indispensable r+ith respect to practÍce and wíth

respect to the problem of essence. The importance of theory, l'{ao asserted,

$/as to be found in its ability to guide nan at the perceptual level to
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success in the effort to change the world reality. Mao also suggested that

objectivetruthcanonlyberealízedintheprocessofunitingtheoryand

practíceandheusedtheMarxístlawofunítyofoppositestosubstantiate

theseprinciples.Theoryandpracticehavetobesynthesizedsothatone

canobtaintruth.Theoryandpracticearenotonlyinterrelated,butthey

arealsointerdependentintheprocessofhumanlearning.oncethísknow_

ledgeoftruthhasbeenacquired,iÈcanbeusedasaguidetoaction'Lo

correctpracticeStillfurther.}laorecognizedtheuniversaltruthinthe

v¡orksofKarlllarx,FriedrichEngels'V'I'LeninandJosephStalin'buthe

also warned that truth and knowledge are reflexive and that the particular

elementsoftheoryareoftensÍmplyguidesforaction.Third,}laodealt

rviththeprocessofverÍfication.Maoarguedthatthesumofinnumerable

truthsÍstheabsolutetruth.Relatívetruthandabsolutetrutharepart

ofarvhole;theyarecontradictoryandtheycanbeacquiredonlythrough

practice.Arelatívetruthisnotmerelyanindividualistictruthforthe

selfbuttheobjectivetruthofaparticularStageofagreatstreamof

absolutetruth.Therefore,theprocessoflearníngthetruthoracquíring

knowledgeessentíallymustbeaprogressiveandacollectiveone.Mao

stated that, "The movement of change in the world of objective reality is

never ending and so is man's cognition of truth through practice'"2 The

dialecticalcharacteristicsofknowledgeacquísitionandpracticeare

clearlyStatedíntheconclusionof}lao'sessay.Thesecharacteristics

promote learning from several sources--from workers' peasants' businessmen'

íntellectuals,Partymembersandevenfromtheenemy.fnaddition,the

process as a whole is hístorícal and it excludes the idea of self-satisfac-

tion. Ifao Pointed out:
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Discover the truth through practice and agaÍn through
practíce verífy and develop the truth. Start from
perceptual knowledge and actively develop it into
rational knowledge: then start from rational knowledge
and actively guide revolutionary practice to change
both the subjective and the objectÍve world. Practice,
knowledge, again pracÈice and again knowledge. This
form repeats itself in endless cycles and with each
cyc1e, the content of practice and knowledge rises to a

higher ]eve1. Such is the r¿hole of dialecticalamateri-
alist theory of the unity of knowing and doing.-

Universal and Particular Contradictions In 1938, Mao r./rote an important

essay entitled "On Contradictiont', in whích he developed several ideas

concernj.ng the universality and particularity of contradiction. Mao located

the basic causes for the development of phenomena in the universality of

contradíction: contradictions exÍst in all processes and ín all things;

contradíctj,ons exíst in the development of phenomena from Lheir origins:

contradictions provide the basis for the dynamics of actions and events. For

example, Mao provides the following assessment:

Opposition and struggle between ideas of different
kinds constantly occur rvithin a party; this is a

reflection wÍthÍn the party of contradictions
between classes an<l between the new and old Ín
society. If there \¡tere no contradictions in the
party and no ideological struggleoto resolve them
the Party t s line colnes to an end. '

In the conception of the particularity of contradicLion, Mao included

the idea that particularity refers to the concrete form in which contradic-

tions are manifest and the idea that the manner in rvhich contradictions are

resolved will be constrained by temporal and situatíona1 characteristics.

Concrete manifestations cannot be universal. Therefore, when }lao called for

a theory of a specific nature he implied that theory could be non-uníversal

even though the universal truth of Marxism-Leninísm qualified as theory.

He also poínted out that there is a link between universal and particular
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contradictions:

The relationship between the universality and the
particularity of contradictíon is the relationshíp
beEween the general character and individual char-
acter of contradiction. ..This general character is
contained in every individual character; without
individual character there can be no general char-

""E"t.5
Final1y, Mao distinguished befween principal contradictíons which play a

leading and decisive role in the process of development' and secondary

contradictions r¿hich appear in the case of given phenomena. Thís distinction

implíes that contradictions are unequal and that they may only be super-

ficially identical. Mao also ídentified one principal or dominant aspect

of each contradiction and a nu¡tber of secondary aspects. In this regard, it

is most important to note that the balance of opposites ínside a contra-

díction is not evenly struck. Mao concluded that an imbalance wíthin and

among contradictions provides the dynamics for cyclical and recursive

^developmentf It is from the inequality of contradiction and the ttrrevenness

of their internal coilponents (the temporary and conditional character of

the r.6i¡y of opposites ínternally) that the meaning of contradiction

follows. Mao insisted that:

Identíty, trrLity, coincidence, interPretation, inter-
permeation, interdependence or muÈual dependence for
existence, interconnecËion or mutual coopelatíonr all
these different terms mean the same thing. T

Mao developed this idea further in terms of two claims: the identity and the

struggle of opPosites. He stated:

First, two aspects of every contradiction in the
process of developmenË of a thing finds the pre-suPpo-
sition of their exístence, each in its opposite aspecL
and both co-exist in an entity; second, in given
conditions, each of the L\"lo contradictory asPects
transforms itself into its opposite. 8
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By rvay of illustration, Mao pointed out the unity which could be observed

in the co-existence of tr,ro opposing classes in the new China: the working

class and the bourgeoisÍe which together form part of the Peoplers

Democratic United Front. It should be clear, however, that struggle wíthin

a contradiction characterizes the entire developmental process and that

struggle is the major motivation for the transformation of one process Ínto

another. As the struggle continues within the contradiction, Ít is present

everywhere. Mao asserted that:

I^le may add that the struggle between opposites permeates
a process from beginning to end and makes one process
transform ítself into another' that is ubiquÍtous, andn
that struggle is therefore unconditíonal and absolute.-

Another signíficant point in "On Contradiction: is the role of anta-

gonisrn. Mao believed that antagonism is one form of contradictíon but it

is not a universal forrn, sÍnce some contradictions are characterízed by

open antagonísm while others are not. Based on the concrete development

of things, some contradictions are essentially non-antagonistic and only

later become antagonistic. Drawing on this argument, Ifao recomrnended that

comrades who had committed mistakes be given an opportunity to correct tl-rem

and that struggle (ín all these cases) not be pushed to excess.

In 1957, Mao reasserted his ideas on contradÍction in a speech

entitled "On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People". This

speech covered several areas but its main philosophical significance lay in

lts reaffirmatÍon of the Ímportance of contradictions wíthin posE-revolutionary

Chinese society and in international politÍcs. Mao identified two types of

contradiction: those betrveen the enemy and the self (an antagonistic contra-

diction) and those arrong the people (a non-antagonístic contradiction).

AntagonistÍc contradíctions exist between hostÍle classes and hostile socíal
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systens. Their resolution is essentially violent. 0n the other hand,

non-antagonistic contradictions may exist \^/ithin socialist societies and

they can be resolved through peaceful methods, through "the democratíc

method, the nrethod of discussion, of critícism, or Persuasion and educatíon

and not by the method of coercion or repression".l0 In this regard, Mao also

argued that Marxism could be criticized, although criticism \^7as to be

linited by six criteria- In Mao's words:

Then, from the point of view of the nasses, what should be

the criteria today for distinguishing fragrant flor^Iers
from poisonous weeds?...I^le consider thaE, broadly speaking'
the criteria should be as follov¡s:

(1) l{ords and deeds should help to rnite, and not
divide, the people of all our nationalities'

(2) They should be beneficial, and not harmful' to
socialist transformation and socialist construction.

(3) They should help to consolidate, and not r¡nder-
mine or weaken, the peoplers democratic dictatorshÍp.

(4) They should help to consolidate, and not under-
mine or weaken, democratic centralism'

(5) They should help to strengthen, and not shake
off or weaken, the leadership of the conrnurist Party.

(6) They should be beneficial, and not harmful, to
international socíalist unity and the uníty of the
peace-lovíng PeoPle of the world.

Of these six criteria, the most important are the two ì1
about the socialist path and the leadership of the Party.--

It is important to note that conciliation between bourgeois demo-

cratic parties and Commmist parties was possible as a tactical act' Mao

asserted that the Commr-nist parties nLight stand side-by-side rvith bourgeois

democratic parties and he explaíned this view as follows:

l^le have no reason for not adopting the policy of long
term co-existence with all those politícal partÍes
rvhich are truly devoËed to the task of uniËíng the
peopleforthecauseofsocialismandv¡hichenjoythe
trust of the people. 12

The practical application of the Ídeas of contradiction and dialec-

tical materialism is not restricted to criticism and education, horvever.
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Mao had laid out the basic principles for dealíng with opponents in an early

article entítled tOn Policyt . The division and destruction of the enemy

formed the hard core of his stratery. He v/rote that:

Tn the struggle against Èhe anti-communist die-hard, our
policy is to make use of contradiction; win over the
manyr oppose the fev¡ and crush our eneruies one by one,
and to v/age struggles on just grounds' to our advantage
and with restraint. 13

Put in a slightly different manner, this policy implied that:

l.Iith regard to the alignment of the various classes within
the courtry, our basic policy is to develop the progressí-ve
force, win over the rniddle forces and isolate the anti-
Corrnunist die-hard forces. 14

Mao's basic strategy was elaborated in 1965 by Lin Piao. In his

famous article, tlong Live Ehe Victory of Peoplers Warr, Marshal Lin

reiterated ì4aors idea that rstruggle is the only form of revolution' and

he applied Mao's Ëheory of People's Inlar to international polítics. Lín

stated that:

It must be emphasized that comrade Mao Tse-tung's theory
of the establishnent of rural revolutionary base areas
and the encirclement of the cities from the countryside
is of outstandíng and universal practical importance for
Ëhe presenË revolutionary struggles of all the oppressed
nations and peoples, and particularly for the revolu-
tionary struggles of the oppressed nations and peoples in
Asia, Africar-and Latin America against inperialism and
its lackeys. r)

Lin gave a further explanation of this strategy as it applied to

world politics. He said:

In committing aggression against Èhese countries, the
irnperialÍsts usually begin by seizing the big cíties and
the nain lines of commt-nication, but they are unable to
bring the vasE cornltryside completely under their control.
The cotntrysíde, and the cotntryside alone' can provide
the broad areas in which the revolutionaries can manoeuvre
freely. ..Taking the entire g1obe, if North America and
I{estern Europe can be called "the cíties of the world",
then Asia, Africa and Latin America constitute "the rural
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areas of the v/or1drr...In a
revolution also presents a
cities by the rural areas.

the contemporary world
of encirclement of

sense,
picture
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The ideas whÍch have been developed up to this point--the unity of

theory and practice, the distinctíon between types of contradiction and the

analytical and practícal implications of contradj-ction--are important J-n

that they establísh the basis for Maofs Three l{orld Theory. The central

theme of this theory is that of principal contradictions between imperialism

and social imperialism on the one hand, and betr"reen these imperialistic states

and the rest of the world on the other. However, there are several secondary

contradictions, including the contradiction betv¡een the traditional categoríes

of the oppressed people (the Third World) and retrograde bourgeois countries

(the second world consisting of Japan, I.Iestern Europe, Canada and Australia);

and the contradictíon between classes in the same socíety and so on. Mao and

his associates spent several years developing this theory and applying it to

the real world and the substance of this theory will be developed in the next

section.

Three irrorld Theory and lts Elaboration: Vierved in broad terms, Maots

wrÍtings and speeches provide definitions and categories for the practice of

foreign policy. In applicatíon, the elements of his thought map out a

detailed víew of the international etmironment at a 1evel which is only

partly declaratory or ideological and his ideas help to establish China's

position relative to that environment. The idea of contradiction and zone

are particularly important in this respect.

Tn laL^ in a conversation with American correspondent Anna LouÍse

Strong, ìlao had hinted at a'Three lt]orld Viewr of internatíonal politÍcs.

He pointed out that:
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The united States and the soviet union are separated by
a vast zone which includes nrany capítalist, colonial and

semi-colonialcountriesinEurope,AsiaandAfrica.
BeforetheU.S.reactionarieshavesubjugatedthese
countrieslTut tttack on the Soviet Union is out of the
ques t Íon .

He also discussed the contradiction between American reactionaries and the

mass of American people and he predicted that an ímperíalíst American

foreign poticy would be opposed "by the people of the whole totld".18

By June Lg63, Chinese thinking with regard to the international

environment had taken on additional detail. Early in 1956, l{ao had argued

that China \{as the equal of all sma1l states without exceptionl9 ""d 
he had

urged the Chinese people to rid themselves of'great nation chauvínism

)(\
resolutely, thoroughly, wholly and completely'.-" These distinctions rt/eIe

merged by 1963, with a classification of the international environment based

on four contradictions. These contradictions rvere principal contradictions

and they could be resolved only by means of force. This argumenl began with

the question:

I¡trat are the fundamental contradictions in the contemPorary
world? Marxist-Leninists consistently hold that they are:

the contradiction between the socialist camp and the
imPería1ist camp;

the contradiction between the proletaríat and the bour*
geoisie in the capÍtalist countrÍes;

the contradictÍon betrveen the oppressed nations and

imPerialism;
the contradiction among illeriallst countries and among

monoPolY caPitalist grouPs'"

The fÍrst contradiction r+as that between developed capitalist states

It had at its core the rivalry for economic markets genelated by capitalÍst

productíon and resource acquisition. The Chinese view rvas similar ín

outfine to Stalints earlier argument that:

The intensified struggle for foreign markets, the abolition
of the last vestige of free trade, the prohibitive tariffs'
the trade rvar, the foreign currency \ùar, dumping and other
analogous measures which cìemonstrate extreme nationalism in
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economic policy have strained to the utmost"the relations
arþng various countries, have created the basis for
rnilitary conflicts, and have puÈ r{ar on the order of
the day as a means for a new redivision of the world and 22
of spheres of influence ín favour of the strongest stafes.

The second contradiction was that between oppressed countries and

irnperialist states. It I¡Ias a contradiction between enemies. Third world

states made up the main opposition to irnperialism, colonialism and expan-

sionism. China claimed to be part of the Third World and these claims

echoed Maots statements in early 1956.

The third and fourth contradictions r¡ere those between imperíalisÈ

and socialist states and between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie within

capitalist societies. These contradíctions ímplied high levels of conflict

and tension in international politics and they implied that the deteríor-

ating relations bet\^7een capitalist governments and their domestic prole-

tariat would weaken the posiËion of irnperialist states relaEive to socíalist

states.

In L964, Mao reiterated the need to establish the broadest possible

rrrited front, consisting of socialist cotntries and non-Conrnunist countries,

Èo struggle against the United States which was characterized as "the most

ferocious enemy of the worldts people".23 At that tíme, the main contÏa-

diction in Chinese foreign policy rvas that between American imperialism on

Èhe one hand and the rest of the r¿orld, including the American proletariat'

on the other. Mao observed thaÈ:

The people of cor-ntries in the socialist camp should unite'
the people of the countries in Asia, Africa and Latin
America should urite, the people of the continent of the
world should unite, all peace-loving countries and al1
countries that are subject Èo U.S. aggression, control
and bullying should unite and should form the broadest
rtr-rited fronË to oppose the U.S. imperialistsr policies of
aggression, and lüar, and to safeguard world Peace'24
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A Renmin Ribao editorial gave a more detailed description of international

zones in 1Íght of l,faots statement?s It explained that the intermediate zone

consisted of all people and countries except the United States. This zone

had two parts: the first interrnediate zone r¡hich v¡as composed of the deve-

loping cor¡ntries of Asia, Africa and Latin Arnerica and the second inter-

mediate zone r+hich rvas corposed of the whole of Western Europe, Oceania,

Canada and other capitalist countries which r+ere subjected to I control,

interference, and bullying' on the part of the United States. The editoríal

ímp1Íed that these countries had a common motive and a conmon ground for

joinÍng the people of developing areas in order to fight U.S. imperíalism.

The four contradictions outlined above r{ere reassessed at Ëhe Ninth

Congress of the Chinese Communíst Party in L969.26 Íhe most important

development r./as that Chinese leaders classified the Sovíet. Union as a social-

imperialist sÈate. The Chinese assigned the two superpor{ers--the United

States and the Soviet Union--to the first zone. The Uníted StaËes repre-

sented I conventional' or I traditionalr imperialisrn whí1e the Soviet Union

rvas Lhe sole representative of the new socíal-imperialist category. The

ne\¡¡ zone structure itself rested on a re-statement of the structure of

contradictions. First, it v¡as argued that there was a contradiction between

imperialíst countries and social-ímperÍalist cor-rrtríes as well as between

the imperialist corntries themselves. Second, there \"ras a contradiction

beBveen the oppressed cotntries and the group of two imperÍalist staËes.

The third contradiction was that between the proleÈariat and the bourgeoisie

classes in the capitalist countries as well as in the revisionist countries.

Finally, there v/as a contradiction between socialist counËries and ímperi-

alist America and Èhe social-imperialist Soviet Uníon.
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These distinctions vrere again set out in detail in joint edÍtorials

Nevr Year 's t970.27 Theseof Renmin Ribao, Hongqi and Chiehfangchunbao on

edítorials criticizeð tJ.S. irnperialism and Soviet social-imperialism sepa-

rately. The latter was ridiculed as the centre of modern revisionism

whereas Ehe former I¡tas strongly condemned as the head of traditional

irnperialism. The opposition was identified broadly as a united front

containing the trevolutionary forces of the v¡or1d'. The editorÍals also

repeated Mao's aPPeal:

Peopleoftheworlduniteandopposethewarofaggression
launchedbyanyimperialismorsocial-imperialism,espe-
cÍal1y one in which atom bombs are used as v¡eapons: If
such â war breaks out, the people of the world should use

revolutionary war to elirninate the war^of aggression and

preparation should be rn¿de right nowt'¿Õ

The juxtaposition of Maots statement and the categories used to

define the contradictions indicated that imperialism (the Uníted States)

and social imperialism (the Soviet Union) \47ere equal offenders in terms of

aggression. However, the United States r.¡as to be more strongly criticized

as the only irnperialist state to have used nuclear \^ieapons to oPpress

other countries. A second piece of evidence is in another joint editorial,

published in Ëhese three nain official papers. The article was entitled

"Leninism or Social-Irnperialism" and it was published on the occasion

of Lenin's CenÈennial in Ig7O.29 At this time, the criticism of the Soviet

Union \^ras escalated beyond the level reached on New Year's Day, L97O'

SovieÈ social-irnperialism was placed on an equal footing wíth U'S' imperialism'

The claim r¿as made that capitalísm had been restored in the Sovíet Union and

that Brezhnevts tlímited sovereÍgnty doctrinet was expansive, aggressive and

fascist. This kind of public evidence indicates that the Chinese have

gradually shifted their interpretation of the contradictions in ínternalional
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politics. In short, this has meant that the Soviet Union has superceded

the United States as the first-line enemy of the Chinese. Sorne evidence

of this shift is provided by Chinese comminication behavÍor after the

peking meeting in July 1971 betr^'een Chou En laí and the American Presidential

Security Advisor, llenry Kissinger. AÈ this tirne, the Chinese mass media

channels escalated the effort to discredit the Soviet Unionts status all

over the world.

By 1974, \Iao Tse-tung expressed his rThree l,iorld Tneory' of inter-

national politics clearlY:

In my view, the United States and the Soviet Union form the
first world. Japan, Europe and canacla, the middle section,
belong to the second world. I^le are the thírd world. The

third world has a huge population. Lrith the exception of
Japan, Asia belongs to the third world. The rvhole"gf Africa
belongs to the third world, and Latin America too'J'

Also in Ig74, he elaborated on China's Third l^Iorld credentials. He argued

that "China belongs to the third world. For China cannot compare rvith the

rich or powerful countries po1itica1ly, economically etc. She can be

31
grouped only wÍth relatively poor counrries.rr Maots víew was reaffirmed

some three years later by Huang ilua, Chairman of the Delegation of the

People's Republic of China and Chinese Foreign Minister, at the Plenary

Meetíng of the 32nd Session of the United Nations General Assembly on

September 29rh, 1977:

Chairrnan I'Iao's theory of the three worlds is diametríca1ly
opposed to the superpowerst view of international relations.
one superpol^Ier spreads the view that there is only one

world, a so-ca11ed "interdependentttrvorld. But in fact the
different parts of thç^ruorld are mutually contradictory as

well as interrel-a ted -32

These contradictions and their definitions are directly 1ínked

to }faots discussion of mÍlitary strategy and to }farshal Lin Piaors

discussion of People?s lnlar. Given that principal contradictions underlie
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international politics, wars of international revolution are inevitable.

The complete eliminatÍon of imperialist neighbours is the first step and it

ís the only means by which socialist countries can become secure. Once

imperialism is destroyed, the next steP would be the encirclement of

non-socíalist countries of the Íntermedíate zone by the true socialist

countries. This is analogous to Maots argument that rural areas are to

be used as the base for the encirclernent of cities in order to complete the

Communist revolution. Conciliation bet'¡een different social systems is

temporary and tactical. As Chiao Kuan hus, former Chinese Foreign }{inister

put it:

This, however, is not to say that ChÍnese and French leaders
are of the same family. It should be made clear that we

support thern only for their antÍ-Soviet and anti-
American stand but not for their current system. 0n thqt
contrary, we will overthror^r their system in the f t-,ture''r

llowever, this claim has no time lÍmit and it should be considered a long-

range goal. The aim of this claim is to justify and 1egÍtímize the real

action of Chinese foreign PolicY.

In conclusion, the components of what became a tThree Irtorld Ttreoryt of

international politics have been a persistent part of Chinese thinking since

at least 1946 and they are grounded on theoretical princÍp1es enunciated prior

to 1946. The Chinese conception of the principal contradiction has shÍfted

from the United States as the fÍrst lÍne enemy in the early 1970s to the Soviet

Union in the late 1970s. The basic framework consisting of an international

united front and the idea of contradiction has survived without great change.

While China has adapted and changed the definition and application of some

components of foreign policy, the basj-c prÍnciples have retained a high degree

of continuity.
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of dialectical materialism has been stated to underlie

the identificationvierv and ít provided a framework for

of elements critical to the present treatment. Manoranjan Mohanty has

sr¡nmarized the dialectícal materíalist contribution as follows:

The CPC has formulated its world view using the dialectical
materialist method. This method, first of all, identifies
the fundamental contradictions of the epoch and then for
strategic purposes finds out which is the princiPal contra-
diction during a particular stage of the epoch. Grasping
the principal contradiction is imPortant because its
existence and development deterrnine or influence the exis-
tence and developmerit of the other contradictions. Accor-
ding Eo this viewpoint, when there j-s a qualitative change
ín the situation and a ner¡¡ stage of development emergesr a

new principal contradiction v¡ill come to the fore. . .The
Maoist explícation of this method put forth the leading role
in the contradictory relationship. It is Ehe principal
aspect rvhich determines the nature of a thing aL a Parti-
"rr1"r 

point of tiine. 34

In these terms, every universe consists of unequal, dynamic elements in

contradiction rvith one another. Change and conflict are endemic to this

vierv of the world, as is the idea that strategy and Ëactics are based on

the ínterpretation of principal and secondary contradictions. In this

study, the international system is taken to be the general universe v¡hich

in turn consists of several elements (cor:ntries). The Peoplers Republic of

China is assumed to be a principal subuniverse and Chinese foreign policy

The logic

the Chinese world

is stated to be a secondary subuníverse

several elements--such as national interes

The secondary component includes

t, Maoist ideologY, environmental

change, and leadership change--of which two, national interest and ideologY'

The national interestare to be

element,

selected as the principal contradictions

at a more detailed level of analysis includes several elements:

economic capacity, foreign trade and prestige. These elements can themselves

be subdivided. For example, agriculture and industry make up a principal

contradiction within economic capacity. Other related sectors--such as
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conìmunication, finance and manpo$ter-- are considered to be aspects of a

secondary contradiction. Foreign trade consists of trade paiterns contradicted

in terms of their relative reliance on national interest criteria or on

ideological criteria. The ideological element, considered at this more detailed

level of analysis, is based on the contradiction between the radical alter-

native for military development grounded on conventional arms, a mass

volunteer army, and ideological remoulding and the conservative pattern

grounded on technology, skilled labour¡ and nuclear capacity.

Given this framework, the analysis below will deal with the criteria

of national interest and ideology as well as the contemporary debate concerning

their relative importance.

rI
IDEOLOGY AND NATIONAI. INTEREST

The interpretation of Chinese foreign policy, and the importance

of ideological factors in its maintenance and execution, harre been at the

root of a major controversy among Sinologists. ùr the one hand, some

observers of Chinese politics argue that ideology defines the core of

Chinese foreign policy. In this view, Chinese politics is a natter of

principle and revolution. In addition, it is a metter of struggle and dialectical

change.Other observers have argued that the ideological interpretation does

not adequatelv account for Chinese foreign policy, especialll,trade policy,

given the Ímportance which }lao Tse tung has attached to national development

and the achievement of the level of 'rf u-chiangl' (rich and porverf ut China),
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In addition, the ideological explanation does not account for Chínese diplomatic

relationships or Chinese trade relationships with the third rvorld countries.

These observers would favor an interpretation of Chinese foreign policy which

is grounded on natíona1 interest and which emphasÍzes Chinese economic, security,

and prestÍge concerns relative to other countries, especially those in the second

world. The difference ín interpretation, therefore, makes a detaj-led examin-

ation of thÍs controversy worthwhile.

Some scholars stress that the most important factor governíng Chinese

foreígn policy is a policy of ideology based on struggle and conflict ' AI1

compromises are only part of a ternporary united front used to achieve the

ultimate goal of CommunisL revolutionary change. A. Doak Barnett, one of

North Americats outstanding China watchers, writes:

It is true to say thaL, the Chinese Comminists are pragmatic,
interpreting their ídeology to take advantage of concrete
siLuations and are flexíb1e in formulating their day-to-day
tactics. But to undertake the importance of ideology as a

deternrinant of Peking's long range policy or to argue that
Ídeology Ís no more than a cloak for Chinese national interests,
would be serÍous mistake. The Chinese Communists are rnotivated
by a genuine revolutionary zeal which is probably stronger
than that of the present leaders in the Soviet Union. Ideology
greatly influences their conception of chinars national
interest and the commi-nist belief in world revoluti-on
definitely impells them to project their influence beyond
China's border. J)

Morton A. Halperin and Diuight H. Perkins, Harold C. Hinton, Robert A' Scalapíno,

A1len S. i^¡eitting, John S. Gibson are among the Sinologists who have a similar

conception of the sources of Chinese politics.36

Hans J. Morgenthau, one of the leading figures of the realist school

of thought, has a different conception. His argument is reflected in the
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following quotation:

---the basic direction of her (China's) policies is
determinedprimarilybyhertraditionalnational
ínterest and (that) cornrnunism only adds a nev¡ d-vnarníc

dimension to the means by rvhich those policies are to be

achieved, in other words, the fundamental fact Ín Asia
is not that china has a communist government but that
she resumed her traditíonal role as the predominant Po\'/er
in Asia.37

Hans J

is the

Morgenthau and other scholars therefore argue that national interest

basic framework for foreign policy management. Ishwer c. O-jha says in

lhis respect:

As usual, Chinese policy is concerned with China's
vital interest. These include the creation and conservation
of wealth and porver; Índustrialization through international
trade rather than aid, breaking through diplornatic and military
containment and above all, increasing Chinats ability to make

her diplomatic influence felt on a g1obal rather than regional
level .38

In this poínt of view, Ilaoist ideology is merely a camouflage to deceive the

world by giving a false appearance or justÍfication for specific political

or policies.

This argument has

and H. S. Dinnerra"rrr.39

ideology dichotomY'

have a deternrinate

been criticized by scholars such as J'D' Arrnstrong

Armstrong points out that in the national interest

the role of national interest is ambiguous and it does not

content. Moreover, it Ís i-ncorrect to divide foreígn

policy ínto national interest and ideology sincetnational interestt is not

objective or real since it only exists as a product

perceptíons' which are themselves Partially derived

it is argued that this díchotomy is inapplicable to

of 'decision-makers

from ideology. FínallY'

Marxist-Leninis t dogma
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since the achievement of ideological goals is part of national interest

these conditions ho1d, Armstrong argues:

Then clearly there ís no dichotonry between an Ídeological
foreign policy and one based on pursuir of the fnational
interãsti. It may also be noted that the concept of 'national
interest' was ÍtseIf part of revolutionary ideology when it
was first advanced in opposition to the prevailing docErine
of 'dynastic interestt.40

This study will partly challenge this argument'

The later analysis will show that both previous factors--ideology

and national interest--exist in unequal portions in every aspect of Chinese

foreign policy. The proportion found in different si¡uations depend on the

conditÍons found at a different point in tine. In this respect, Yan li r^¡u

and Robert D. sheek support the view that china's priorities and policies

are oriented to the attainment of at least three goals: attainment of great

poe/er Status, accelerated economic development, and maintenance at any cost

of the Communist party as the supreme political Oo*"r.41 A.M. Halpern extends

this conception to the relationship between ideology and national interest '

At the same tÍme, he noÈes the empirical ambiguities produced by applying

these tv/o concePts:

It is sometimes asked whether chinese policy is based on

ideology or on national interest. Neither concept is
altogether clear, and the tr^¡o are not mutually exclusive.
Communist ídeology is not pure philosophy but also political
analysis and strategy. Natíonal interest is not itself a clear
guide to an action in an ambÍguous r¡orld. while...a drive
iowards great pov/er status has been a constant motive of the
CPR, it is a motive that has not always pulled in an opposite
direction from ideology.'. In a number of situations, the
Chinese have had options and that their choices have reflected
both their great po\.rer,ambitions and their sense of a world
revolutionary miss íon.a ¿

If
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This point may explain why Chinese leaclers act differently Ín different areas

of the world aE different times. In additÍon, it highlights the gap betrveen

polemical expression and actual behavior in Chinese foreign policy. This study

therefore, will try to verify the simultaneous existence of the two, weigh

those elements, and evaluate which is more important in the content of Chinese

foreign policy.

Generally speaking, national interest and ideology are perceived ín

this study as blood and water of the same body (Chinese society). The body

cannot live r¡ithout blood but it can survive wÍth a minimum arnount of water.

SinLilarly, Chinese society cannot live without national interest buf she can

survive with a minimum of ldeology.

It would be misleading to assume that disaElreement concerning ideology

and national interest is restricted to applícations to the Peoplers Republic

of China. It is the case of course, that there are disputes concerning the

definition and content of these concepts, separately considered. The flavor

of these dísputes can be presented in a brief review of some major attemPts to

define these concepts. The discussion can then proceed to define the terms as

they will be used in this stucly.

IDEOLOGY:

Mary l'latossian defines ídeology as:

A pattern of ideas which simultaneously provides for
its adherents: (1) A self definitiont (2) A descrÍption
of the current situation, Íts blqkground and what is
likely to follow the foregoing.'"

She also slates that: "In ideology there ís a strong tendency to merge fact

and va1ue, to superímpose upon tthíngs as they aret, the thíngs that are

. ,r44deslreo.
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AccordÍng

system produced by

Marx argued

Lenin made a

Ídeology and

cons c lousnes s

to

an

Þlarx and Engels, ideology refers to an elaborate belief

elite in order to jusEify its favored position in society.

that ideology is also a deliberately misleading system of ideasÍ5

further dÍstinction between tr^Io kinds of ideology--bourgeois

socialist. ideology-- and he linked these ideologies with class

46

This }larxist-Leninist base is clearly reflected in the Chinese

conception of ideology contained in the booklet entitled 'Definition of

Terms in the Documents of the 9th Congress'r, Ideology is described officially

in the f ollowing terrns:

All things and phenomenon of the objective world are reflected
in the minds of people and they give rise to consciousness.
Consciousness reflects the objective world in different forms...
Ideology is part and parcel of superstructure... The ideology
of a given society is born on the economic base of that society.
For the capitalÍst society, there is the ideology of the
capitalist society, and for the socialist society, there is
the ideology of the socialist society. In class society, ideology
has its class character. Different classes have different
kínds _of ideology. Ideology may be influenced by the economic
base Í /

In this definition, ideology is merged with class consciousness and its roots

in dialectical materialism are also apparent. It is the superstructure

corresponding to, and erected on, different economic bases. In applÍcation,

ideology is affected by historical dialectics and it may be employed as a

part of ídeological remoulding, or mess education in ídeological percepts.

Based on these arguments, ideology is defined in this study as :

A pattern of current beliefs and concepts(both factual and normative)

which purports to explain complex social phenomena rvith a view to
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dírecting, justifyÍng and simplifying socio-politÍca1 choices

facíng individual and group decisíon-makers. Its focus may be

domestic or foreign and its content is based on class consciousness

and class struggle in that society. It provides a focus for legítimation

and for favorable emotional and perceptual attachment to China from

ab road .

This definition highlights the idea that Maoist ideology has always

been used as a tool to manipulate elements of Chinese foreÍgn affairs in

order to meet demands produced by Chinese natiorlal interests. Professor K.J.

HolstÍ argued that:

Id.eologísts not only establish foreign policy goals,
evaluative criterj-a and justifications for action, b:! ¿s
have important ef f ects on percePtual processes as \u'eI1.

It is a part of chinese declaratory policy and it is a Part of a set of

dístorfed ideas about a social system or a class of social systems ' These

ideas purport to be factual and also carry out a more or less explicit

evaluation of 'fa.t' .49 Now that ideology has been defined, what Ís the

meaning of natíonal interest and what linkages are there between the two?

NATIONAL INTEREST

Professor Hans J. Morgenthau argues that foreign polÍcy is a po1Ícy

of national self-interest, as these interest are identified by states. He

says: "power, horvever lirnÍted and qualified, is the value which international

polítícs recogní,zes as supr.*.."50 He also asserts that international politics

is the politics of struggle f or por^rer among nations . Theref ore ' 
por^rer Ís the

primary factor and it must take into account in the selectíon of policies

from among available choices. Criteria whích are not consistent ruith the power
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components of national interest should be treated as "abstract rnoral principle(s)"

and they have relatively linited value in the exercise of foreign policy'

porver Ítself consists of economíc capacity, mÍlitary force, and cultural or

psychological influence. These elements forrn an interconnected subset of the

national interest subuniverse which is utilized by national leaders to define

' the' national i.,t"t""t.51

According to Charles B. Marsha11, national interest has numerous

ob-jectives such as avoiding u/ar' perservin¡¡ national institutions, having

strong al1ies, avoiding economic inflation, maintaining a strong domestic

economy, finCing conmon ground for international relatíonships, perservíng

accesS to Strategic \^/atervrays, keeping vital ra\^/ materials, protecting

persons and property abroad, and so on. The multidimensional nature of the

natÍonaf interest leads to several contradicLÍons. l'farshall r"rites:

In any practical question presenting a real issue the national
interest has several aspects. Indeed, there are manv national
interests, not just one. The difficulties arise in the conflict
of one interest rvith another; for example, in the clash of
the interest in peace with the interest in preserving natÍona1
institutions, ín the clash of the interest in having a strong
defense rvith the interest in having a strong civilian economy'

or in the clash of the interest in PTeserving access to a

wate1-1^/ay \^rith the intereqt Ín eliciting adherence of another
country to one', aurrru. 

)z

In evaluatíng these contradictÍons or conflict, the promotion of

trade and maintenance of natíona1 security may be the most irnportant factors.

The promotion of foreign trade wíll help to stabilize and develop the productíve

forces and Íncrease the productive relationships ín several economic sectors.

National security is based on the avoidance of military defeat and the defense of
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one t s o\,rn territory and it includes the abilÍty to deter other s tates f rom

using force. Finally, it is important to note that natÍonal interests are

not defined or pursued in an international vacuum. As Hans J' Iforgenthau

observed:

The concepL of the natíonal interest presupposes neither
a natural, harmonious, peaceful rvorld nor the inevitabilíty
of wars as a consequence of the pursuit by all nations of
their national interest. Quite to the contrary, it assunes
continuous conflict and threat of war, Èo be minimized through
the contl3uous adjustment of conflÍcting interests by diplomatic
actÍons.

In summary, policy makers must make decisions based on restrícted

or conflicting choices under conditions of risk and uncertainty.

The national interest approach has several advantages. This

approach stresses basic continuities in the statets foreign po1Ícy' These

continuities are likely índependent of changes in decision-making personnel

or governmental aDParatus and they are separate from disPutes or shifts in

ideological politics. It also sidesteps the evaluation of personal motives

for specific policy choices and Ít supplÍes a framework whích relíes on the

definition of ínterest in terms of power, especially economic power'

From all these points of view, the more detailed definÍtion

Chinese national interest which is to be ernployed in this study can

out:

of

be set

Chinese national interest is based on guidelines of ìlaoist economic

development rvhich consist of: (a) national economic development

including economic prosperity and opportunity for self-improvement;

(b) lhe promotion of an envíronment conducive to freedom Ín national

actÍvities r+hích promote trade, rvorld order, Chinese prestige and
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influence; (c) the security of Chinese borclers and (d) the satisfaction

of a sense of subjective justice towards other societies, based on

Chinese Communist ideologY.

In this definitíon, the rank of the concept of national security

is 1ow and national security itself stresses a defensive conception of Chinese

borders. It also specifies that the general content of national v¡ell-being is

limited to the attríbutes of Chinese society and that a g1oba1 policy of

donination is to be excluded. FÍna11y, in terms of the theoretíca1 categories

established earlier, national security and well-being are based on realism

and relative truth, hence their variation depends on political situation, time,

and place. Change is 1egítimízed by the ideological banner.

In surnmary, this Chapter has examined the general framework of

ChÍnese foreign policy and has set out the definitions of two crucial terms:

Chinese national interest and ideology. Nalional interest is thought to be

reflected in economÍc development for China and I'laoist ideologv is thought

to be used to support l'laoist international liberation movements. Chapter Tt"'o

will discuss Chinese economl-c capability and patterns of foreig,n frade and

examíne the fit of these components with lfaors Three World Theorv.
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CHAPTER II

CHINESE ECONOI'ÍIC CAPAB]LITY AND ITS POL]TICAL IMPLICATIONS

This Chapter will exarnine Chinese economj-c capacity and developmental

Prospects. The key question is whether Chinese policies are based on internal

development prioritÍes or whether they stress the requirements of permanent

revolution. The former option had been developed, for example, ín StalÍnrs

po1Ícy of socÍa1ism in One Country. The latter had been advocated by Trotsky.l

In the first instance, economic development and trade rvould be used as

the benchmarks of policy to satisfy Chinese national interest in the form of

domestíc demands and industrial development. Therefore, the higher the level

of economic development, the more moderate economic policy will become, and the

more conservatÍve foreign polÍcy will be Ín order to protect Chinese national_

interests. In the second instance, ChÍnese leaders would devalue domestic

development prioritíes relative to the achievement of globa1 revolutionary goals

In application, this policy would imply that China would support }larxist-based

liberation movements in other countríes wíthout giving consideration to the

economic benefits or consequences of such support.

In this Chapter, the discussion will initially examine and evaluate

Chinars contemporary economic capabilÍty. The second part of the discussion

rvi1l be devoted to China's trade relatÍonship with each of three zones

introduced in Chapter O,ne. These relationships lvi11 be evaluated in terms

of the criteria of national interest and ideology. It is necessary to note

that these criteria are benchr¡arks in the search for instability in Chinese

economic trends since disruption, in whatever form, ivill help Chinese
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higher state of develoPmenE according to the

1aw of negatÍon.

I

CAPABILITY AND ITS POTENTIAL DEVELOP}IENT

Three main themes have been part of Chinese economic policy since

il94g. The first of these themes is concerned with policies and actions

devoted to Íncome disparities and their amelioraEion. The second refers

to the maintenance of full employment without inflation, a policy theme

based on mobilizing the Chinese people by means of mass persuasion and

education. Professor George A' Doyle writes:

Perhaps it was because of his knowledge of life in
thetraditionalsectorthatMaoTse_tungdeter_
mined to rescue China from the Dualistic trap' or
perhaps it was a mixture of reasons ' At any rate '
,¿hereàs the time of First Five Year Plan was one of
centralized control and planning ever since that
tírnetherehasbeenconsiderableemphasisupon
1ocal participation in planning and upon local
decisiàn making' Mao knew that the local people
would participate nore in achíeving nalional goals

if tn"y lelt that their or^m goals \ntere part of the
p rocess .

Thethirdandfinalthemeisideological,inthatitreferstomass

industrialization simply as a means of reaching Marxíst goa1s, including

the establishrnent of a Communist society in China and the achievement of

world riberation. Therefore, the three red banners of the great leap,

people,s commune and the general líne covered Chinese actions across a

period of years. From 1949 to Lg6g, china aoplied all these themes with

varyingdegreesofemphasísinhereconomicpolicy,inclu<lingavast

military expenditure, agricultural collectivization, natÍona1 self-
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sufficiency and consumer-ega1itari".,i"n 1 All these policies were in

keeping with the lrlaoist concePt of economic develop*.nt. 5

The conEradiction between China and the Soviet Union with respect to

their own national interest, the failure of the SovieË model of independent

development (1953-1957), and the failure of the Great Leap Forward

I'fovement (1958-1959) were inducements for Chinese leaders to re-examine

their economic planning. In this study the argument is that there is

evidence that Chinese leaders have applied an economic policy which was

based on a re-examination of past practical experience and r"¡hich provided

alternatives for future Program .hoi"e".6 First, there v¡as Eo be a

restructuring of Marxist ideology and re-education progranìs for the Chlnese

people so Ehat they could better adapt to changing political and economic

si¡uations. This strategy \,ras important ín Èhat Chinese development has

typically been based on raising mass consciousness concerning the Party

line, and development was itself seen to be essential to the survival of

the exisEing regime. In addition, Chinese development policy has itself

been shaped significantly by resources, in that skilled labour and

financial resources have been limited whereas unskilled labour has been

in over-supply. The first stage was emphasized in the Cultural

RevoluEion and in the consolidation of Chinese economic centers in areas

oÈher than North and Coastal provinces. This strategy leads to the

interpretaEion that the Chinese economy is an economy of political

disruption. Second, economic development l"las to lean to a Mixed

Capitalist-Þfaoist model to develop China as a economic superpower by the

year 2000--a process which began in 1970. These two s¡ePs are in

contradition in terms of Maots theoretical criEeria and the nature of

their conflict and dialectics wou1d, according to these criteria, help
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ChÍna achieve a higher stage of development due to the imbalance amonEl

the different elements. Overall, the Chinese economic recorcl for the last

eight years (LglO-I977) is best compared initially to oÈher countríes in

the area such as Pakistan and India, which use the mj-xed economic model.

These comparísons are based on the size of populatÍon, the agricultural

basis, and the 1evel of internal political upheaval in those countries Ín

that period. The fact that Chína has the strongest I'farxist ínf luence

forms a contrast. Some aggregate comparÍsons are shown in Table II-1'

TABLE II-1

Gross National Product Per CaPita

in Selected lfixed Economic Model Developing Countries

in Asia (1970, 1978)

Country

Ttre PRC

Pakis t an

India

1970(1)
$us

r45

t20

100

re7 8 (2)
$us

Sources : (1) Ta Chung Liu, "Statement to the Joint Economic Committee
of the U.S. Congress - Tuesday, June 13,
I972", on Economíc Development in }lainlan{
China, 99 cit., p. 32.

(2) Time: (March 13, 1978), P. 20-2I.

In early :rg7}, the draft outline of the First Ten Year Plan (1975-

1985) iüas announced by Hua Kua feng at the First Session of the Fífth

National People's Congress. This policy declaration provides as good

exarnple of the contínuity of Chinese economic cleveloPment despite leader-

ship changes. Fang Yi provided considerable detail rvhen he addressed

Z increase

410

170

150
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Lhe National Science Conference in Peking on March 18th, L978. The First

Ten Year Plan was to include Èhe following priorities. First, China is

to be built on a solid foundation for agriculture, which is projected to

be a key developrnental sector for the next decade. An immedÍate po1Ícy

goal is the achievement of Íncreases in total farm output of four to five

percent annual1y. Grain output is projected to be four hundred rnillion

tons in 1985: mechanized farm work at the end of this plan will constitute

some eighty-five percent of all farm activities. Dyking and dam building

are to be given priority. It is forecast that each person will have about

one-fifth of a hectare of farmland with a stable high yÍeld, thus assuring

Chinese peasants that they will have their own land for cultÍvation. It is

clear that the thrust of this polícy is lo increase productivity through

mechanized equipment and to protect the land and crops frorn drought and

flooding. In addition, it follows with some qualification that Marxist

redistribution is to be advanced. Second China will strengthen its base in

industry. In this sector, metallurgy, petroleurn, electric Power and machine

building industries will be further developed by importing or developing new

technology. The output of steel is slated to be sixty million tons; the gross

value of Índustrial output will increase by more than ten Percent and the

State plans to build or complete one hundred and twenty large scale projects'

including ten iron and steel complexes, eight coal mines, ten oi1 and gas fields,

five key harbours and thÍrty electrical plants. Third, China is to expand her

transportatíon and communication netruorks to meet the needs of industrial growth.

Most locomotives will be replaced by electric or diesel types, and road-beds

will be further developed. Highways, inland watentays, air transport, and ocean

shipping are also slated for ímprovement or new construction.
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The last point of the First Ten Year Plan is that China intends to

decentralize Chinese industry into six major economic regions: the

Southwest, the North\n/est, the Central South, the East, the North and the

Northeast. (Figure II-1). These six industrial regions were initially

established in the early 1950s. Since then, their growth patterns have

not meshed properly rvith policy projections since the nee/er zones

experienced less rapid development compared to the traditional industrial

zones in the Northern and Coastal provinces. The new plan is to give the

regions greater autonomy in decísion making, and to increase the pace of

industríal decentralization, particularly in the South, Southwest, and the

Northwest.

At this point, one may ask rvhether China has the potential to

achieve these policy goals, given that all previous economic plans have

not been successful. As previously mentioned, economic output Ís a very

ímportant part of Chinese policy. The better the level of econonic

achievement, the higher the leve1 of trvo-way trade. This in turn helps

us to better understand Chinese foreign policy. Initially, a more comprehen-

sive anlaysis ís necessaly in the areas of agrículture, industry, communication,

finance and manpo\./er in order to gÍve a more cornplete picture of Chinese

econornic capability. It is necessary to note' however, that the two main

sectors of the Chinese econony are agriculture and industry. Considering

Chinese society as a closed system, the development of agriculture will be at

the expense of industry and vice'o"rru.8 The thrust of Chinese economic policy

is to try to conciliate these tr./o contradicted sectors or to rnainpulate the

contradÍction to best advantage. Other economic sectors contribute to the
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Figure II-1

CHINA'S INDUSTRIAL DISPERSION AND

Source: Field, Robert M. ,

LEVEL OF DEVELOPI'ÍENT

t952-t9l O

"Civilian Industrial Production in the People's
Republic of China L949-I974," it China: A

Reassessment of the Economy, a co*peãai.t* of
t Economic

Committee, Congress of the United States,
94th Congress, lst Session, July 10, L975,
Wash., D.C. - Government Printing Office,
1975, p. 155.

1950 I 5i I

North
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level of development of agriculture and Índustry. Nevertheless, these

subordinate sectors are very important in deciding the success or failure

of development in the fDain Sectors. For exar.rple, a good conrnunication

system (such as roads and telecommunication) would help to decrease the

costs of production which, in turn, would improve the financial position

of China.

It is important to note that the data which have been used to supPort

the arguments in this chapter are laken directly from the secondary

literature without extensive verification as to their accuracy' The

reason Ís that there are different methods of estimating chinese economic

data. The Chinese government has not publÍshed enough economic statistics

to help resolve questions of accuracy and to give a better understanding of

the nature of Chinese economic posture. In addition, Western economic

experts use different methods to estimate Chinese economic data drawn from

official Chinese speeches and these different methods lead to dífferent

results.9 The debate concerning the value of these methods and the question

of which one is best go beyond the scope of this study. However, Professor

Robert F. Dernberger, a meniber of The 1980's Project Studies of the United

Statest Corrttcil ott Foreigtt R.1at :

Although there is considerable debate over the
t..l-,t"ãy of these data, most experts no\'/ agree thaE

therofficialr statistícs are noE falsified'
Furthermore, these data are used as illustrations of
generaltendenciesofrelationship,notasaccurate
point estimates; the use of one set of estimate
rather th16 another should not change (ty)
argument.

a fínal point of clarification. Mao Tse tung classifíedThere is
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agriculture and light Índustry in the same sector and placed heavy

.11 ..industry in another sector.-- ThÍs classification has led to sor¡e

confusion, given that mass production in the machinery industry is

heavily relÍant on the output of heawy industry. This study considers

heavy industry and light índustry to be part of the same industrial

seclor.

AGRICULTURE

china has traditionally been an agricultural society and agriculture

is subject to natural events--such as drought, flood and earthquake--Ín

addition to its requirements for modernized farm equipment. Perhaps the

most important point ís that agriculture has a strong irnpact on the

v¡hole econol¡.y. As Professor Robert F. Dernberger has argued: ''Ttre most

fundar¡.ental obstacle to economic developrnent in China is the need to

solve the agricultural prob1em. "12

since lg4g, china has followed }laoist economic doctrine and has

practiced an agricultural collectívization policy based on three factors:

the skill of well-organized peoplets communes, the encouragement of a

high 1evel of co-operation among the chinese people, and supPort fron

the Soviet Union. Land distribution policy in Chinese rural areas has

been the backbone of thís agricultural policy, and was itself based on

three rnajor factors: the redÍstribution of land from rich landlords to

poor peasants; second, the promotion of growth in the scale of agricultural

production co-operatives: and third, the formation of peoplets communes as

the baslc unÍts of Communíst organizatíon in the agricultural sector. Early

failures in this program v/ere attributable largely to shortages of farm
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equipment, to an over-estimation of the adaptative capability of the

Chinese people, and to an underestirnation of the technical problems

1iinvolved.-- In addition, the 1950s and 1960s contained three years

(L954, L956 and 1963) of flooding in the North Chinese plain which combined

with social and technical problems to push back government efforts. In fact

the number of communes declined by some 347" from74,000 ín 1963 to 50,000 in
1L

r973.'',

The objectives of Chinese agricultural economic policy in the 1970s

are still based on the Communist Chinese e>,pression, "take grain as the

key link and insure all-round developm"nt".15 The thrust of this policy

is to rapidly improve the results of harvest r¡hÍle keeping a balance

between 1oca1 and national investment, between modern and semi-¡nodern

input, between grain and essential non-grain crops, and betrveen socialist

enterprise and those economic activities permÍtted to function outside

Comrnunist economic institutÍons. Generally speaking, Chinese feaders

apply a'walking on tv¡o legs'policy to all agricultural sectors in

order to fulfi11 domestic food requirements and domestic development.

Since 1972, the rnajor thrust of this policy has involved the

acquisition of a domestic fertíLízer industry in order to off-set the

effects of bad weather. Alva Lewis Erisman cormnented on the close

relationship betrveen these components as follows:

Irtrereas the increasing f low of inputs has given a
positive slope to the long-run trend 1ine, the
success of agrÍcu1tura1 production in any given
year contÍnues to depend on weather conditions.
In 1971 and L973, for example, unfavorable r¿eather
partially offset the beneficÍal effects of
increased input. In L974, weather conditions were
irnproved but less fertilizer \,ras available,so
output was lorver than it rnight have been. 

to

In I974, China purchased thirteen large complexes for the production of
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chemical anonia-urea fertili zer in addition to four synthetÍc fibre

plants. These purchases v¡ere made in the United States, IJestern Europe

and Japan at a cost of approximately five hundred million dollars ' By

mid 1975, most of these plants had commenced operation and the last of

rhemwill be in production by late 1978 or L979. Using this capacity,

china will reach a production level of more than eight million tons of

fertilizer per year--double the level of 1970, and one and one-half times

the 1974 :€ve] As the data ín Table II-2 shows, ímports of nitrogen and

phosphorous have declined since 1973 and the production of domestic

fertili zer rlas Íncreased. Given this trend in production' one may predict

a more important contribution on the part of the domestic ferti]iizet

complexes and these conplexes will play a decisive role in grain output

and in further economic development '

Tab Ie Il-2

Chlna: lnport and Dorestlc Productlon of Fertlllzer L97O-I974

(1n thousand reÈric tons)
------ Ph-*hru I ro-iãã*
Im¡ort ' Product Sub Total , ImPort r Prodrlct 

I

B

19 70

19 7I

t91 2

797 3

r97 4

(2)

t3)

110 3

t299

1449

- Nitrogen
Product

43.57

Sub Total
(c))4

5

5

(

1480

lt 75

15 35

I 360

IO00

r370

1299

t435 5

75

r90

56

9

Source: Erlsrun. Alva, L. 
'(2) Ârnual Irçort

(3) PercentaSe of

Notes: (1), (2), (3) çere

83 ¡ 1858

40 I I61t

Q. ctt., p.333.
and dorestfc productlon ãverage.
lr,rport over total (¡/C).

corputed,

26

116 | 122 1266

4819

550r

611211

6I8 3

5438

168 | 2t3

15r | 205

t.]Z | 27 .32
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chemical fertílizer must be used in conjunction wÍth other aspects

of agricultural production. Accordingly, the chinese governrnent has

focused attention on soi1, r^rater conservation, seedr close planting, plant

protection, field management and farm machinery as part of the Eight

Point Charter f or Agricrrlt,rt.. l7

china is larger than the united States but only ten percent of

the land, about one hundred and seven million hectares, is arable' Arable

land per capita is less than in India and Thailand and is only fifteen

percent of that available in the united states. (Table II-3).

TABLE II-3

Arable land per capita in selected countries

Count ries

The PRC (1969

India (L967)

Thailand (1965)

u.s. (L9641196s)

800

511.13

30.74

L94.59

Arable land
(1,000 hectares)

107,000

153,800

11,4 15

17 6 ,440

Arable Þer capita
(hectares )

. 134

.320

.37 r

.907

leaders have aPPlied

croppíng and intercroPPing,

(1 rnou = .0614 hectare) on the

put millions of high school

Source:

oP. cit ' , P. 356.

Ln order to solve the problem of 1and, Chinese

different cultivation methods such as multiple

as rvell as terracing some t\'/enty million mous

rnountain ,id"".18 The 'hsia fang' system has

Perkins, Dwíght, H., "Constraints ínfluencing China's agricultura
performance", in china: A Reassessment of the Econonry,

Populat ion
(mr-Illons /
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graduates to work ín the rural areas and tried to increase the current 1eve1

of fífty thousand communes (estimated for 1974), seven hundred and fifty

thousand brigades and five rníllion productiot t"t*.19 The combined effect of

these activities has been to increase the available stock of arable land

and improve the manpor^rer skills and educational leve1s in rural areas.

I{ater and drainage systems are important aspects of the agricultural

infrastructure and the People's Republic of China has trÍed to maintain,

expand, and írnprove its existing facilities. PekÍng reported a total

one rnillion three hundred thousand hectares of draíned and irrigated

farm land by late 1974. This is significant ín that only one hundred

thousand wells were in operatÍon in 1965. In addition, the system of

drainage canals has been expanded, especially in the Northern lor¿land.

With regard to farm mechanizaLion, porver-driven I"Iater pumps have been

increased frorn eight million horsepower in 1965 to thírteen million in

Ig74. This is an increase of 62.5"Á for the nine year períod' The area

írrigated and/or draínecl by purnp increased 4007" from 6,600,000 to 33,000'000

hectares. Such land constituted approximately 30.8% of total arable land.

In 1973, China had 7,275,000 horsepower of tractors. By January 1975, the

inventory of these farrning machines was up by L4.67.. Finally, International

Research Institute has tried to develop seeds with a greater adaPtabílíty

to Chinese conditions.

Since China is overpopulated and has limited arable 1and, the

satisfaction of domestic demand for foodstuffs depends heavÍly on the

importation of grain and other agricultural commodíties. This is

reflected ín the variation in grain imporÈs (from 437" to L667., using 1970

as the base year) for the last six years (L970-L975) (Tab1e II-4). Grain
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TABLE II-4
China: Imports of Grain I97O-L977 (Itillion merric rons)

Source: Groen, Henry J. and Kilpatrick, James 4., ttchinats Agricultural
Production in Chinese Ecorory Post Mao, A Com ,
submitted to t the United
States, 95th Congress 2nd Session, November 9, L978, vol. 1
(I,lashÍngton, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Of f ice, 1978),
p. 640.

Notes: (1) Total source may not add due to rounding.
(2) (3) were cornputed. (2) % over the prevj_ous years; (3) %

over 1970 as a base.

Year Total
(1)

Canada Aus t ralia Argentina France USA Others (2) (3)

l-970

T97I

r972

I973

L97 4

r97 5

1976

1977

4,63

3.03

4,84

7 .63

7 .01

3.30

2.00

6.90

r.97

3. 01

3.09

2.s4

1.90

1.90

1.00

3. 10

') ))

.01

.00

.80

1. 39

1.20

1.00

3.00

00

00

00

10

73

20

00

80

45

00

00

00

2T

00

00

00

00

00

94

18

78

00

00

00

4

2

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

65%

r60"/"

L57%

9r"/"

47%

6r"/"

34s7"

ro07"

õ) /"

LO4"/.

1647"

firz

7r"/"

43i¿

749:l
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imports are variable since Chinese agricultural output depends on the

natural climate and several uncontrolled factors. In 1973, Peking signed

three year Erade agreements with a number of countries--including Canada,

Australia and Argentina-- to buy a total of 3.8 to 4.8 million Eons of

grain each year beginning ín 1974. Short term agreements \,¡ere also made with

the United SEates, France and Canada. In total, China imported about

7.5 million tons of grain ín 1974 and 9.5 million tons in 1975. This

indicates that extensive imports are necessary to cope with domestic demand

and the shortfalls produced by natural conditions. For example, in 1973

two million Eons of rice were exPorted with a value of 800 million U'S'

dollars. In the same year, the poor harvest necessitafed the importation of

760 million U.S. dollars worth of wheat and 150 million U.S. dollars worLh

of corn. As a result, China has had a trade deficit in grain , even though

the price (per ton)of rice exported by China is more than two and one-half

t imes that of imported v¡heat .

It is also useful to note that China has had substantial

imports of other commodities such as soybeans, sugar and cotton. In 1970'

China exported 999,000 metric tons of rice, 88,000 metric tons of sugar

and about 16,000 metric tons of cotton. In 1973, â significant amount of

cotton was delivered to China because she lost her harvesE in that year.

In 1973, China tried to push the export of rice in exchange other commodities

such as sugar and cotton. (table II-5). With resPect to sugar, domestic

producËion of raÍr sugar increased from 1,400,000 tons to 1,800,000 tons

Generally speaking, the development of Chinese agriculture has

largely depended upon the expansion of population and China's limited arable

land. Chinese agricultural production has at least four obstacles:(a) natural
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TABLE II_5

China: Trade of Major Agricultural Commodities L970-L977

(Thousand metric tons)

Source: Groen,Henry J. and Kilpatrick, James 4., 0p cit., p.641.

Notes : (1) Neglible; (2) Preliminary; (3) (4) r¿ere computed; (5) was

computed ("/" of imports over total) .

disasters, (b) managerial problems, (.) limited knowledge of "Know hor*¡"

advanced agricultural technology and (d) the problem of limited financial re-
2Tsources.-- A specific feature of Chinese agricultural policy is that it is based

on a "walk on two 1eg" policy which mixes modern technology and the traditional

agricultural system. The famous Tachai production brigade is a good example

of this type.Another special aspect of Chinese agricultural policy is the

Year Export Import

197 0

L97 L

197 2

r97 3

t97 4

r97 5

L97 6

ß7tQ)

998

924

899

2.L42

1.983

r.440

r.000

700

424

460

370

310

340

330

200

L25

88

117

156

155

5I

94

24

(1)

l6

L6

16

22

44

66

66

66

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(t)

(l)

(1)

(1)

(1)

2

255

619

36

25

362

530

464

749

736

4LT

235

500

595I

r09

t52

435

392

L52

r83

L42

435

tot"l ( 3
9.676 2.459 685 3L2 (1) 1.338 5.220 .000

Average 1290.5 307.5 85.6 39.0 (1) L67.2 652 250.0

(5) 35.2% 88.3"Á 86 .5"Á
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policy of'puEting agrículture firstr which has been carried out in the

1960s and 1970s. This type of policy stresses increasi-ng investment in

agriculture, steady expansion in the supply and use of modern farm

equipnent, increasing the acquisition of fertilizer complexes, improvenent

in the loca1 small plants, and institutionalÍzation of the mutual-aid team

for technological advice. Since L972, China has initiated a long-term

development program which, as v/e have seen, Íncludes the developnent of high-

yield seed, irnportatÍon of modern fertilizer plants and ímprovements in the

irrigation system. The growth rate of agricultural development has been 1.9%

i-n the period 1970-1974. The program Íncludes the projection that, by the

middle 1980's, Chinese domestic grain supplies should increase by one hundred

forty-five million tons over the 1evel of 1974 (two hundred and fifty five

rnillion tons). It should be borne in mind that, even if the projection is

met, during the same period ChÍna's population will grow by more than fifteen

nrillion people based on 1.6"/. bírrh rate. It is, therefore, quite possible

that China will have to continue with a polir:y of substantial grain imports.

INDUSTRY:

.The tradÍtional Chinese industrial centers are concentrated in the

Northewastern, Northern and Eastern regions of China where good tans-

portation systems and raw materials are available. During Lrorld I^Iar II,

when industrial plants vrere removed from coastal citÍes to prevent

destruction by Japanese armed forces, South-l^Iest China was built up as a

smaller centre and warlord regimes also established some sma11

industrial complexes in several provinces. After the liberaEion of the
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China mainland, Chinese leaders tried to consolidate existing industrial

bases and they constructed two ne\r ones, centered around the Íron and

steel complexes of Pao-t'ou and I^Iu han in North and Central China. In

addition, an effort r^7as made to consolidate the industrial developr¡ent of

Southwest China. However, despite the early efforts to disperse industry,

the three unin areas of Chinese industrial strength have remained ín the

Northeast, North and East (figure II-1).

Frour the end of the First Five Year Plan (L952-I957) to the Third

Fíve Year Plan (1966-7970), Chinese industrial output increased 250% ín

spite of political distruption and several f ailures of econorn-ic p1".tr,írrg.21

In 1970, steel output t^Tas seventeen mi11íon metric tons, almos!

two míl1íon rnetric tons above the level of L969, (or an increase of

approximately 13.3% for a one year period). This success was due to

sophisticated equipment and to the development of some three hundred local

plants. Today, China has at least eight iron and steel plants which

produce more than one million tons of steel annually. The largest of these,

An shan, contributed nearly twenty-fÍve per cent of the national output

r¡hile the Shanghai complex produced an additional 16.4% of. the total

Ín 1973 (Table II-6).

By January L975, Chou En lai reported that' in overall terms:

Gross industrial output for I974 is estimated to be
1902 more than 1964 and the outPut of major products has
greatly increased. Steel has increased 200%, chenr-ical
fertÍlizer 330"1, tractors 5207", cotton yarn 851l and chenrical
fibres 3307". Through our own efforts in these years' \¡/e

have completed 1,100 big and mediur¡ size projects.'-

It may be the case that these fi-gures are substantially inflated.
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TABLE II-6

Steel Production at

Years: 1970-L973

Major Iron

(in rnillions

and

of

Steel

tons )

Plant or category r970 /"

(1)
L97 2 /"

(2)
197 3

Modern plants:
An-shan
Shanghai
Wuhan
Pao ttou
Pekin g-Sh ih- ch in g-shan
Chungking
Ma-an-shan
T t ai-yuan
0ther modern plants

4.5
3.0
L.4
1.0

.7

.7

.7

.5
3.6

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

5.3
3.8
t.7
r.4
r.2
1.1
1.1
r.0
3.6

118
r27
L2I
140
17L
L57
157
200
100

5.9
4.2
1.8
1.6
r.6
t.2
L.2
L.2
3.6

131
140
728
r60
228
L7I
L7T
240
100

Total rnodern plants

Small plants

Total productÍon

16 .1

r.7

17.8

100

100

100

20.2

2.8

23.0

I25

165

r29

)) '1,

'1, )

25.5

138

188

L43

Average (4) 14.43"/" per year (growth rate)

Source: Usack, Alfred H. and Egan, James D., t'Chinats Iron and Steel
Industry: in !hi"a: e n."ssesste , pg cit
p.285.

Notes: (1), (2), (3) and (4) were computed . (2) and (3) are indexes
computed to 1970 as a base (1002). (4) $Ias computed by
dividing the percentage change between I97O and l-973 by
the number of years (3).
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According to adjustments calculated by Professor Robert M. Field, crude

steel production decreased by nearly two rníllíon tons compared to 1973.

The output of cotton cloth and fertilízer remained at approximately the

same.level as 1973; sugar dropped nearly trùo per cent. The only areas

with a rapid rate of growth ü¡ere the petroleum industry and timber (about

65.3 million metric tons and 55 rnillion cubic metrj,c tons respectively).

However, despite this pessirnism about the industrial results of I974,

Professor FÍeld sti11 believes that Chína should regain the recent gro\,rth

rate of eight to ten per cent per year for the remainder of thÍs d"."d..23

Chinese leaders also focus on development plans in the machinery

productÍon area. The number of ChÍnese-built tractors increased more

than B'17 percent over the perÍod 1970 to 1973. During the same perÍod,

machine tools increased from seventy thousand to eíghty thousand, Power

irrigation equipment increased from 3,089,000 horsepovrer in 197r to

5,984,000 horsepower ín 7973. Fina1ly, the inventory of locomotives,

freight cars, merchant vessels and rnotor vehicles also increased during this

period. (Tab1e II-7).

As I noted earlier, petroleum production has shown rapid growth

recently and Chinese leaders have tried to keep ít in step \^/ith industrial

development and commodÍty demand. In I970, petroleum reserves lüere estimated

to be two billion, sixty-eÍght rnillion metric tons of crucle oÍ1. In thaÈ

year, the Ta ch'Íng oilfield producèd ten millíon metric tons of

refined oi1, while the Dairen oilfield in Po hai together v¡ith thirteen

other oilfields had outpuL ran¡¡Íng from 1.3 nLillion to 4.3 mí11ion metric
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tons of refÍned oil. China now has a total reserve of about 7.6 billion

metric tons of crude oil. All these oilfields contribute greatly to

Chínese industrialization in terms of domestic consumption and petro-

chernical products. In I974, petroleum production reached 64.3 million

metric tons of crude oÍ1. The increase value of investment r^/as about

(seventy-seven thousand, eight hundred and thirty-seven point six rnillion)

yuan in industrial output. If oi1 output r¡/ere maintained at a growth rate

of twenty-three per cent annua11y, by 1980 crude oi1 production would be

approximately 226 million rnetric tons per year. Given the data for 1971-

1974 production (36,7 inillion metric tons to 60 million metric tons ín

7974), ChÍna would have about fifty to sixty-five million metríc tons of

crude oil to export in 1980.24

Natural resources other than petroleum (such as coal, natural gas,

hydroelectricity) all contributed to growth in China's energy production.

However, they contributed unevenly in terns of theír share of the

dornestic industrial market. (Tab1e II-8). The production of electricity,

in particular, has experienced a high rate of growth, averaging about

II.6"/. annually for the period 1964-1974.25 For the whole period 1970 to

1974, the growth rate was 16.32 annually.

One crucial factor in Chinese Índustrial_ization is that energy

supplies wí11 overtake domestic demand by a comfortable margin in 1990.

(Table II-9 ). The poÍnt becomes important given that energy problenìs can

threaten the level of development and lead to econo¡¡ric stagnation and

crises .
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TABLE II-8

China: Primary Energy Production

Source: Doyle, George 4.,0P cit., P. 29

TABLE II_9

China: Estímaled Electríc Porver Production, L970-1974

Source: Field, Robert M.,0p cit., p. L66

Nores: (2), (3), (4) and (5) are index values cornputed on 1970 as

a base (100).

Year Million metric ton Share (per cent)

coal equivalent Coal Petro Natural gas Hydroe lectri c

L970

r97 4

326.82

458.63

70. 19

62.75

TI.34

17 .01

t6.L2

17.72

2.36

)\)

Year L9lO d/

(1)
T97T /"

(2)
L97 2 L97 3

o/

(4)
t97 4

o/

(s)

Quan ti ty
(10OKwh )

72 100 86 119 119 r65 101 140 r08 150
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TABLE II-10

China: Estimated Total Energy Supply and Demand, 1980-1990

(l'fi11ion tons of coal equívalent

Source: Smi1, Vaclav, Chinats Energy: Achievements, Problems, Prospects,
(New York: Praeger Publishers, I976, p. 208)-

COI-ßÍUNICATION

The Chinese transport and communication sectors have improved sub-

stantially since 1949 and have contributed to the overall growth in

industríalizatÍon. Phillip tr^i. veterling and James J. i^lagy wrÍte:

Through a combination of modern and native transport
facilities, the transPortatÍon sector of the People's
Republic of China (PRC) ís solidty supporting Peking's
industrialization drive. Freight and Passenger trains,
truck and trailers, busesr powered cargo and
passenger vessels, and obsolescent carts, civil aÍr
crafts operate in the modern part of the transport
system. Numerous animal-drawn and man-drawn carts 

'porter bicycles and primitive r+atercraft such as
junks and wooden sailing vessles are used elsewhere.
These native transport facilities supplement the modern
system and carr)'rg Lat1e volume of cargo over relatíve1y
short distances.

This descriptíon ís a vital one since it gives the reader an insÍght

into the relatioship between modes of transportatÍon and the mobilization

of the population in China in everyday life.

Year r980 19 85 1990

Supply

Demand

Apparent surplus

5 90-6 30

520-570

20-100

840-9 10

7 30-830

10-1 80

r,250

, ooo-1 ,2oo

50-250

In 1971, China had more than forty-one thousand kilometres of
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railroad, mostly in standard gauge line. This was some eight percent

more than in 1949. At about the same time, the highway netirork of China

consisted of about sixty-five hundred thousand kilometres of roads of

varying quality. The total mileage had increased by one hundred and thirty

percent in ten years ancl by about six hundred fifty percent since 1950.

Approximately fifty percent of roads were prÍmarily gravel although the

highrvay system allowed trucks to reach seventy p"i"urrt of the rural

conmunes, and more than fÍfty percent of the production brigades. China

also tried to build a good highway system in the regÍons rvhÍch border on

the Soviet Union, PakÍstan, India and I'fongolia to consolidate her control

in outlying areas of the country.

In addition, China has some one hundred and sixty-eight thousand

kilometres of inland waterways, and an international trading fleet of

more than two hundr.d.r"rr.1".27 In 1978, the merchant marine visited some

four hundred ports in more than one hundred countries, and China had a

surplus capacity in shipbuitaing.2B

Fina1ly, the Administration of Civil Aviation of China purchased

several AN-24 Turboprop planes and 11-62 long range aircraft from the

Soviet Union, together with some used Trident Its purchased from

Pakistant Ín 1970, and six new Trident II's acquired from BrítaÍn in 1971.

The Chinese government also improve two main airports, Canton and Shaghai,

in order to accommodate modern passenger aircraft. In addition, since

I977, China has established a limited international air service. Professors

Veterling and hTagy conclude that there are some grounds for optÍmÍsm ivith

regard to Chinese transportation. TLey state that:

The prospects of transportation in China (through
1975) are excellent if recent frends continue
(from I972). Transport performance should keep
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pace \^/ith the form of industrial and agricultural
output and no general shortage should occur. The
transport system will remain gene12]ly adequate
to meet Ëhe demand of the economy.

The development of transportation net\^rorks in China also complements the

communicatíon systern by introducing savings and increasing volume in the

flow of transactions. In addition, Chinese telecommunications and mass-

media play an important part in the process of ideological remoulding.

In 1975, ninety-eight percent of people's communes had telephone

services. Approximately eíghty percent of the citÍes are equipped wÍth

an automatic dial system, servicing an estimated five mí1lion exchange

lines. Peking had about 170,000 telephones and the Fourth Five Year Plan

(L97I-I975) set out the construction of an arterial network for long

distance communication facilitÍes. China also constructed one conmunication

30
-spy sateIl]-te.

China has also ímproved her radio broadcast facilitÍes. All

capitals of 29 provincial-level units except Lhasa and Urumchí receive

telecasts from the Pekíng TelevisÍon and Broadcasting System via a nation-

wide network of microwave radio relay facilities. China had I1,L24

stations in 1959 with a Iimited po!/er. Today, China has about 150 or

more stations with a po\¡/er of about 5 megawatts. The most imPortant

station Ín China is the central Peoplefs Broadcasting Station in Peking

which has at least 25 shortwave transnritters and approxirnately 35 mediurn

wave transmission networks for domestic purposes. At the local level,

threse transmissions are received and then rebroadcast. I^lhile China has

only two frequency modulation (f¡t) stations - one in Peking, the other

in Shanghai - it does have sorre 62 shortwave transrnitters for inter-
?1

national service, most located near Peking.
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A1l these mass media subsystems combine with ne\tspapers wiEh a

daily circulation of about tr,/enty-one million issues, and nine periodical

journals in several languages to produce a very powerful process of mass

ina and 
^btoud.32

FINANCIAL SYSTEM:

In the Chinese financial system, there are t\¡Io elements: institutions

and a debt-asseE system. The latter is distinguished from a fiscal

system which is mainly concerned vrith budget revenue and expenditure. In

the Chinese Comrnunist regime, the financial system is used to regulate

and control key expenditures set out by national progranmes. In addition,

the financial system handles economic transactions, controls the quantity

of money circulating Ín the internal and international market, and sets

the value of currency.

The Peoplers Bank of China is responsible for financial supervision

and control of the Chinese economy in such areas as national financÍal

resources, state budgets and other state enterprises, institutions and

organízations. The People's Bank of China issues all banknotes and

coins, accepts deposits, and makes loans for all other economic

organizations in the country. These tasks are carried out by thirty-

four thousand branches all over ChÍna. The People's Bank also controls

Èwo other banks: The People's Bank of Constructíon and the Foreign

Exchange Bank which is represented in other countries. The Peoplefs

Bank of Construction manages all long term Ínvestment grants for develop-

ment. The Foreign Exchange Bank mana€les all foreign trade payments,

controls foreign exchange and provides banking services for rural

comnunes, credit co-operatives and their branches in the brigades.
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Professor John G. Gurley observes that:

Although the financial system's intermediary role
has probably grown somewhat since the 1950s, it
sti1l represents, without any doubt, only a sma1l
portion of the total flow of saving and investment.
This suggests thaÈ China's financial assets have
probably been small relative to its GNP or its
national wealth. That is to say, the base of
national wealth has been greatly expanded without
the erection of a huge super-structure of financial
assets. Most additions to real wealth have been
financed in ways not involving the issuance of
debt by investors or the accumulation of financial
assets by s"vers.33

In the international finance system, China follows at least tr^to maln

principles: limit

degree of control

ing drains on her assets and retention of a maximum

over international acÈivitie".34 rhe Chinese financial

capacity is limited but that does not mean that the financial system is

without advantages. To quote Professor Gurley again:

The very process of socialist central planning
reduces the dependence of economic units on a

financial structure. Contact is made less
through financial markets and financial
institutions and more through planning bureaus
and other central coordinating devices, the
order of the day is internal finance and
balanced budgeÈs, not extefnal finance and the
issue of ne¡n¡ securities. 35

In principle, thrs means that Chinese financial assets are used abroad

under tightly controlled conditions. Most importantly, these controls

imply that Chinese consumption patterns are relatively independent of

growth in energY Production,

}f\NPOI.JER :

The success of the Chinese economy strongly depends on the capacity

of skilled manpower and the ability of the Chinese government to
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mobilize the Chinese masses. Skilled manpower is required Eo manage,

maintain and develop several advanced technological complexes in different

industrial sectors. In the late nineteen-seventies, China is still
36

affected by a shortage of skilled labour."- Given an oversupply of labour

overall, the characteristics of the labour force have hampered the

allocation of manpovTer to different sectors of the economy and they tend

to exaggerate the contradiction inherent in restrictive entrance require-

ments in the educational system as a whole and especially with regard to

the universities.

tr^Iith respect to ideology, the question "redt' and "expertt' has been

dominant in Chinese politics for a number of years, since an important

feature of Maoist theory is the 'constant interplay between philosophy

,37 _and acttorr'¡ 1-deological persuasion sometimes dominates technological

development in Chinese society, given the assumption that the former r+ill

promote economic progress on a very solid Marxist base. Professor Stuart

R. Schram points ouE that:

The revolution which Mao has undertaken to carry out
in the mentality of his compatriots in order to fit
the Chinese nation for survival in the modern v¡orld
has two aspects: which are sunÍned up in the famous
phrase t'.red and experL" used since the period of rhe
'Great Leap Forwardr to define the idea of excellence
in China today. On one hand, Mao wants his
compatriots to be expert - that is to master modern
ways of thinking about nature and modern techniques
for dealing with nature as developed in the l^lest.
But on the other hand, he \n/ants them to be tredt

thaÈ is fil1ed with revolutionary passion and
animated by the conviction that the action of the
mass can ultiln4tely triumph over all objective
difficulti"".38

It is evident that Chinese leaders perceive that expertise may be imported

but Ehat it is impossible to import a Chinese red revolutionary" Professor
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Joseph R. Levenson has pointed out:

Ideology, the correct ideology, must dominate the
ostensibly non-ideological expert. For as Mao
has proclaimed in his percepts for art and literature'
the very profession of ideological unconcern (art

, for arts EAke) is a classic product of bougeois
ideology. -'

As a result, before the death of Mao Tse tung, rredt seems to have

outweighed rexpert' and the huge Chinese population remained a burden on

Chinese economic development instead of an important conEributing

factor. Government-controlled dissernination of birth control methods

have had some effect however, in that the Chinese birth rate has decreased

from2.1 per cent in 1970 to 1.6 per cent in 1976 (Table II-11). The

i-mportance of population is underfined by the fact Ëhat it relates to several

China:

TABLE II-11

Estimate Population L970-197 7

Year

L970

L97I

r97 2

L97 3

r97 4

L97 5

L97 6

r977

2.L

2.0

1.9

1.8

L.7

1.6

1.6

1.6

Source: Aird, John S., ttRecent

China Quarterly, 73,
Provincial Population Figures,
(l'farch, L97B), p. úÐ.

Year-end population
(in millions)

845

862

878

894

909

923

938

es3 (r)

Note: (l) rvas computed.
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areas such aS finance, culture, social welfare and foreign trade. John

S. Aird has pointed out that:

Ihe specific questions most critical for China's
future demographic development are whether or not
a sustained program for contraception, sterilization,
abortion and late marriage rvill be mounted in the
cities and throughout the vast countryside, whether
economic and social change supportive of family
limj-tation will take place and whether administrarive
intervention can impose family p1a¡6ing in those
who will not adopt it voluntarily.'"

The data shows that while birth control has had some límited success in

China, the sheer size and growth rate of the population will continue to

give grain imports an important leverage over foreign trade as a who1e,

to limit the pace of industrial growth, and to íncrease the demand for

arable 1and. In addition, mass mobilization campaigns have periodically

strained the Chinese economic capacity to produce enough goods to satisfy

existing demand. These campaigns also disrupted the growth of scientific

knowledge in that schools were shut down, academic activities ceased, and

academics were sent to do manual work in the country side. However, there

is evidence that the new leadership generation intends to improve this

manpor^7er posture, in quantity and quality.

Statistics compiled by Lhe Organízation for Econonic Cooperation and

Development (OECD) reported that, by 1976, China had about three hundred

and thirty-five thousand scientists (excluding medÍcal scientists) and

seven hundred twenty-five thousand engineers and techniciarr".Ot I,Ihile the

absolute number is large - one million sixteen thousand people - it

represents only about 2.0 x 10-3 per cent of the Chinese population. In

1978 Kuo Mo-jo, President of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, stated that
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the country's goal is to quadruple the present number of professionals
42

manpo$rer at the university level by 1985. This goal was reflecLed in

documents related to the recenË National Science Conference in Peking.

Four imporËant points which bear on manpovrer during the period 1978-1985

r.¡ere discussed. These r¡Iere:

a) Approximating a 197O-world-level in a number of important
scienÈific fields such as engineering sciences, national
resources, agriculturer industry, defense, transport and
cormnunications;

b) Increasing the number of scientific research personnel to
eight hundred thousand people;

c) Building a large number of up-to-date centers for scientific
experimentation; and

d) Completing a nationwide research network.

Since China has been partly isolated for the last three decades,

improvements in various scientific disciplines will take a number of years

before they can actually contribute to the progress of Chinese society.

As to the middle-range future, there are several possibilities. Professor

Robert F. Dernberger insists thal by 1990, the Chinese will achieve a

very high level of development in the economic """totÍ3 
He predlcts thaÈ

China r¿ill increase its Gross National Product by one hundred percent ,

its agricultural production by twenty-five percent., its industry

(including military) by fifty-five percent and its service sector by

!\.ienty-one per cent. At this point, China would also have a Èrade

deficit of some three per cent (table IT-12). Other scholars--such as

Professors Ross Terril and Michael H. Ludlow--tend Lo agree with

Professor Dernberger. In his paper on t'China in the i^lorld Economy",

Ludlow states that he expects that China will be among the top five
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nations by the year 2,000, since he estimates that Chinese economic

44
growth will be at a rate of five to. seven per cent per year.

C'enerally speaking, Chinese industrial development has four

obstacles: (a) limited knowledge of advanced technology, (b) limited

financial investment, (c) limÍted skilled labour and (d) the interplay

between ideology and develop*.nt.45 However, China will likely override

all these problems by giving greater attention to the requisites of

economic independence and technological development. In the latter

regard, China has begun to select students on the basis of qualifying

TABLE LL.Iz

Summary of Forecasts : Chinars Economy in 1990
(Absolute levels in billion constant 1975 U.S. dollars)

L975-L990
Average Annu-
al Growth

("/")

Index
(19 7s=100)

19 90

Ab so 1 ute

GNP

Agriculture
Industry

Consumer goods

Producer goods

Services

Population

Per Capita Consumption

Foreign Trade

Exports

Imports

Foreign Trade Depen-
dency

5

2

7

6

9

4

1.7

)

5

5

2r3

134

3L2

239

364

180

L28

155

213

2T

479.6

97 .4

233.6

7 3.r
160.5

88.6

r,024

138. 8

13. 8

13. 8

)/^

100

23

55

T7

38

21

Sourca: Dernberger, Robert F., Chinars Future Op cit., P. )'52.
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entrance examinations as opposed to political background. Chína has also

sent out several htndred Chinese youth for technological education 
^bto^d.46

This Chapter, so far, examined' several aspects of Chinese economic

capacíty and its prospects for development. However, the development of

the Chinese economy depends largely on the type of domínant decision -

making faction. A short account of these factions is necessary at this

point.

Generally speaking, Chinese leaders have made use of a recovery or

rehabilitation period after each phase of economic disruption. Three

such phases \,rere Èhose of post-vrar rehabílitation (L949-I952); the

recovery crisís following the Great Leap Forward (I962-L965) and the

períod following the Cultural Revolution (since L969). During such

evaluative periods, Chinese leaders usually teotganíze those internal

institutions which proved to be disruptive in the testing periods' For

example, after the failure of Èhe Great Leap Forward, ChÍnese leaders

ordered a reduction in the size of communes and returned regular

administrative duties to the local goverrrment and productÍve teams.

This resulted in a decentralization of administrative organs. The

modífication produced in the rehabilitation period will reflect the

weakest poinÈ of previous economic planning. An examination of these

modifications provides an insighL into major Chinese economic problems,

and it clarifies the reasoníng behind, and the practical application of,

contradiction. For example, the emphasis of agricultural planníng in the

1970s índicates that agricultural production has lagged behind
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consumption as a result of dísruption produced by the Cultural Revolution.

By the same token, the emphasis on improved agricultural producÈion is

likely to postpone industrial development despite the fact that a "walking

on Two Legs" policy has been applied. Such an examination would also show

the lines of conflict bet¡veen tvùo schools of thought with resPect to

economic development: a radical school and a tod.t"t" school. The former

consists of supporters of Mao's ideas of revolutionary political and

economic development. These supporters argue that economic development

and social transformation must occur simultaneously. They also argue that

political remoulding must control economic development since an emphasis

on economic aspects alone would cause deviatíons in socíal values and

behavior which would contradict the objective of à true socialist society.

As a result, an emphasis on economÍc development alone would not only

postpone the achievement of Marxist goals but would also undermine or

eventually eliminate them. The practical experience of this school

indicates that. these arguments have been severely weakened by the course

of Chinese development. For example, the Cultural Revolutíon produced

substantial economic costs in the pursuít of mass political education

and mobilízatíon.

In contrast wíth this school, the moderaÈe school of economic thought

consistS of bureaucrats who have given greater priority to economic

development in the short run. Economic development Ís seen to precede the

long term goal of a Commr.nist transformation of Chinese society.

Ì'lembers of this school advocate a greater emphasis on a more capitalist

economíc policy which combines skillful management, control over advanced

technology, and rationalization of the market. There is an emphasis

on productive output, the exploitatíon of imported technology and the
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modernization of industry. As a result, economic development is dominant

and ideological remoulding ís relegated to a secondary place. The

leading figures of this school--such as Liu Shao dní,47 Sun Yeh fang,4S anou

En-1ai and Teng Hsiao-ping--have had difficulty during some periods since

L949. More recently, Chinese leaders deposed the leading figures of the

radical school and have upheld the more moderate principles of economic

development. However, it is clear that these tvro opposing factions sti1l

exist in conflÍcts over the course of Chinese industrialization. The

1evel of integration betr¡een them as well as the prevailing forces could

become a decisive factor in predicting the shape of Chinese economic

development policy.

In summary, the Chinese economy has several severe problems.

Agricultural production is dependent on the weather and upon several

uncontrolled factors. At the same time, population increases are stil1

significant. There is some room for optimism, given the improvements in

fertilízer production, improvement in agricultural research, and improve-

ments in soil conservation and cultivation methods. In additÍon, the

rate of population growth is "slowing down and will continue to slow
/,o

dov¡n."-'Mote advanced technology needs to be ímported to develop Chinese

índustry, but the purchase of technology is heavily dependent on the

limited Chinese supply of foreign currency. The question of rredr and

rexpertt, the question of radical and moderate factions in Chinese socíety

and the ideological remoulding process all have an impact on Chinese

economic development. Indeed, the economy as a whole has been earlier

characterized as one of political disruption, disruption which is used

to further economic develop*"nt.50

In the middle and long range term, chinese bílateral and multi-

lateral Èrade will depend upon domestic economic production and growth.
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Foreign trade, therefore, reflects the demands and surpluses of the Chinese

economy as well as the 1evel of Chinese prosperity. Foreign trade also

reflects Chinese domestic politics and it fal1s within the purview of

51foreign policy-.- Two workíng propositions can be put forward to guide our

discussion of foreign trade and its political implications. First, if

foreign trade is most heavily affected by ideology, then one would expect

exchanges with insurgents rather than with existing governmenEs ' In

addition, one would expect a 1ow level of exchange (or no exchange at

all) with CapitalisË countries, since economic exchange would support the

capitalisÈ market and indirectly suppress the cause of world revolution.

Second, if national interest criteria are most important, then one would

expect the dominant pattern to be one of 'buying cheap, and selling

dearr' of maximízír-g profits with lirnited resources. In addition, one

would expect such exchanges to follow a pattern of state-to-state

relations, in v¡hich the political ideology of the trading partner is

largely irrelevant. The discussion which follows will use these working

propositions to interpreL Chinese foreign trade policies. In addition,

the discussion will include brief references to military and economic

aid between China and the third world.

II

FOREIGN TRADE POLICY OF PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA AND ITS

POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS

The laLe Professor Alexander Eckstein asserted that:

Since the founding of the People's Republic of China,
foreign trade policies reflecË a complex interaction
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between its foreign policies,
developments and the dictates
or comparative advantage. 52

its internal political
of economic necessity

In Chinese politics, trade has always been a significant indicator of

substantive political relationships. There is a good deal of evidence to

show that foreign trade is an instrumenË of foreign policy, given the

large Chinese domestic demand in several areas, and the presence of

surplus production in capitalist states. In addition, Ehe developing

nations have required some transactions v¡ith the Chinese in order to

solve the demands of their domestic market and China needs hard currency

to pay for her transactions with developed countries.

Therefore, depending on benefit or national interest, Chinese leaders

will gear their Èrade Eo satisfy both economic and ideological criteria

which help to justify the Chinese pattern of development and the

importation of goods from the capitalist camp. Hale Boggs, former

Majority leader of the United States' House of Representatives, has

sÈated that Chinars foreign trade rests on four fundamental principles.

First, trade should complement equality and mutual benefit. Second,

Èrade should be conducted on the basis of a domestic policy of national

self-sufficiency. Third, imports should balance with exports. Fourth,

China will trade with developing counlries mainly on an exchange-production

basiJ.3 According to these four principles, China's trade policy should

be oriented towards the modernization and industrialízation of the

nation by the acquisition of new technology, material and equipmenÈ.

However, it is an orientation which is constrained by the need to

balance imports and exports and by the maximization of socialist self-

reliance through a phase-ouÈ of those consumptive requirements which
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can only be met by imports. Li cheng, Mínister of Foreign Trade stated

that:

Our policy of national construction is independence and
self-reliance. So is our socialist accumulation of
funds. Our imports should likewise be based on our
ability to pay. 0n1y if we have the ability to pay can
we increase our imports. That is to say, only if we
increase -our5txports simultaneously can \Áre ímport
more goods.

A further constraint is introduced by the fact that, in quantitatÍve

terms, China is not a major trading nation despite her large geographícal

area and population size. Chinars exports have never exceeded tvüo per-

cent of world exports and the ratio of total trade to Chinats gross

natÍonal product is only about five to six percent. The value of

Chinese foreign trade is about fourteen dollars (U.S.) per capita, one

of the lowest among major ,r"tior".55

Since 1970, the value of Chinese bilateral trade has increased from

U.S. $4340 million to U.S. $14,800 million (or 2472) for the period of

eight years (Tab1e II-13). In this volume of trade, rhe ratio of the

average value of exports (5226.25 million) to the average value of

imports (5043. 75 rnillion) is 1.04, with a trade surplus of. 0.02"/"

annually for the perÍod I970-L977. The data shows that Chinese trade has

had modest surplus in exports relative to imports. By implication,

Chinese foreign currency reserves should also show a modest level of

growth.

I^iith respect to the categories established by the three world

theories introduced in Chapter One, the first world had only I% of total

volume of trade r¡ith ChÍna in 1970 as compared with the second world's

share of 59.6"/" and the third v¡orldts share of 39,42. The patterns for
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TABLE II-I3

China: Volume of Trade, L97O-77

source: K. C. Yeh,r'Foreign Trade under the Hua Regime: Policy, Perfor-
mance and Prospectsrrrlssue and Studies, vol. XIV, No. 8
(August 1978)p. 14.
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1975-1976 show the second world sti11 ranked first as a trading area, the

thírd world second, and the first world last. Moreover, the Chinese had

trade deficits only wiÈh the second world, whereas she had a trade

surplus with the first and third worlds. (Table II-14).

TABLE TI-L4

Directíon and Balance of Trade, I97O-76

Source: K. C. Yeh, "Foreign Trade Under the Hua Regime: Policy,
Performance and Prospects", 0p. cit., p. 27

Based on the data of Taþle lJ_14- it seems safe to say that China

exhibits dÍfferent trade patterns Ín the three zones established by

the three world theory. Do these patterns involve politíca1 criteria

Area
Total Trade Total Trade

L970 r97s L976
(Million US$)

L97A 1975 1976
(Percent)

To ta1 4 .340 L4 ,575 L3,255 100.0 100.0 100.0

The First World
Soviet Union
U.S.

The Second
Japan
lrle s te rn
Eas te rn
0thers

World

Europe
Europe

The Third l^iorld ¿

Hong Kong
0ther non-Communist
Communist

45

!'
2,585

Bs5
1 ,015

355
360

77r
279
492

767
4l-6
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3,828 3,052
2,8r0 2,675
1,010 985

976 72r

,7l-0
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77L
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I ,405
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r,620
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59 .6
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8.2
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L7.B
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r.9
-f-¿+

5.8
3.1
2.7

59 .2 56.1
26.3 23.0
19. 3 20.2
6.9 7 .4
6.7 s .4

35 .5 38 .1
9 .6 L2.2

18.4 18.8
7.5 7.r
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and, if so, to r¡/hat degree? In order to evaluate these questions, a more

detailed study of Chinese foreign trade with the firsE world (consisting

of the United States and the Soviet Union), the second world (consísting

of Japan, Canada, Western and Eastern Europe and Australia) and the third

world (consisting of developing countrÍes) is necessary.

CHINAIS FIRST I^IORLD TRADE RELATIONS:

China-Uníted States Trade Relations: In 1970, the United States

had no trade v¡ith China. In 1971, the Chinese exported five million

dollars worth of goods to the United States, but the United States did

not reciprocate. (Table II-r4). In 7972, the United States' share of

Chinese foreign trade was nearly three percent and rose to over sixteen

percent by 1973. (USç 805.5 míllion) In L974, the volume rose to US$

933.8 million dollars, or L3"/. of Chinese trade. It is most important

to note that Chinese trade r^/ith all Communist counEries in the same

year constituted only 12.3"1 of Chinese trade. In this year, the United

States became Chinats second rank trading parLner, with wheat, jet

aircraft and foodstuffs being Lhe major commodities. This volume of trade

was based on criteria drav¡n from an important political document, t the

Shanghai Communiquef. It said in part:

Both sides view bilateral trade as another area
from which mutual benefits can be deríved and
agree that economic relations based on equalíty
and mutual benefit are in the interest of the
people of the túio countries. They agree to
facilitate the progressive development of trade
betvreen the two countríes.56
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TABLE II-15

China-U.S. Trade, I970-1975 (mil1ion dollars)

Source: Clarke, William and Avery, Martha.trThe Sino-Amerícan Conrnercial
Relationship,ttir China: A Reassessment of the Economy, op. cit.,
p.5L2.

Note: (1) Estimated by the Bureau of East-west Trade, u.s. Deparlment
of Commerce

One of the most significant barriers in Chinese-American trade is that

China looks to the United States only in the event that no supplier oËher

than the Second l,Iorld is available. For example, ín 1972, the harvest of

grain and soyabeans \¡ras poor. Canada, which is China's major wheat

supplier, had a dock strike and Australia had a poor crop. These

pressures forced the Chinese to seek American grain. A similar situation

occur'ed again in 1973 and, once again, China had to rely on the United

Statesrsurplus. It is worth noting that China also tried at that time

to manipulate the American grain sale by claiming that dock congestion r,ras

causing difficulÈies and then by asking for a delay in the shipment from

the United StaEes, after the Chinese received news that Canadian wheat

might be available. China did not attempt a similar tactic with Canada

or Australia when these problems occurred in the past.
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Although many economists such as William CIark and Martha Avery are

very optimistic abouË the future of trade relations between China and the

United States, other economists argue that China is still very cautíous

regarding the development of economic exchanges with the United States ' 
57

They point out that the latter country still symbolizes imperialism and

the u1Èimate class of enemy according to Marxist-Leninist doctrine ' On

the other hand, since 1970 China has been involved in one to tvto per cenL

of the world trade and in up to six per cent of the United Statesr volume

of trade. At that level, China has the same rank as Brazil. Given that

evidence, one may speculate that the initiation of limited Chinese-American

trade, and fluctuations in the volume of trade initiated, may well be a

result of China's need to maintain some type of strategic relationship

with the United States, in order to preserve a balance r¿ith the Soviet

Union. In this respect, the rapid development of Soviet forces, her

hOstile atÈitudes, and her containment policy with regard to China' are

reasonable motives for an expanded Chinese-American relationship' In

short, trade between China and fhe United States is governed by three

important points which musE be mentioned:

a) China does not seek a long term trade agreement with the
united states, and she would prefer to focus on the second

world for both equipment and agricultural commodities;

b) China does not pay great consideration to the United States
as an important trade partner (as she does with other countries
in the second world);

c) China needs to normalize bilateral relations with the United
States at least to the point of providing a moderate strategic
balance against the Soviet Union.

Sino-Soviet Trade Relations : Trade between China and the Soviet

Union increased frorn US$ 350 million in 1950 to a peak of US$ 2980
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million in 1959. It then started to decline, and hit its lov¡est level in

1910. AË that time, China imported only US$ 20 million worth of goods

from Ehe Soviet Union. In T974, trade between China and the Soviet Union

was balanced (each country exported US$ 140 million and imported the same

amount) (taUte II-16) and Ëhe Soviet Union became one of the lowesÈ

trading partners of China--a position v¡hich it

Igt6 (table rr-14).

China:

held in 1975 and

TABLE II-16

Trade Relations with U.S.S.R., I970-I974 (mil1ion dollars)

Year 197 0 t97 I Lgl 2 L97 3 1974

ImporÈ s

Quantity

Export s

20

25

75

BO

r35

t20

135

t35

140

140

Source: Chen, Nai Ruenn. "Chinars Foreign Trade", oP. cit', P. 648

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko claimed on July 10, 1969

that China "had done everything to break good relaLions between the two

Cournunist countries." l'1r. Gromyko especially focused on trade

relations v¡hen he pointed ouÈ that trade between the Soviet Union and

China had dropped to less than half of its 1959 level, that other

exchanges such as those in the scientific and cultural areas had stopped

almost compleËe1y, and that economic agreements had been annulled or

suspended. He also pointed to "the anti*Soviet statements of the

Chinese leaders that show hostile intention against our country (Èhe

Soviet Union)."58 A short time after this claim, several border

incidents took place between China and the Soviet Union.
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In summary, trade relations between China and the fírst world are

deeply influenced by the po1ítical situation both inside as r¿el1 as

outside Chinese borders. Professor David L. Denny alluded to this view

when he argued that:

The Chinese are knov¡n as
bargainers as well - but
times economic advantage
and contro1.59

consummate businessmen and
ít can be argued that at
is sacrificed for stability

Ts there a simílar sítuatíon ín the trade relations between China and

the second world?

CHINA.SECOND WORLD TRANE REIATIONS:

Since L970, Chinafs trade deficít wíth Japan ranged from three hundred

million US dollars (in 1970) to seventy-t\,ro million US dollars (in 1973)

and the volume of trade has increased every year since L970. (Table

II*f7). It is important to note that while Chína has had a trade deficit

wíth Japan, the level of deficit has decreased while the volume of trade

has increased.

Shortly after the signing of the Sino-Japanese Bilateral Peace Treaty

(which included the term thegemony') in 1978, the volume of Japanese

investment increased sharply. The Japanese Tmport-Export Bank (gxímbank)

provided about US$ 1 to US$ 2 billion dollars to develop oil and coal in

China. The long-term bilateral trade agreement of February 7978 predicEed

a value of bilateral trade up to US$ 20 billion dollars between 1978 and

1985, with China exportíng oi1 and coal and importíng plants, machinery

and constructíon material from Japan. Japanese Minister of Internatíonal

Trade and Industry, Toshio Komoto predicted that Japan l¿ill buy from forty

million tons of oi1 (or 8 to IOZ of total Japanese oi1 imports) to fífty
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million tons (or l0 to L2% of Japanese oil imports) by 1985.60

China's leading trade partners among the l^lestern European members of

the second world are l.Iest Germany, the United Kingdom, France and Italy.

Chinafs Ímports consist mainly of chemícals, high technology systems, and

manufactured goods, whereas her exports to these countries are primarily

agricultural in origin. In 1970, the value of Chinese trade with l^Iestern

Europe as a whole \¡/as US$ f ,Ol5 million; tn L976, the figure was US$

2,675 rnillion (an increase of L63% over seven years). As the evidence

presented earlier demonstrated, China has an overall trade deficit with

Western Europe and this can be expected to continue for the near future.

(Table II-14).

China al-so has a large trade deficít with both Canada and Australia.

A major portion of the deficit is a product of the three-year agreement

which was sígned in 1973, and which went into effect in L974. In terms

of this agreement, China agreed to purchase 3 to 4.8 millíon tons of

grain annually from Canada, Australia and Argentina. The costs of this

arrangement are clear when the bilateral trade (imports only) figures

are considered. In 1973, the Sino-Canadian trade deficit was US$ 303

million: by L974, the deficit had risen to US$ 703 mi11ion, given the

sale of 1.9 million metric tons of Canadian wheat valued at US$ 400

rnillion dollars. The Sino-Australian deficít follovred a similar pattern

in that ít increased from US$ 75 million in 1973 to US$ 235 million

dollars in L974. In the latter year, China purchased 1.4 million metric

tons of Australian wheat at a cost of US$ 241 millio.r.61

SINO - THIRD WORI,D TRADE RELATIONS:

Trade relations between Chína and the third world have at least
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three aspects: (a) The third world is a source of hard currency for

China and China is an expecËed market for the third world's economic

development, especiall-y for their rahl materials; (U) Cttinese trade with

the third world ís usually based on ratt material exchanges, such as Chinese

rice in exchange for rubber from Sri-Lanka; (c) the value of trade between

China and the third v¡orld is rather low since it Eakes up an average of

only 197" of the total volume of Chinese foreign trade, (excluding Hong

Kong); (d) China has always had a trade surplus with the third totld'62

In 1973, the balance of assets \^tas US$ 465 million dollars (fable II-18)

as compared with us$ 925 million dollars in 1976. Taking this period as

a whole, t.he average value of chinese trade assets with the third world

was US$ 235 million dollars annually. In 1976, the content of Chinese

two-way trade with with third world consisted of Chinese exports of

machinery and transport equipment, textile and yarn' ready made cloËhing

and more than 33% of Chinese grain exports. At the same time, china

imported US$ 40 million dollars of petroleum, 107. of. its rubber and

cotton demands, 10% of its crude fertilizer, and about 207. of its non-

ferrous metaI rr""d".63

It is necessary Ëo pay some attention to two other relationships

between China and the third world: economic and military aid. In the

period lgTO-Ig14, China gave US$ 2.4 bíLlion in economic aid to the third

r+orld, for an annual average of about US$ 410 million dollars' Among third

r^rorld areas, Africa received the highest proPortion, especially the

Tan-Zam railroad project which cost about US$ 100 million dollars annually

since Ig7O. China has also given military aid. In the period L970-L974,

china gave about us$ 300 million dollars worth of military aid to the

third world v¡ith Pakistan receiving a major portion.64 ,, is important to
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note that economic and military aid is channelled by way of state-to-state

relations as opposed to relations with insurgent movements.

TABLE II-18

China: Trade by third world area and Country, L973

(in Millions of U.S. dollars)

Source: Fogarty, Carol H., "China's Economic Relations wiËh the Third
Worldr" ir China: A Reassessment of the Economy, Op. cit., p. 736.

Note: (1 ) NeglibIe.

Area and Country Volr¡ne Chinese
export s

(e)

Chinese
imports

(s)

Total 2,075 L,270 805

East Asia
Of which:

Indones ia
Malaysia and Singapore

Near East and South Asia
Of which:

Egypt
Pakistan
Sri Lanka

Latin America
Of which:

Brazíl-
Chile
Peru

Afr ica
0f which:

Nigeria
Sudan
Tanzania

Other

825

155
460
450

40
60
70

300

78
L2L
40

470

44
101
104

30

660

150
325
260

25
46
31
45

2

16

285

36
35
89
20

165

5

135
190

115
T4
39

255

t6
105
40

185

8
66
15
10
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In summary, foreign trade has two characteristics: the unsound

framework among the countries and the need of a new market for their

products. Chinese leaders have attempted to exploit this situation to

maximize their goal-serving Chinese national interest--within the limi-

tations imposed by Chinese financial resources. The policy which carries

out this goal can only be realized if China has the independence to decíde

her trade policy, leaving aside the regular leve1 of environment changes.

If any country can control the Chinese, it controls the major part of the

world pov/ers. Control over sources of supply is among the most important

measures to gain that control. The higher level of control of sources of

supply ( Ín ¿ifferent areas range from foodstuffs t.o military equipment),

the better chance to intervene in Chinese politics. Chinese leaders have

also perceived that the higher the level of exPorts, the better the

overall financial position, and the better the image of Chinese prosperity
6s

which is projected abroad.-- Trade policy is based on these propositÍons

and is carefully exercised by Chinese diplomats in the context of three

r.rorld theory. On the one hand, the constraints on Chinese foreign trade

in the first world has merely meant that Chinese leaders do not r"rant to be

dominated by monopoly sources of supply given that they can find similar

kinds of supply in those markets in which Chinese control is enhanc.¿.66

In Èhis respect, China has more imporÈant trade relaEionships with the

second and third worlds because China can manipulate these markets in

order to advance her national self-interests. As a result, Èhe frade r¿ith

the first world will be very limited and an increased volume of Èrade with

Ëhis area rvould provide a significant sign of Chinese political problems.

In addition, it would also indicate a temporary high demand for specific

productsrtechnology or commodit.ies at a specific point of time. From these
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fluctuations, it should be possible to identify Ehe short-range goals of

Chinese foreign policY.

In Chinese international affairs, the ideological banner is usually

a platform for the radical faction discussed earlier. This type of

radical policy--by and large--can be carried out by Chinese leadersr

verbal support and by military aid to insurgent movements. The latter

function is usually the responsibility of the People's LiberaEion Army.

Has the Chinese rnilitary been established for this purpose? What is the

general strategy and pattern of Chinese military action? Chapter Three

v¡i1l discuss these points at length.
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CHAPTER III

CHINESE MILITARY AND ITS

POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS

The military is a focal point for several contradictory interpretations

of polítics. Many students of ChÍnese politics believe Èhat Mao Tse tung and

his associates have been very consistent in promoting a radical foreign policy.

They ínfer that the Chinese Peoplers Liberation Army should play a major role

in Chinese politics and particularly in foreign policy because a strategy

of permanent revolutíon will succeed if and only if Chinese leaders devote

national capabÍtity to Ehe support of national liberation movements.l ,ot.rr"t,

this inference has not been supported, either before or after Mao Tse tungrs

death. It is true to say that Chinese leaders have emphasized the national

slogan t'Three Red Bannerst'--the great leap, peoplets commune, and the

general line--which people should strictly follov¡. The general line has

typically been ranked last in order of priority, subordinate to the economic

objectives symbolized by the first tr,ro banners. Chou En 1ai in his 1975

government report stated that China should:

..,Accomplish the comprehensive modernization
of agrículture, industry, national defence
and science technology before the end of the
century, so that our national economy will
advance in the front ranks of the world.2

In general, the ranking has reflected the attachment of higher prioritíes

to agriculture and industrial development as compared to national defence.

With respect to this point, descriptive statistíca1 evidence tends to supPort
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this ínterpretation. For example, China spends roughly eight Ëo ten

per cent of her General- National Product (GNP) on military defence.

However, as FigureIII-1 indicates, the level of nnilitary procurement

exceeded the 1evel c.rf industrial production in only two of seventeen

years during the ínterval 1957-L974. (FigureIII-1)

FIGURE III- 1

China: Grorvth of Milítary ProcuremenÈ
and Industrial Production
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One important question which arises is the extent to which the

goals of modernization conflict with the goals and responsibilities

assigned to the Peoplers Liberation Army. Maors famous sÈatement that

"the powers grovr out of the barrel of the gun" implies that revolution

supported by force ís the only way in which China and other developing

countries can achieve their ideological goals. The ChÍnese armed

forces have always been loyal to Maors policÍ-es despíËe the fact Ëhat

the Chinese anny has never received any special attention from Mao and

despite the facÈ thaE senior miliËary officials enhanced the 'lresprÍ.t
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corpst and the conditions under r¡hich the Arny would play a neutral role

the event of conflict between inËerest groups and governuent.

The goal of national developmenÈ also yielded contradictíons

in other areas. Maots conceptÍons of peroanent revolution and aid to

third world countries should give rise to vigorous uilitary procurex0ent

and to the export of surplus weapons to national- liberation groups in

other societies. The hypothesis can be advanced that the develoPment

of conventional forces ís positívely related Èo suPPort for ínter-

national liberation movements whereas nuclear weapons development

should be negatively related to such support. Chinese resources are

limited and they cannot be stretched sufficiently to provide nelir con-

ventional weaponry plus nuclear r¡reapons. The export of nuclear \¡reaPons

also contradicts the logic of protracted ¡¿ar, as well as the Ëactical

requirements of insurgent movenents and theír style of warfare. In

addition, an intensive commitment of domestic resources to a nuclear

program should be relaËed to the adoption of a more conservatíve pol-it-

ical style in boÈh security and political policy. It can be argued

that most states will favor preserving their nuclear position and

enhancing theír negoÈiating position and that Ëhey will generally

oppose any prolíferation of nuclear I¡Ieaponry or technology. Such a

strategy will devalue the use of nilitary forces as instruments of

world perme¡sn¡ revoluÈion. These arguments are reflected both in the

greater importance rvhich the Chinese leaders have given to State-Ëo-

State relations sínce 1970 and in the Chinese claim that they are in a

tdeveloping stage' similar to Ëhat of other third world counËries.

Norodom Sihanouk, head of the Cambodian Government-in-exile in China

during 1970 to 1975, alluded to the sÈrains irnplied by these choices,
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"China remaÍns faithful to us but China is playing a largeporder game

a

wíth America nor¿ and so cannot help as much as ít would like".'

These points underline Èhe main themes of this Chapter. The

discussion which follows will describe Chinese military capacity and

assess its political and economic Ímplications. The basic hypothesis

is that the higher the level of development of conventional forces,

the higher the support from Chinese leaders for Èhe international

liberation u'overoent. Conversely, the level of nuclear weapons develop-

menÈ in China ís an important indicator of Chinese attitudes to\.¡ards

the r¿orld and the ordering of internal developnent priorities' given

that nuclear development would require the participation of more civil-

ian technicians, limiting the role of professional military officers in

Chinese polítics.

I

MILITARY ORGANIZATION

The Peoplers Liberation Arury and Chinese nilitary capacity

raise quesËions related to a whole range of Chinese domestic and

foreign policy issues. Professor Franz Schuman argues that:

:ï":ï:i:;:":l :Ï:.ï':;" åi,,it il"
an important one thaË should be
dealt vriËh ín detail. More is
needed than a study of a defence
force, for Èhe arrny has become a
vital part of civil organization.
l^/ithin society as a whole, it has
become closely associated r^rith
economic and industrial organízations f

In order to place the discussion in context, it is useful to begin v¡ith

a bríef treatment of Chinese milirary organizatiorr.5
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The Peoplets Liberation Army has three 1eve1s in its hierarchical

line organization, in addition to political and milÍtary parallelism.

The nominally supreme unit of the People's Liberation Army is the National

Defense Council headed by the Chairman of the Peoplets Republic of China,

who is automatically Commander-ín-Chief of the Chinese Armed Forces. The

members of this Council are drar,¡n from various branches of government, in

addition to military organizations. The main functÍon of thís unit is to

co-ordinate between cívíl and military secÈors in \rTarfare decisíons.

The L1inístry of National Defense is the second level of the

hierarchy. IL is a part of the state administrative system and it operates

as a branch agency of the National Defense Council. IE gives orders directly

Èo small army units at the 1evel of local military regions or military

districts. This unit is assisted by the Foreign Affairs l'linistry, which

underEakes foreign military negotiations, including treaty-making. It is

important to emphasize that this Council evaluates and administrates military

aid to the líberation movement in foreign countries. The line structure of

the l4inistry of National Defense is composed of three main elements, the

first of which is the General LogistÍc Department consisting of one Director,

five Deputy Directors and one political CommÍssar. This unit is responsible

for logistical planning, and supply and budgeting with respect to these

responsibilities. A-ll these duties must be approved by the Ministry of

National Defense. The second branch is the General Staff Department r¿hich

has one Chief of Staff and seven deputíes. It is responsible for

co-ordinating tactical combat operations--at Èhe 1ocal level-- of the
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arrned forces. The final branch is the General Politíca1 Department

which has one Director, four DepuÈy Directors and a Secretary General.

IÈ is responsible for exercising political control and surveillance

over polícy and personnel at every level of the armed forces. This

departmenÈ ís also responsible for the Partyrs organízation, propaganda,

education, cultural activities, personnel securíty within the armed

forces, and the organization of the civílian defence and nilitia.

Generally speaking, the goal of this department is to shape CormnunisÈ

ideology to the entire armed forces regardless of rank or position.

The final major unit in the Chinese uilitary organizatíon is the

Military Affairs CornmiÈtee. De facto, Ëhis is the supreme comtand

body and the most important unit in the direction of People's Libera-

tion Arny. The Military Affairs Committee represents the Party in Ëhe

Chinese Peoplers LiberaÈion Arny.

Article 15 of Constitution of the Peoplers Republic of Chína

adopted on January L7, 1975 stated that:

The task of the armed forces of the
PRC ís to safeguard the achievement
of the socialist revolution and
socialist construction, to defend the
sovereignty, terriÈorial integrity
and security of the staËe and to
guard against subversíon and aggres-
sion by imperialism, sBcl-al irnperial-
ism and their lackeys."

Its command functions are outlined ín Article 14 of the 1977 Constítu-

tíon of the Chinese CommunisÈ Party which declares that:

State organs the Peoplets LiberaËíon
Arny and MÍlítía and revolutionary mass
organízation such as trade uníons, the
Communist Youth League, poor and lower
n-iddle peasant association, and l,loments
Federations must all accept Èhe absolute
leadership of the Party. t
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Central political control is reflected in direct orders from Ehe

Party's Military Affairs Committee to the General Political Department'

as well as in Lhe righË to íntervene in and postpone decisions made by

the Ministry of National Defense. Normally, Èhe position of the

Secretary General of the Military Affairs Committee and the directorship

of the General Polifical Department are handled by one person. He

usually is a senior rn-Llitary offÍcer who has a record of strong loyalty

lo the Chairman of the Party. In thís respect, the appoÍntments of

irlang Hung r¡/an as Vice Chairman of the Military Affairs Committee and

Chang Chr¡n chiao as Director of the General Political Department apPear

to be good indicators of the level of political control over the armed

forces, since both men are civilÍans and leaders of the radical movement

in China. In addition, Chang Chun chiaors appointment during the

turmoil períod is an exceptíon in the General Political Departmentrs

director position. S

Since the Party has tended to exercise firm control over the

armed forces, the People's Liberation Army potentially becomes a polit-

ical instrument rather than an independent corp. However, Chinats

armed forces must also defend national independence, right and

sovereignty and establish its capability and credibílity as a

deterrent.

In order to achieve those objecEives, the People's Líberation

Army has caused several contradictions in Chinese society. The domi-

nant contradictions appear to have developed roughly as follor¡s.

First, there ís a contradiction between modernization and a

Maoíst People's Army in that the former implies military profession-

alism and the latter implies civic armed forces. Furthermore, the civic
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type armed force has an international reputation and ir is an example

of the third world model of armed forces which may transfer personnel

frorn different dutíes depending on national demands at dÍfferent times.

As a result, this contradiction links with development due to the

allocation of manpower and resources.

Second, there is a contradiction between a Large conventional

force and a professional army which has nuclear r¡reapons at its disposal.

Such weaponry is likely to be limited in terms of number, but credible

for deterrence purposes. A related contradiction refers to the command

functions of the Army and the Party. The conventíonal professional

armed force irnplies a large officer group vrith its own lfesprit de corp

i¡hereas the latter implies a number of scientists who disagree among

themselves, who are potenEíally apolitical, and ¡¡ho have few polÍtica1

resources.

All these points are typÍ-cal examples of contradictions in

Chinese society whích affect decisions with respect Èo the course of

development of the Peoplers Liberation Army. As Mao Tsetung pointed

out in his famous article tOn ContradicÈion':

The fundamental cause of development of
a thing is not external but internal;
it lies in the conÈradÍctoriness within
the thing. There is internal contradic-
Eion in every single thing, hence its

i:: :ï,:ilÍ"'î:i:lË"i:' " ?iïï;:i: :i "-

i:I:i':ir:å:{:F:. i:ïi:i:iiu.:}'
Tn the Peoplets LiberatÍ-on Arrny, these contradictions have not only

appeared in the existing institutional system but also in its sÈrategy.

For example, ideological remouldj-ng has been a continuous process,
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which has had an impact on the role of the Milítary Affairs Committee

and General Political Department, and it has affected the relationship

beËween the Aruy and Chinese society. Therefore, it is worËhwhile

developing the discussion of the first contradiction in the People's

LiberaÈion Army: the contradiction betrt¡een Military Professionalism

versus the Peoplers Army.

II

MILITARY PROFESSIONALISH VERSUS

THE PEOPLEIS ARMY

Before 1'949, Chinese Communist leaders emphasízed the concePË

of mass mobilization and class struggle when they established the doc-

trinal framework for the Red Aruy. The class struggle of the mass had

to be eliminated to build up the proletarian classless anuy. Mao's

theoretical expression of the process included the argument that class

elinination would help to resolve the antagonism betr¡een the bourgeosie

and proletarian classes and that it would provide an example or a

urodel for success in other areas of the socieÈy. This would help Èo

nobíllze rness supporË for the revolutionary cause. Maoist doctrine

iuplied several direct applícations lncluding: the organization of the

arny as a production unít and as a fighting unit; the extension of

rights of critícism and self-crit.icisrn to all members of the armed

forces, regardless of rank; and the centrality of party work within Ëhe

armed forces. Mao expressed hís ideas on the last application as

follows, "Com.unist.s do not fight for personal rnilltary poTrrer -- but

they must fight for military po\{er for the Party, for milítary polder

for the peopleï 9 H. 
"1"o 

argued Èhat, "Every CommunisË must grasp the
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truth, 'PoliËical power grows out of the barrel of a gun.' Our principle

is that the Party commands the gun, and the gun must never be allowed to

command the Party.ll The ultimate authoríty of the armed forces vtas to

rest in the hands of the lirnited number of persons who control the

Chinese Conununist Party, although in practice that authority has

centered on Mao Tse tung. It should also be pointed out that the demo-

cratic and critical processes vlere to apply at the level of soldiers

and the mass but they were not to pertain to relations between polit*

ical cadres and soldiers or to relations among the partyts cadres,

since Party oxganizalion is based on line rather than functional

criteria.

Mao Tsetung intended to build a militia-tyPe armed force

which vTas to be active in remolding ideology and performing work in

the reconsÈruction of Chinese society, in addítion to its combat

responsibilities. Several questions arise as to the durability or

feasibility of such a conception--partícularly in the face of modern

conceptions of deterrence and professionalism in the armed forces.

MosÈ observers agree that the most credible armed forces are Èhose with

a high level of professionalism, an enhanced capacity for rapid deploy-

ment, and ful1 range of logisti-cal support (including modern conven-

tional rl,eaponry, and nuclear I^/eapons and their delivery systems). It

is argued that professionalism reflects the level of skíll wiEh which

rnilitary personnel handle complicated and sophisticated weaponry. It

reflects 'L'esprit de corps' and it entails an efficient administration

to guide daily routine and applications of force. Military force will be

a more effective instrument of policy if it can be quickly deployed

to areas of actual or potential conflict. These conditions are not
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present to a high degree in the ¡oilitia-type army originally designed

by Mao Tse t.ung. Moreover, deploymenË and v¡eapons will be more effective

if the levels of force which Èhey represent can be closely linked to

available politieal optíons.

In the Chinese Peoplerr¡ Líberation Army, the conflicÈ betureen

modernization along Èhe lines of a l^Iesterrr styl-e professional f orce and

utilizing the armed forces ín order to improve the domesÈic economy and

support political remoulding is not new. It has been a source of

intense debate among Chinese leaders and ít has sometimes been a life

and death confrontatÍon, particularly for Ëhose senior officers v¡ho

participated in the revolution at the beginning.

After the liberation of China, Èhe main goal of such Chinese

nilitary leaders as Marshalt Peng te huai, Yeh Chien YinB, General

Huang Kro Chreng and their associates r{as to improve the capability of

the Peoplers LiberaËion Arny with respect Èo personnel and vreaponry.

They intended to build the Chinese arrtry as a professional force charac-

terised by different unifo¡ms for differenÈ uníts, insignia for

branches, a scaled salary between the ranks, and a strong'esprit de

"orp"'.12 
The latter was typified by the 'Long March Mythf which arose

from victory over the ínperialist troops. During the 1950's and eariy

1960rs, it was clear thaÈ these intentions had been put into pracÈice,

with the net result being that the armed forces had become an entiËy

¡¿hich reinforced class divísions. For example, Edgar Snow described

the regular pay scale which replaced the pre-1949 aLloutance systen as

follows: (Table III-1)
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TASLE III-1

Monthly Pay Scalel2

Private 2.5

Corporal 4

Colonel 62-64

Seníor Colonel 62-82

Second Lieutenant 24 I Lieutenant General I44-L6O

Captain 29-33

Major 39-44

Lieutenant Colonel 51-60

General L92-236

Marshall 360-400

In this scale of remuneraËion, a Corporal receíved about 1602

more than a soldier, a Second Lieutenant received 600% more than a

Corporal, and a Marshall received about L5O0% more than a junior

officer. Sínce different allorsances also depended on rank, the higher

salary would yield differences in standards of living as well as dif-

ferences in life-style between officers and soldiers13 fn additíon to

these departures from Maots conception of a classless urí1itia-type

army, the Peoplers Líberation Army concentrated more and tnore on purely

nilitary activities as opposed to the developmenÈ of polítical

ideology. The emphasis on professionalism, under the guidance of

Soviet advisors, increased the likelihood of a strong professl-onal

armed force , but it also weakened the links between Party and army.

As a result, by 1960, one-third of seven thousand companies had failed

to establish party branch ssrÍmi¡¡sss and the party had become inacÈive

or isolated in a large nr¡mber of the extant party brarr.hes.14 Political

cournissars had a great deal of difficulty in recruiting new members and

public relations between professional offícers and political genrmiss¿¡g

l5!¡ere Poor.

The deterioraÈion of political influence in the Peoplers
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Liberation Army increased the pressure on Mao Tsetung and his radical

associates to resolve the question of a Soviet-sty1e armed force, and

to correct the failures of a Chinese Marxist education in the Peoplers

Liberation Army. On this point, James D. Jordan has argued that:

To Mao, political awareness r^las as
necessary an ingredienE of the
military system as it \ras among
the masses. ExPertíse should be
gained through modernization, but
not at the exPense of a laPse in
political ideology.l6

Therefore, in case of rivalry betvreen red for the army and professional-

ism, Mao Tsetung \./as most likely to favor the red side since Ehe army

could not perform the party line properly in an unstable society in

which'red is faded'. In the Maoist perspecÈive, the expert is very

1ike1y to become a paper tiger but the Marxist vanguard is not.

The Maoist solution \¡/as made somewhat easier by Èhe refusal of

the Soviet Union to assist the Chinese in the development of an inde-

pendent nuclear capacity. The Soviet Union also refused to loosen its

con¡rol over technical assistance and, at Ehe high tide of these disputes '

all technicians including atomic personnel were withdrawn. This pattern of

behaviour not only existed in the Soviet Union but it also exÍsted ín

the Capitalist camp and one could infer that this Pattern may be used

by China if she stockpiles nuclear r¡¡eapons and acquÍres superpo!¡er status.

These developments disrupted professionalization and nuclear weapon

procurement, although they provided Mao r¿ith sufficient reasons to

dismiss Marshall P'eng te huai and all his professionally-oriented assocí*

ates with the exception of Yeh Chien ying. Mao Tsetung appointed a

politíca1 oriented soldier, Marshal Lin Piao to succeed llarshal1 Pteng

in the post of Minister of National Defense. Lin ¡¿as also assigned to
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other high posts, including the Vice Chairmanship of the Natíonal

Defense Council and Chairmanship of the Military Affairs Co,r.,cil.17

Lin Piao immediately launced a po1Ítical program to shape

Mao Tsetungrs thought to all branches of the Peoplers Liberation Army.

For example, the treturn to Ëhe rankst program, in which each officer

r,ras to spend at least thirty days each year in the performance of Ehe

duties of the ordinary soldier, had been initiated in 1957.18 During

1960, seventy-eight thousand cadres were Èransferred from other dutÍes

to the company 1evel due to a lack of political ability in the per-

formance of their jobs. Two hundred twenty-nine thousand ner,J party

members vrere recruited. The program also reactivated all existing

party conmittees and established new orr.".19 As a result, in 1961,

eighty percent of the platoons of the Peoplers Liberation Army had

organized party cells and fifty-eíght per cent of the squads had at

reast one party *.*b.t.2o

In addition, Mao Tsetung tried to put more civilian cadres in

several areas r¡hich related to the mí1itary, especially research and

developmenÈ of sophisticated weapons, since this area always required a

high directive capacity. For example, in 1964, more than four hundred

senior scientísts r^rere reportedly engaged in nuclear physics at

several institutes in China.2l The entire program received some

fínishing touches in 1965 when the Standing Committee of the National

People's Congress announced the decision to abolish the system of rank

and Ínsignia among the branches of the army. Once again, the Chinese

Peoplers Liberation Army had become a single class militia force and it

r/as one of the most politically-orienËed military units in the world. It
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had sufficiently developed Maors teaching and it had become deeply

involved in Chinese mass mobilization movements, such as the Cultural

Revolution and its aftermath.

The People's Liberation Army's cadres also played an active

role in the Provincial and Municípal Revolutionary ConrnÍttees which

have jurisdictions over civil affairs. In this area of acËivÍty, the

People's LÍberation Army has demonstrated resistance to politicization.

For example, the military component of revolutionary conmittees tended

to ally itself with moderate government personnel against radical red

guard members at the Provincial and Municipal levels. Commanders were

subsequently instrumental in putting the radical leaders Chiang Ching,

Chang Chun chiao, I^Iang Hung wen and Mao Yuen yuan under house arrest in

r97 6.

The Chinese Liberation Army inclined to the militia side as a

result of Marshal Linrs policies. Consequently, it should have a

strong base in the traditional vreaponry which is compatible with con-

ventional warfare. How has it developed to serve Èhis goal and what is

the rnobilized capacity of China's forces?

III

CONVENTIONAI, FORCES VERSUS

NUCLEAR WEAPONS CAPACITY

After StalÍnrs death, the Soviet Union assisted China in con-

structing nínety-one ner¡r industrial plants, in addition to fifty plants

which had already been started.22 Some of these plants were suited to

armaments production and some Sinologists speculated that China would

be able to satisfy its needs in conventional weaponry in the early
a1

1960's." In addition, Ít v¡as thought that the dispersal of industrial
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areas vrould make China less vulnerable in the event of aEtack. Ihe

distribution of industrial factories--especially those engaged in

steel and iron production--would shorten logistÍcal supply lines and

enable regional rnilitary units to satisfy their essential conventional

r¡/eapons requirements directly in their o\,Jn region. However, as the

discussion in Chapter Two pointed out, the dispersal of industrial

capability has not been exÈensive enough to have a strong impact on

meeting loca1 r,reapons requirements. The Northern area which contains

the traditional Chinese Índustrial centers is still more productive

than other areas, such as those in South and Central regions.

(Tab1e III-2). Generally speaking, these distributions have not

solved the logistical problems of Chinese conventional forces síg-

nificantly. China has a limited capacity with respect to mobile

rnÍlitary units and air-transport, and Chinese conventional forces have

a very large volume of manpower, but they lack modern rnreapons.

China's Conventional Armed Forces:

China has a very high capacity for conventional warfare. In

1970, she had a total of 2,780,000 regular troops, compared with

3,161,000 for the United States and 3,305,000 for the Soviet Union.24

By L977, ChÍna had 3,950,000 men under arms and she ranked first in

terms of manpow"t.25 However, this force occupied only three per ten
_L

thousand (3x10 ') i-n the Chinese population, as compared with fifteen

per thousand (fSxfOl3), in the Soviet Uníon. In addítion, Chinese

armed forces rest on large reserves of manpower, which amount to

about one hundred fifty rnillion people available for draft. Compared

with medium-sízed pov¡ers such as France (505,000), Èhe Federal
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Table TII-2

Military Region and Production Output by Region and Selected Year
(by index and percentage)

Military Reg. Province (a)
L9s7

(b)
L965

(c)
r97 0

Tsínan (North)
(3) (4) (s)
Inner Mongolia
(3) (6) (s)
Lanchor¿ (NI.tr)

(B) (6) (s)

Sinkiang (NI^I)

(s) (6)
Shenyang (NE)
(2)

Wuhan (Central)
(8) (2) (2)
Peking (Central)
(2) (2) (2)

Tibet (SI^l)
(7) (6) (s)

Nankíng (East)
(2) (2) (2)

Foochow
(8) (6)
Canton
(8) (2)

Chengtu
(8) (2)

Kunming
(7) (6)

(South)
(s)

(s & sr{)
(2)

(sw)
(2)

(sw)
(s)

Shangtung

Inner Mongolia

Shensi, Kansu,
Ningsia, Tsinghai

Sinkiang

Heilungkuang,
Kirin, Liaoning

Honan, Hupeh

Hopei, Shansi

Fukien, Kuangsi

Kwangtung, Kwangsi
Hunan

Szechwan

Kv¡eichow, Yunan

Tibet

Anhwei, Kiangsu,
Chekiang

220

224

2r2

247

463

t78

482 (2Le7")
(r)

401 (L641t)
(1)

406 (Le27")
(r)

4ss (r89%)
(1)

846 (L837.)
(1)

367 (2067i)
(1)

843 (1752)
(1)

797 (L99"Á)
(r)

583 (r44"A)
(1)

7 89 (17 37!)
(1)

11s9 (L377")
(r)

567 (Ls47!)
(1)

Sources: (a), (b), (c): Fie1d, Robert M. qp. cit., pp.153, L54.
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) from Blaker, James R., "The Production
of Conventional Weapons," In Whitson, William W. (ed.) 99. cit.,
p. 224.

Notes: Production output based on 1952 = 100.
(1) Percentage in parentheses refers to previous year;
(2) Entire range of arms production; (3) I'fotor Vehicle;
(4) Sma1l arms only; (5) Unsophisticated component of communications;
(6) Artillery and small arms; (7) Little if any vehicle production;
(8) Unknown.
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Republic of Germany (490,000), Italy (420,000) and Britain (333,000),

China has clear-cut superiority in terms of military manpower (Table

TII-3). In Èhe Asian region, China has the biggest military organiza-

tion, and it is second only to the Soviet Union qualitatively and

quantitatively. In comparison, Indía has some 941,000 men under arms,

the Republic of Korea (600,000), Taiwan (490,000), the Socialist

Republic of Víetnam (513,000), Democratic Republic of Korea (455,000),

Indonesia (320,000), Pakistan (390,000), Japan (277,000) and Thailand

(195,000).26 ChÍnars front-line soldier is also the cheapest among

Ëhe modern armed forces. The annual cost for one Chinese soldier is

about (U.S. $3333) compared ro rhe Unired Srares (U.S. ç52,954),

Iran (U.S. $41,520), Australia (U.S. $39,508), Japan (U.S. $18,920),

and New ZeaLand (U.S. Sl^7,g2Ð.27 In addition, military personnel

participate in civil management and in the direction of the ideological

learning process for the Chinese people.

The backbone of these forces Ís the infantry, whlch consists

of roughly one hundred and twenty divisions. Each division has

12-14000 rnen. This force is divided into well-equipped main forces

and local forces r^rhÍch are less easÍly mobilized. However, the

infantry is stil1 equipped viith largely out-of-date vreapons. These

vùeapons have been produced locally in China. They are Ímitations

of Soviet designs of the late 1950rs, and they have not been replaced

to any large extent. Consequently, even with a great volume of manpower,

the infantry is only adequately equipped wíth the kind of light and medium

v/eapons associated with defensive rather than offensive tactics. The
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latter $/ould require much better equipment, a higher level of technical

ski1l among the personnel and a larger component devoted to mobile units.

The Chinese Navy is divided into three fleets which cover the

long coastal border: the North Sea Fleet with about 230 vessels; the

East Sea F}eet with 435 vessels and the South Sea Fleet consisting of

about 300 vessels. Support is provided by several motor gunboats and

landing craft and by some 500 aircraft of differenL kinds. However, the

main vessels of the Chinese Navy are old and small, and the Navy can only

provide a limited option for the armed forces despite the fact China

has more shipbuilding capacÍty than she actually .,".d".28

The Chinese Air Force had about 180,000 members and 2200 air-

craft in 1970. These aircraft r"iere typically Second World I^Iar types or

they were locally made following dated Soviet designs, such as the Mig-15 '

Mig-17, and Mig-19. However, in 1971, production began for the F-9,

t\^/in jet engine aircraft of chinese design. In 1977, the volume of

aircraft production r,ras double that of L970, which indicates the attention

of Chínese leaders to the ímprovemenÈ of Chinars Air Force. (table III-3)

In summaryr as William E. Colby, Director of Central Intelligence

Agency of the United States, described Chinese Conventional Forces:

these forces are "organized, equipped, and trained mainly to fit a

conventional war on Chinese territory. The air force consists largely

of obsolescent, short range fighters, while naval forces are configured

prímarily for coastal defense". 29

Subordinate to Chinese regular forces, are para-military forces

v¡hich consist of several million members, a public securíty force, the
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Urban rnilitia, the Civilian Production and Construction Corps (about

4 rnillion) and the Ordinary and Basic militia (about 75 to 100 million).

The latter have received some basic training, although they are not

permanently equipped with weapons. It is importan| to point out that

the para-militia would see but limited use in conventional warfare since

it is not v¡ell-organízed, and it lacks pracEical experience. In addition'

the militia contaíns a radical tradition, which could be difficult to

control under combat conditions. It is perhaps fair to say that its

maj-n function would be serving in the area of intelligence or, perhaps,

guerilla T^7arfare. Hence, the conditions of conventional \,larfare would

place most of the burden on regular units of the People's Liberation

Army,

Despite the problem of dated conventional hards/are' the Peoplers

Líberation Army with its own myth, still "remains a formidable force in

different terrain and in defensive tttf.t.".30 For example, after

several border clashes between China and the Soviet Union, Chinese

leaders deployed several divÍsions Ín a confrontation wj-th Soviet troops

along the seven thousand mile length of the Sino-Soviet-Mongolían border-

The deployment concentrated in the North-EasE and Central regions since

those areas are industrial and political centers for both natíons.

(Table III-4)

The sino-soviet dispute concerning the leadership of the

Communist camp nor^/ had two dominant aspects: economic achievement and

a correct general line for the international Connnunist Movement. This

dÍspute tended to obscure the fact Èhat China \^7ants independence and

freedom to develop their own country. Indeed, it can be argued that the

ChÍnese have used the examples of Soviet action in Hungary and
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Tablet III-4

Landforce deployed on Sino-Soviet Mongolian border in 1970
(Manpower figure in thousands)

lJestern sector Central/North East Sector

(1)

36

180

50

392

(2)

15

180

L25

30s

(3)

42%

L007"

2s0%

7 87"

Regular Divisions

Regular Manpower

Border troops and
MÍ1itia Manpower

Total Manpower

(4)

30

283

50

333

(5)

32

384

125

509

(6)

ro6i(

L367"

250"/.

rs37"

Source: The Institute for Strategic Studies, The Military Balance 1970-1971'
99. cit. , p. 99

Notes: (1) Soviet Central, Southern and Southern Central Asian Military
Dis tricts .

(2) Chinese Sinkiang and Lanchou Military Regions.
(4) Soviet Far Eastern Military Districts and Soviet Forces in

Mongolia.
(5) Chinese Peking and Shenyang Military Regions
(3) Percentage of 2lL and (6) percentage of 5/4 --(3) and (6)

r{ere computed.
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Czechoslovakia to infer the principles of Soviet policy and to design

theír ovm policy. China had serÍous disadvantages among medium nuclear

po$/er countries in terms of her síze, overpopulations and technological

development. In addition, the Soviet Union reserved for itself the

roles of exclusive voice for the Communist camp' and of nuclear

proEector. The conventional forces of Hungary and Czechoslovakia could

noE deter the invasion of the Sovíet military, and the Chinese perceive

that even a limite.d number of nuclear bombs and missiles form a more

credible deterrent to Soviet aggression. As a result, the troop deploy-

ment on the Sino-Soviet border has served the purposes of both sides in

that it has límited direct confrontation to the more limited conventional

forces and it has avoíded the use of nuclear v¡eaPons. In summaryt

conventíonal forces satisfy a limited range of options, but the posses-

sion of nuclear r,reapons enhances the value of exísting conventional

forces if such weapons also make possible a qualiËatively different

kind of conflict. In terms of domesËic political consíderations.

nuclear qreapons development has also helped to limit the intervention

of rnilitary pressure groups by the young officers of the armed forces

in partícular.

Nuclear l^Ieapon Development in China:

China did not commit itself to any treaty to limit nuclear

proliferation and Chinese leaders always hoped to improve Chinafs

nuclear capacity in order to gain more advantages in world polifics

and in deterrence relationships.

The first Chinese nuclear test occurred in L964, and it used a

device made with enriched ,rrurrirr*.31 Since then, China has conducted

nuclear tests at least once each year, bringing the Eotal number of
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Ëests to 2Lby 1976. This compares with 6L4 for the United States'

354 for the Soviet Union, 64 for France, a¡rd 27 for Britain. On a

world scale, China lacks experience in nuclear testí"g?z however, on

a regional scale, China is the second ranked nuclear poI^ler in Asia,

following the Soviet Union. India is the only other Asian country

with the ability and the polítical will to develop nuclear $/eapons,

but India has condrr.t"a orrty one test since Lg74.

In 1970, China had about 120 nuclear bombs of nominal yíeld

(20 KT), some of which were fusion and some of whích were thermonuclear

weapons. Chinars delivery system Ì^ras severely linnited, however China

had a limited number of medium bombers (approxinately 15). This com-

pared v¡ith 550 long range bombers for the United States and 140 long

range and 550 medium range bombers for the Sovíet Union,33 ít addition,

to the several thousand missiles wíth nuclear ú/arheads which the United

States and the Soviet Union had deployed. This posture has much

ímproved after eight years. According to the report of the Institute

for Strategic Studies in London, China now has the capacity to delíver

her nuclear r^reapons to the major cities of the Soviet Union as well as

Asia. The stockpile of nuclear \¡reapons noür amounts to several hundred

and it will most likely continue to gro\r rapidly.34 In L977, Chína had

80 to 100 TU-16 medíum bombers, with a range of up to 2000 miles. She

also had 30 to 40 CSS-2 Intermedíate Range Ballistic Missiles (IRBM)

with a range about 1500 to 1750 niles, and about the same number of

Medium Range Ballistic Missiles (MRBM), with a range of 600 to 700

miles. A multi-stage Inter-continental Ballistic l"lissile (ICBM) with

a range fron 3000 to 3500 rniles has been tested and some may have been

deployed. In addition, an ICBM with a range of 8000 miles has also
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been developed, but it will take some time before it becomes opera-

Èional. All Èhe present missiles are liquid fuel, but solid propellant

devices are under developmerrt.35

In the context of modernized and developed milítary organíza-

tion, China does require consolidation of her air force. In irate 1977 ,

Chinese leaders started to meet these requirements by negotiating with

Britain to purchase several hundred Harier Vertical Take-off Attack

aircraft. In 1981, the Chinese air force will have about 350,000 members,

3900 jet-fighter aírcraft, abouË 100 to 200 Medium bombers, 15 to 25 ICBM'

200 to 300 MRBM and about 100 to 250 IRBM. (Table III-5)

Tablet III-5

China: Projection of Estimated
Growth of Air Force L972-I9BO

Source: Mogdis Fratz J., t'The Role of Chinese CommunÍst
Air Force ín the 1970s" in l.Ihitson, I,I illiam \nl .

(ed. ), The Military and Political Power in China
ín the 1970s, (Nev¡ York: Praeger Publishers, 1972)'
p. 265.

Entry

Manpower

Jet aircraft

Jet lÍghÈ bombers

Piston light bombers

Ifedium bombers

ICBMs (range: 6500 miles)

IfRBMs (range z 4200 miles)

IRBMs (range: 2300 miles)

L97 2

27 5 ,000

2,7 00

]-25

50

30

5-10

2-5

197 5

325 ,000

3,200

100

25

50-7 5

5

50-7 5

25-40

I 980

350,000

3 ,900

50

100-200

75- 25

200-300

100-250
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The pace of development in Chinese missiles and the improved capacity

to deliver warheads over intercontinental distances can also be seen in

the Chinese satellite program. The first was launched in April 1970,

and it weighed about 380 1bs. In contrast, the Chinese launch of

January 1978 had a satellite weight of approximately 2500 1bs. This

performance demonstrates that China has successfully developed a long-

range missile wíth a throw-weight large enough for high-yield single

or multiple warheads.

Chinars foreign policy has specific features related to military

alliances and nilitary assistance. Since 1950, she has been a party to

a thirty-year treaty of alliance and friendship with the Soviet Union,

but ít is unlikely that the spirit of this agreemenË is still honoured.

China also signed a mutual defense agreement with the Democratic Peoplers

Republic of Korea ín 1961, together with an agreement to provi-de free

military aid. In addition, she is a party to several non-aggression

pacts with border states such as Afghanistan, Burma, and, especially

Cambodia. The tr,ro most important recipients of arms from China are

Pakistan in Asia and Tanzania in Africa, although only Tanzania, a non-

communist regime, is entíre1y dependent on Chinese arms and training

for her military fot""".36 Chinese military assistance can be con-

trasted sharply with economic assistance, in terms of amount and sca1e.

For example, from the mid-1950's to mid-1970, China gave 350 million

(U.S.) in military aid to the third v¡or1d. This comPares with 2189

rnillion (U.S.) in economic aid during the same period.37 From 1970 to

1975, China provided about 300 million (U.S.) of military aid as com-

pared wíth 2392 rnillion Amerícan in economic aid from 1970 to t974.38

In terms of total arms trade, China ranks r¿ith Italy in supplying two
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percent of world arms supptr.39 The same basis for comparÍson shor¡s

that Èhe United States supplíes 38%, the Soviet UnÍon (342), BriËan

(9"/"), and France (97") of the total arms trade. Final1y, the major

content of Chinese military aid is small arms, ammunitions, vehicles,

and training. It ís the kind of aid that "does not call for a subsÈan-

tial Chínese miliËary preserr".. "40

This concrete evidence supports the hypothesis raised earlier

that China de-emphasizes its rnilitary support of permanent revolution

in developing countries.

On the question of Arms Control and Disarmament, China has always

claimed that the nuclear ban agreement must be established on the basis

of equality among nations, regardless of v¡hether or not they possess

nuclear vreapons. All nations must have the right to attend "Summit

Meeting's" and to decide issues by consensus (majority rule) rather than

by the equivalenE of a superpov/er veto. China also has suggested that

both superpor^rers should unilaterally undertake a no first-use pledge

with regard Èo nuclear weapons. Chiao Kuan hua expressed these conditions

as follows:

. . . It must have clear aim and is necessary pre-conditions.
The necessary conditions are: all nuclear superpovters, the
Soviet Union and the United States must first of all
underÈake the unequivocal obligation that they wí11 noÈ
be the first to use nuclear v/eapons at any time and any
circumstances and in particular will not use nuclear
r¡¡eapons against non-nuclear countries and nuclear free
zones and Ehat they musÈ withdraw from abroad all their
armed forces, including nuclear-missile forces and
dismantle all their military bases, includi[rg nuclear
bases on the territory of oÈher countries.qr
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ft is evident that this type of strategic proposal is impossible to

obtain in the real world. consequently, it serves as declaraÈory

policy for the defense of China's decísion to acquíre nuclear hreapons.

In these terms, China supports nuclear proliferation for China because

it improves her internaÈional posture and influence. Mort.on H. Halperin

points out:

Nuclear \¡/eapons are important to the
Chinese as a means of increasing
their por^rer wiÈhin the Communist
world. The Chinese feel that if
they are ever goíng to challenge
successfully the regime ín Moscow,
they will have to do it on a basis
of increased power--namely nuclear
po!/er. Finally, they see nuclear
r¡/eapons as being of marginal value
in support of their polÍtical objec-
tives in Asia--as-a threat against
Asian countries.42

By the same token, one could argue that China may not only use

nuclear v¡eapons to threaten Asian countries where she has a traditional

position of dominance, but that she may well use them to influence non-

nuclear stales in general. At Èhis point, one may ask whether ChÍna

is rea1ly preparing for war, while giving 1ip-service to peace.

Chinese leaders always confírm the policy "dig tunnels deep, store

graÍn every^rhere and never seek hegemony", while justifying her policy

as one on peaceful conflict resolution. First of all, the concept of

constant struggle among elements of the same universe r^ras established

by Marx. In these terms, it is impossible to prevent \"rar when the

oppressed and exploiËer still exist. In addition, the question may

not have a clear ans\¡ier if r¿ar and peace in foreígn policy are assessed

at the extremes i.e., if the chinese foreign policy is devoted to peace,



i-t must. be conslstent. However, consistency is diffícult to verify,

given the pace of change in the international environment and the need

to adapt with firm, but flexible policies. llhile the main elements of

chinese foreign policy are the dominant economic and the recessive

ideologícal factor, but inÈeract and are not mutually exclusive. There-

fore, Chinese leaders wíl1 emphasíze vrar to fít with the Marxist banner

and focus on peace to develop their country and peace is usually ouÈ-

weighed by war in the Chinese foreign policy context.

As previously mentioned, this study has examined the role of

the People I s Líberation Army and finds that this Army is directly

related to inrernal and external political activiËy under Èhe ski11ful

control of Chinese leaders. It is only an instrument used by the

Government to carry out policy and settle problems. war is the final

soluËion when all alternative measures are inpossible to apply. rn the

past, the Liberation Arury has been used to demonstrate the Chinese

leadersr determination of three kinds of international political

siËuations:
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a - Situations in whích there ís no alternative, and in which the

risks of using force are perceived to be less than the risks

of not doing so. The Korea conflict is a case in point.

Sítuations in which the risks of involving a stronger por¡/er

are moderate or low, and in which Èhe superiority of force

can be clearly demonstrated. The conflict involving the

Vietnamese Parcels Islands in L974 is a relevant example.

Situations in which the application of conventional forces

serves to demonstrate determination, to advance the Chinese

position at the negotiating tab1e, or to support special

b-

c-



political purposes. The Quemoy and Matsu bombardment of

1958; rhe sino-rndian conflicr of. 1962 and rhe sino-

soviet border disputes are pertinenË in the context.

Several observers of Chinese strategy agree thaÈ Chinese leaders

are careful to manÍpulate conflicts between China and other countrles,

and that they attach great importance to limíting conflict.43 The

latter stance is reflected in the standing orders to border troops to

reporÈ directly to Èhe central governmenË immediately in the event of

conflict. rt j.s also reflected in the preparation of solutions to

conflicts before they becone exaggerated by the enemy. rndeed, ít may

be the case that this style is not new. steve chan has argued that

China consistently demonstraÈed similar behaviour in conflicts through-
LIrout history. " He divided the pattern of Chinese conflict on the State-

to-State level into five general steps, which Chinese leaders designed

to cope with problems:

a - A comprehensive examination to measure the attitude of

opponent.s as well as her allies;

b - rssuing a r,rarning of intention, usually expressed verbally

to the opponent through offícial or unofficial channels;

c - Demonstrate determination by movÍng troops to the conflicÈ

area; disclosing military preparations; holding rnass

rallies at Tien An square with the high ranking officials

ín attendance and giving publíc speeches;

d - Attack the opponent; this step is very limited and usually

is undertaken by the Chinese opponent who takes the initial
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step in fighting.



At each step, Chinese leaders always pause and wait for feedback from

opponents, before continuing with the conflict. In terms of communícatíon,

Chinese leaders constantly try to send a clear sígnal to eliminate any

e- Decreasing hostí1ity through negotíation.

noise whích nay cause the opponent to misinterpret Chinese intentions. ChÍnese

Foreign Minister Chen Yi gave a good example of this point when he described

hor¡ Chinese leaders dealt wiËh the American armed forces in the Korean war.

Ile said:
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At the time of the Korean r^rar, we first warned agaínsÈ
crossíng the 38th parallel but the Americans ignored the
warning. The second tirne, we lrarned once again, but
America occupied Pyongyang. The third time, we warned
once again, but Amerícans aggressed close to the Yalu
River and threatened the security of China.45

If all these arguments are valid then, regardless of the 1evel of

nuclear development, Chína is very unlikely to use it as a means of achieving

her ends and this resolution is confirmed by Chinese leaders in public. It

also undermines Èhe argument that Chinese leaders nay export nuclear r^Teapons

to other countríes to support Communist insurgency. On the other hand, China

will use nuclear rÀTeapons as a Ëhreat against other cor-rntries, especially

non-nuclear states, if the 1evel of poËential damage ís minimal and the

potential gaíns are 1arge.

This chapter has examined the patterns of Chinese military organization

and weaponry development. The díscussion indicates that the pattern of organi-

zatíon is a counter-weÍght which dampens extreme policy shifts, at least over

the long term. Political control may pass from moderate to radical factions,

or vice versa, but their impact on such changes in policy ís most likely to



appear in the short term. For example, a radical faction might shíft mÍlitary

policy Ín order to emphasize ideologíca1 remoulding. In the short term, such

a shift would be eompatible with an ideologícal interpretation but, over the

long term, ideologíca1 remoulding is 1íke1y linked wíth economic developmenÈ

given the domestic uses of the Peoplers Liberation Army. It was already poínËed

out that a moderate milítary policy emphasizes economic development rather than

ideologícal criteria. C'enerally speaking, the Peoplets Liberation Arrry has

economic responsibílities which include organizing the Chinese people, remouldíng

Marxist economic values to the Chínese people, and contributing to the

administratíve functions of the Chinese government. This Arrny is also responsible

for the defense of Chínese terrítory--in terms of physical presence and

deterrence--and it provídes a political tool for Chinese leaders. Although

it is dífficult to delineate the relationships between military organízation

and domestíc politics and foreign policy (in terms of criteria of national

interest and ideolog|) r Ëhe pattern of v/eaponry development is relatively

straightforward. Thís latter pattern supports a direct linkage between overall

military policy and the style of Chinese foreign policy. In rhis regard, it

I^7as argued that the hígher the level of nuclear development, the less radical

the content of milítary policy. The evidence indicates that the Chinese use

nuclear development to improve the credibility of their deterrent posture,

leading to a more moderate mílitary policy. Since nuclear development 1s a

long-term policy, China will try to consolidate her conventional forces in

the short-run in order to defend Chinese territory.

ChapEer One, Two and Three have described and evaluated three maÍn

ingredients in the process of Chinese foreign policy. The application of the
'"Three l.rlorld Theorytt, an assessment of the relative weight of national interest

and ideology, and the interaction of economic capacity and military capability,
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form the major components which are synthesized to form ChÍnese foreign policy.
Several detailed questions arise in this regard. For example, has the Chinese

application of thettThree l^Iorld Theorytr been successful in practice?(i.e. has

it established rhat this theory is applícable to the real world ?) Does

Chinese foreign policy serve Chinese nat.ional interests or does it support

the international liberation movement ? How do Chinese leaders employ theír
economic capacity and military capacÍty in foreign policy termsi ? Chapter

Four will try to examine patterns of Chinese foreign policy using these

9uestions as a set of general guidelines.
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Chína-watchersrChinese politics can be labelled as "Mi1i-
tant Fuandamentalis¡tr. Angus M. Fraser argued thatrtt Peking has supporÈed
insurgent movements in nearby and distant nations, provided an impressive
amount of military assistance, and provided training outsiÈe or in China
for a number of troops and leade¡s. This history would suggest that it would
be misleading to accept. the PRCfs description of herself as " peacs-lovingtr,
"security-lovingttwould be more accuraLe.ttAngus M. Fraserrt'The Utility of
Alternative Strategic Postures to the Peopler5 Republic of Chinartt it China:
ASeassessment of the Economy , Op cit.ep.44}.Tang Tsou and Morton H. Halperin
assert.ed thatril The key to the understanding of Cornnunist Chinars foreign
policy lies, accordingly, in llao rs revolutionary strategy and its projection
abroad...A11 violent political revolutions atart with a group of men who are
inítially weak in numbers and strength...fn his torture road t.o ultimate
victory, Mao followed a pattern of action and adopted a set of principles
which, on many occasions, helped him to achieve political gain from a position
of military weakness and whích, over a period of time, enabled him t.o bridge
the enormous gap belween his highly ambitiorts goal and his early military
impotence.ttTang Tsou and }lorton H. HalperinrrtM¿e Tse Èungts Revolutionary
Strategy and Pekingts International Behaviour.'r American PolitÍcal Science
Review , Vol. LfX', (ì4.arch 1965) ¡ .p,80.S. Devkinandan rvroterrr Most of Chinaf s
present leaders who form a stable ruling hierchy had particiapted in the
arduous Long March of 1934-35, the red regime itself had risen to pornrer
through force, therefore, it has reinforced their belief not oaly in the very
validity but also in the appropriateness of brutal force as an ingredient of
policy to control the empire and t,o extend its hegemony over neighbours."
S. Devkinandanr.How China May Use Atome Bomb, 7 Military ScenarÍosr(Gandhí-
nagar, Delhi: New Century Books , L974) rpp. 63-64 .Joseph C. Kua had a similar
view when he argued thatrtrThis analysis of Chinese intentions combines,
either incidentalty or by design, two separate themes regarding Chinese political
activity. First, it suggests that the Chinese leadershíp persists in efforÈs
to set up a neT¡r rrcenLertt or international headquarters in Peking. Second,
it defines China rs current primary target as the developing world and implies
that the newttcenterrrwould serve to co-ordÍnate, under Chinese direction,
revolutionary activily among the nations of Asia, Africa and Latin America.tt
Joseph C. Kunr't Peking and tr^/orld CommunismrrrProbelms of Communism, Vo1 XXIII ,
No, 6 (November-December I974), pp.34 .See also: Thomas W. RobinsonrrtPekingrs
Strategy in Èhe Developing I^Iorld : The Failures of SuccessrtrThe Annals
of the American Academv of Political and Social Science, No. 386 (November

1969) r pp.64-77; Dick I^/ilsonr't Sino-soviet Rivalry in Southeast Asiartf
Probelms of Communism, Vol. XXIII, No.5 (September-October 1974)t p?,39-51.
StuarL R. Schramr'rlh.o Tse tung and the Theory of the Permanent Revolution,
1958-69,'''fhe China Quatte.fly, No. 46 (April-July L97L)r PP. 22I'244.
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CHAPTER IV

CHINESE FOREIGI!ì POLICY TOI^IARD THREE I^]ORLDS

The basíc objective of this chapter will Ínclud.e an examination

of the ways in which Chinese leaders employ their nati-onal capability in
order to realíze their national Ínterests in foreign policy.

This discussion will focus on the principles and Lhemes of

chinese foreign policy as reflected in official public statements and other

available documents. The first section of this chapter will deal separ-

ately with Sino-United States and Sino-Soviet Union relations. The second.

section of this chapter wÍ11 discuss relations between Chína and second

world cor:ntries such as France, I^Iest Germany, rtaly, canada, Austraria,

and Japan. The third section will deal with Chinese foreígn policy and

the third world.

The relationship between theory and pracËice are best viewed

initially in the context of historical materialism. A retrospective view

is provided by a recent article in the peking Review, and it is worËh

quoting aË length:

In the 50s, U.S. Irnperialisn vras tswashbuckling' as the
sole world overlord, claiming widely that the rvhot"
r"¡orld must be put under U.S. leadership. In the 60s, the
U.S. and the Sovíet Uníon contended for world hegemony
and domination. The Soviet revisionisË once alleged that
given an agreement bet$/een the leaders of the united states
and the soviet union there wilr be a solution of inter-
national problems on which mankindrs destínies depend.
Today, Ín the 1970s, the medium size and smarl countries
are uniting against hegemony and this situation is
developing. The revolutionary struggle of the worldrs
people against imperÍalism and colonialism has been
mounting as never before; the basic contradictions,in the
international arena are sharpening and all the political
forces are regrouping in a process of great uphèaval,
great division and great organízation.I
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In additíon, it is clear that China has become a rnajor por¡/er

during the 1970s, with a status sirn-ilar to that of a superpor.rer. rn

particular, China has attempted to occupy the uLiddle ground of internatíonal

politics by esÈablishing relatíonships with as many governments as possible

and by emphasizing an alignment with the developing counËries which

contain the bulk of world population. This policy is reminiscent of

Maors dictum to develop tthe progressive forces, win over the niddle

forces and Ísolate the öehard'. Nor does contemporary chinese policy

exclude the possibílity of flexible relationships wíth socieries which

China considers to be reactionary. As correspondent V. Medredgev argues,

the declÍning role of the United States in international politics has

left the Chinese with several options:

ForgeËting their erstwhile Irevolutionary charactersI the
chínese leaders are openly sympathízing with reactionary
forces i-n I^lestern Europe. At every available opportunity,
Peking representatives are trying Ëo convince I^Jest Europe
leaders of the need to unite l{esËern counEries, saying
that China sees the first step tor+ard Europers indepettden..
in the development and expansi-on of the cornnon market. In
a striving for a trIestern Europe, Ëhe Maoist would like to
create above all an effective counter-v/eight to the U.S.S.R.2

The basic assumptiors ofstable socialist foreign polícy are'those

of leadership ability, and continuity at the level of top leaders, who

often stay in their positíons for a number of years. For example, the

body of soviet foreign policy has largely been established since the

24th Supreme Soviet Peoplers Congress and has changed líttle since then.

By the same token, Chinars foreign policy has changed relatively little

despite the death of chen Yi, one-tíme chinese Foreign Minister, Ehe

replacement of chi Peng fei, the disgrace of chiao Kuan hua, and. the

appointment of Huang Hua. The lack of change is reflected in the style

of writing in official diplomatic speeches as well as public sta¡emen¡s.
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If this is the case' what have been the major characteristics of Chinafs

foreign policy with respect to each of the three zones ouËlined by

Mao Tse-Ëung and what are the guidelines by which they can be assessed?

At the outset' Ít is possible to set out several guidelines which

include the followíng themes. First, it is fair to say Èhat chinese

leaders orient their practice r¿ith respect to the sËates in all Èhree zones

in terms of three types of relationship: state to state, parË! to party,

and people to people. rn terms of the first of these types, chinese

foreign po1ícy takes into accor-rrt state-to*state relations vzíthout respect

to the nature of political order. Since L972, Chinese leaders have gíven

this pattern top priority in order to obtain major support from the outside

world. Party-to-party relations are initiated \,üiEh those societÍes in
which there is a friendly cornrnunist party in exisÈence. Finally, Chinese

leaders have always aimed to have direct contact with the people in various

corntries because, as chou En lai puË it, "The people and the people alone,

are the motive force in the making of history'r.3

rt is in line v¿ith the latter pattern that china can projecÈ

an image as Ëhe mentor of the worldrs national liberation movemenË. The

flexÍbility of chinese foreign policy Ís also enhanced by following a

dual tacËical pattern as described by the article, "on policy", in 1940.

For example, china may establish a relationship on the grornds of
StaËe-to-state criteria ¡+hich include recognítion and diplouratic represen-

tation. AÈ the same tÍme, a direct link is initiated with dissident

groups' The objective is to persuade these groups to support a pro-Chinese

policy ín return for Chinese promotion of their goal of overthrowing the

existing government. The anrbiguity inherent in dual policy ís apparenË

in chou En 1ai's remarks r¡ith respect to rndia, for example:
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India is the head of the reacÈionaries among the
imperialisËs, revisionísts and reactionaries. In
spíte of this, vle still \^ranË to restore normal
diplornatic relations with her at an opportrrre
moment, for the purpose of furËhering the peoplers
revoluÈion in India.4

Second, Chinese officials have taken pains to redefine the term

superpower and, in so doing, to announce that china is noÈ now, and never

will seek to be' a superpo!7er. rn their víew, the Ëerm is synonymous with
aggression' subversion and bullying, a¡d it may be imperíalist or socíal
inperialÍst. Superpowers pressure people within theír own borders anä

people of oËher socieËies by means of arued force.5 fn this regard., the

nuclear r¡Teapons possessed by superpoü/ers are aggressive and not defensive,

while those of China and other med.ír¡m nuclear po\rers are d.efensive. It is
within this framework as well thaË the Chinese stress the establishment of
a framework of foreign policy on a world scale without the interference

of the nilÍtary.

I

CHINA-FIRST I^]ORLD RNLATIONS

the first world, in Èerms of Mao Tse-tungrs three world theory,

consisÈs of the united states and the soviet union. Both of them are

irnperíalist and try to exploit oppressed people livíng in the rest of the

world. The Chinese leaders, at different times, have considered different
positÍons ín their relations to the superpo\^rers. This change of att.itude

needs explanation; therefore, it merits discussion, in detail, of sino-

American and Sino-SovieÈ relations.
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S ino-Ameri can relations :

With respect to the Sino-American rappïochement, China e>(pects

greater opportunities for interaction, given that the Uníted States has

disengaged itself from a protracted war in South Vietn¡m. In ad.dition, as

A. Doak Barnett observes, the American public has changed. its view of China:

In viewÍng China, Americans have an extraordinary capacity
Èo shape their pict.ure of the country to fit their ov¿n
mood and preconceptions of the moment. only a shorÈ
while ago, the predomínant images of china i-n the unÍted
staËes were armosÈ whol1y negative. Today, the pendurum
is clearly swinging far in the opposite direction in a
mode of euphoric admiration of a1l things chinese; ma',y
AmerÍcans no$/ seem to see iË as a country with few if any
vrarts, surging ahead at breakneck pace Lor,raïd a model of
a neTr chína rat homet and superpo!üer staËus abroad.6

Trom Pekingrs point of view, there are several advantages whÍch follow from

such a rapprochement process.

First, the Sovíet Union has isolated China in terms of diplouratic

acËivities; it is openly hostile at a ideologÍcal level, and there have

been substantial nrilitary buildups in sensitive areas. one possible

Chinese response to thís is to lean to the Anerican side in a kind of

tetrporary detente. Thís would help to balance the Soviet threat during a

period in which her nuclear v/eapons are still und.er development, and it
gives China more independence to decide her políey. Second, the rapproche-

ment with the United States could help weaken American links with Japan.

In addition, such relatíons will offer better opportunities Ëo intervene

in any improvement in Soviet-Japanese relations, as Japan seeks her own

line in a turbulent world. rn this regard, china sees Japan very much in
an objective context, given that Japan has a very high nuclear potentÍal

and an advanced technology. Howeverrthe main competitive arena of Ehe

superpov¡ers is the I^Ies t.ern Europe,As chou En la i once pu t ít :
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The global struggle between the two superpor¡rers, theunited States and the u.s.s.R., continues to be heated.
western Europe is a juicy piece of meat and Japan is ajuicy piece of mear; rhey (rhe U.S. and U.S.S.R.) are
both striving for them.7

Third' the united States offers a means of achieving increased. ÍnternaËional
prestige for China. American opposition Ëo Chinars adur-ission to the

united Nations has been overcome so that china can demonstrate the

principle of peaceful coexístence. Finally, china has to act on the

question of Taiv¡an through the UniËed States, since Taiwan has developed.

imporËant convenËiona1 forces, a strong economy, and the potential for
nuclear \^/eapons development. 8

A1l rhose prospects were delayed between 1970 and 19 72 by the

Coup D'etat in Car¡bodia and. by the American invasion of Ca¡nbodia r^¡ith

SouEh Vietnamese trooPs. During this period, rhe warsaw anbassadorial

rreetings were deadlocked as well as stagnated. on the American side,

Presídent Richard M. Nixon went so far as to include the title "peoplefs
Republic of China" to denote the mainland government an¿ he also declared

thaË:

The united states is prepared to esÈablÍsh a dialogue
wiÈh peking. we cannot accept its ideologicar pr.t"pt"
or the notion thaÈ communist china must exercise
hegemony over Asia. But neither do we wish to impose
on china an international^position that denÍes its legi-ti¡late national ínterest.9

The fact that the Uníted States viewed any such dialogue r^rithin a narror¡r

set of boundaries v¡as of considerable importance. Nixon stressed that:

The evolution of our dialogue cannot be at the expense
of international order or our cormuitments...I^Ie will
continue to honour treaty conmitments to the security
of our Asian arries. An honourable relationship with
Peking cannoE be constructed aË their e>cpense.lÒ

Nixon confirmed, for the time beíng at least, a trvo china policy - a policy
r'rhich r^/as supported by Japan and heavily criticized by the chinese.
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At the time, China did not neglect opportunities to dísËinguish

between American policy makers or the superstructure and the American

public, partícularly when t.he demonstration effect could be maximized..

The Chinese established a United Front from above by building the United

Front from below. For exaruple, Chou En lai invited and received an American

table tennis Èeam and journalists in Pekíng. At the dinner in their honour

he pointed out. Èhat:

ConËact between the people of China and the United States
has been very frequent iri the past but later they were
broken off for a long time. your visit Èo China on an
ínvitation has opened the door Eo friendly contacts bet\,reen
the people of the two countries. I{e believe that such
friendly contact r¿i1l be favoured and supported by the
urajority of the two people.lI

Tn addition, the Chinese e><ploited the regional political situation in

South East Asía and they rlere assisted in this process by the ¡¿ar situation

in Indochina. For example, Chou En lai visited North Korea in April, J:}TI ,

and hosted a Communist Surudt Conference for Indochinese leaders in

I'fai¡land China. Their acceptance of China's leadership in this area vias

encouraged by the possibÍ1ity that events similar to those in Cambodia could.

occur in their own territories. The Peoplers Republic of China became a

shield r¡hich promised that China and her people $rere the most reliable

area, as Mao pointed out:

700 nillion Chinese people provide a po\,¡erful backing
for the Vietnamese people; the vast expanse of Chinars
territory is their relíable t"^t 

^r"^.L2
0n July 15th, I97L, Nixon announced his plan to visit peking

and he also revealed that his national security advisor, Henry Kissinger,

had held secret meetings wíth Chou En 1ai in Peking. Prior to his departure

for Peking, President Níxon lifted the trade embargo on goods to China wÍth

the exception that businessmen had to apply for import-export lícenses for
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goods which r,rere not listed among permÍssible products. At the end of
Nixonts visit to China ín 1972, the Shanghai CourmurÍque summarized the

changing relationship between china and the united states It was, in part,
a signal of a more courteous exploration of mutual problems as well as a

shift in the distribuÈi_on of ínternational power.

part that:

The Communique said in

There are essential dífferences between china and the
united states in their social system and foreign poricy.
However, the two sides agreed that countries ..g"idl.""
of their social system, should conduct their relations
on the principles of respect for the sovereignty and
territorial íntegriÈy of all states, non_aggressÍon
agaínst other states, non-interference in the internal
affairs of other states, equality and mutual benefi.t andpeaceful co-existence. rnternational disputes should besettled on this basis, vrithout resorting to the use ofthreat of force. The united states and Èhe peoplers
Republic of chína are prepared to appry these principles
to their muÈual relations.IJ

wíth respect to the Asian region and the ambítions of other

states in this area, china and the uníted states declared thaÈ:

Neither should seek hegemony in the Asia-pacifÍc region
and each is opposed Lo efforts by any other counÈri;s
or group of countries to establish such hegemony; and
neither is prepared to negotiate on behalf of any thÍrdparty or to enter agreements or-r¡nderstandings v/ith the
other directed at other states.14

This statement tended to favour China because it indirectly repudiated the

role of boËh superpowers in south East Asia. Most importantly, this
statement made specific reference to the establishment of a balance of
po\'rer in the region. Further, it is imporÈant to note that China generally

reserved the term hegemony for the Soviet Union. Besides Èhat, Ehis state-
ment also protected chinese alliance options since the rndochinese

settlement talks r¿ere in a primary stage at that time.

rn February, 1973, china and the united states agreed to

exchange 1iaíson officers and discussed Ëhe settlement of foreign assets
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which had been blocked in 1948. In addition, the tr¡/o states reached

agreement on a solution to the Indochinese problem which was tantamounÈ

to a ceasefíre ín Vietnam r+hich would alloqr for the withdrawal of American

troops, ín exchange for a freer hand for the chinese in this area. The

result \.ras not a complete success for China as the discussion will show.

Before thís relatíonship could be developed further, President

Nixon l¡tas occupied v¡ith the l^IatergaËe scandal and he later resigned.

President Ford could not generate addiEional improvement given the

proximity of the Presidential election and the possíbility of losing the

support of conservative voters.

Since 7976, the Chinese have been more strongly motÍvated by the

tripolar relationship between themselves, the United StaËes and the Soviet

union. Keng Piao commented on these relationships as follorvs:

Nor^r we seldom use the term ttu.S. iurperialismtt and use
instead rone of the Ëvro superporìrerst...Since the
revisionist soviet union has changed from a socialisÈ
country into a social imperialist one, the excellent
revolutionary situation has tndergone a precipitous
change and a si_nister storm and erril clouds have
appeared. Faced with such a situation, we cannof_help
but institute a big shift in our foreign policy.r)

He further noted that there vvere conflícts ín Sino-American relations, but

that these could be put aside for the present:

For now, let the U.S. defend us against the influence
of Soviet revisionism and guard the coast of the East
China Sea so that we can have more strength to deal
with the por¡rer in-the North and put more efforE into
nation-building. 16

In the same statement Keng Piao also explained that the Chinese goverrrment

agreed that the liberation of Taiwan would Eake a long time and that only

peaceful means could be used to solve the prob1"*.t7
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Since President Carter assumed office, the Sino-American relation-
ships have cooled. Foreign Minister Huang Hua set out the reasons as

fo1lor¿s:

As of now, there is no far-sighted, outstanding politician
and leader in the united states who can set forth a longterm goal and work out a workable program for the united
StaËes on the basis of an examinatÍon of the past.18

In order to evaluate Huang Huats observation, it is useful to discuss, in
short, the United States foreígn policy tor¿ards the contemporary world.

There ís speculation that a secondary antagonism exisÈs

betv¡een the two most important foreígn policy advísors of the united

States - the dove Cyrus Vance and the hawk Zbigniew K. Brzezinski. Vance

is better characterized as a painstakíng negotiator or trouble shooter,

rather than as a policy ínnovator such as Henry KÍssinger.19 on the oÈher

hand, from his practícal experience wíth the theory and practice of
communist regimes, Zbigniew K. BrzezÍnski has favored a hard-line policy
towards the Soviet Union. This hard-line policy stresses a bloc-alliance
with hlestern Europe and Japan, infiltration towards Eastern Europe and

increased economic aid to the third ro.ld.20 rn this context, transferring
military aid and technology to china may be favored as a counter to sovíet

influence. For Brzezinski the concept of balance of power no longer has

a top priority in the stabilizaËion of conÈemporary conflict. Without

denying Brzezinskits argument, vance emphasízes a biporar policy

between the United States and the Soviet Union regardless of the failure ín
Indochina. Mr- Vance and Mr. Brzezinski do agree, however, on the survival
of Taiwan and they agree that a norrnalization of relations betr"¡een China

and America is necessary to prevent a Síno-Soviet rapprochement. Therefore,

both of them accePt the value of diplomatic adjustment ín political settle-
ments but they differ on the means to be used to accomplish those ends.
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Because of President carterrs lack of experience in foreÍgn affairs, he

must rely heavily on hís advisors. rt is difficult for him to rean

towards either side, but it has also given him a freer hand Ín poricy
selection at different times. rt is evident that in late rgig, president

carter attempted to combine both bipolar and bloc-allíance concepts with
his human rights doctrine. The dramatic move to recognize the people,s

Republic of china consolidated the criticism from Huang Hua. This

recognition results from several causes such as the overestimation of
success of the Middle East peace Talks, the lengthy negotiation of the

strategic Arms Limitatíon Talks, the rapid move of soviet expansion all
over the important strategic points, the economic stagnation of the

unÍted states, and an ignorance of the lessons of involvement, as in the

case of the Vietnamese, regardless of the world's political situation.
These facts would help to explain why the united staÈes willingry satisfied
China's every pre-condition for normalization.

Sino-Soviet Relationships :

There are basic features of sino-soviet relations. First, the

sino-soviet rift is a product of conflicting national interests covering

several areas. For example, Soviet leaders have refused aid to assist
the development of nuclear r¡reapons or nuclear industry by the Chinese.

The Soviet Union has also refused to extend economic assistance and

¡vithdrev¡ all her technical advisors during the Great Leap Forward beginning

in 1956' rn addition, each country has also had a different global strategy.
The soviet union attempted to deverop her economy and military povrer to

outstrip the united States and to achieve the sËatus vrhich the Americans

had duríng the first two decades following l.Iorld l^trar Two. rn inter-
national politics, the Soviet union has favored a po1ícy of bipolarity and
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detente - a choice rdhich yields advantages to the superpolrers rather than

to medium size and small pol{ers. The Soviet Union also has satellíte
cormtrÍes in Eastern Europe for which China does not have a diplomatic or
strategic equivalent. I{ith respect to d.eveloping nations, the soviet
union has applied the dual tactics of extending both rnilitary and economic

aid' 0n the other hand, China with her limÍted technological capacity,
her lirdted finances and her large population, has had to divert attention
and resources to achieving domestíc economic development. rn addÍtion,
chj-na has trídd to establish trading relations so as to capture aE least
a small share of the benefits of the ínternational market. Therefore, the

rift between china and the SovÍet union has a strong basis in economic and

national interests

Second, there are ideologÍcal disputes which have arisen from

different interpretations of Marxíst-Lenínism. Both china and the SovieË

union have laid claim to Marxist authenticity, even though both have

modified the original premises in order to apply them in their own societies.
Therefore, the problem is not who is a genuine Marxist, but rather, Ít is
a problem of which one will lead the communist world. rn order to under-

stand the polenrics beh¿een the two nations, one must trace the economÍc

conflicts through tirne and compare them with verbal expressions. rt is
important to say that the continuities of verbal polemics is one of the

most limited of this type of insight into the problem, since verbal

continuity may be exaggerated by the political requirements of continuity.

For example, a sudden change may be caused for speculations about political

instability or the ability of rop-level Ieaders.

Generally, polemics betroeen the two countries have sharpened

the mutual attacks on their respective ídeologies, on theír internar-
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Politics, and the main aspects of their diplountic affairs. The Chinese

leaders have most frequently criticized the Soviet leeaders for collusion,
imperialism, trying to divide the world, betraying Marxism-Leninism, tryíng
to monopolize nuclear vreapons, restoríng capitalísm, being armed to the

teeth' aiding subversion in Èhe developing countries, threaËening l^/estern

and Eastern Europe, seekÍng world domination by exploiting the inter-
natÍonal merket, acting according to profit- making principles, seeking

world-wÍde maritime dorninance through a world-wide naval build-up ,
and accomplishing what Hitler tried to do but faíled. to carry out.

rn rhe late 1960s, china was held tightry between rhe two

superpo\,rers. The Brezhnev Doctríne, in particular, constrained china by

proclairning the right of one socíalist country to intervene by force Ín
the internal affairs of another in which socialÍsm was threatened.

Therefore, china had to establish a national policy to cope with the

problem. 0n the one hand, china decentralized the economic sector,
dispersed industry and purged high ranking officers who were suspected of
favorÍng the sovíet union. on the other hand, china inverted the pace

of development in the defence and economic sectors in order to construcË

a more powerful modern society. china also developed a nev/ foreign
policy orientation based on the flow of Èrade which leaned to the right
and increased the number of links with i^Iestern European countries, with
Èhe Japanese in the East, and with the united states. fn addition, chinese

leaders tried to exploit the maximum effects of the mass-media in the

polemÍcal and ídeological campaign against the sovieË union. The

polemical battle of both sides has tended to come in cycles since that
tíme.
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In 1970, a joinr edirorial published by

Renrnin Ribao, Hongqi and Chiehfangchunbao, openly

Unionfs leaders. This article pointed. out that:

the official agencies,

condenrred the Soviet

Krushchev the clov¡n, who swaggered like a conquering
hero not rong ago, is noru a heap of dirt beneath the
conterryt of mankind. His successors Brezhnev and
coapany are farÍng even worse and their conditions are
deteriorating year after year; they are saddled with
crises both at home and abroad.21

Thís is one of the fírst articles which directly criticized the rop

Soviet politieal leaders. Previously, when China criticized the Soviet

Union, she r¡ould just use the term'revisionistt instead of the Soviet

leader's name. An indirect criticism of the Sovíet Union was expressed

by Li Hsien nien in rhe peking Mass Rally on June zstj', rg7o. He said:

Howeverr some people r+ho parade themselves as anti-
ínperialist and as supporting anti_imperialist
struggles actually fear war, and hate revolution
even more. you fear war, so u.S. imperialism íntimi-
dates you with an expansion of war, forcing you to
make concessions and capitulate. you hate revolution,
so you are bound to sEand together with the enemy rvho
is suppressíng revolution. Consequently, these people
invariably rùant to frirt with u.s. imperialism and
warmly fraternize wíth the Japanese reaclionaries;
they do not recognize the fact that Japanese ruilitarism
has revived; they mainËain dirty relations rvith Lon Nol
and company; they divide up spheres of influence in the
Mídd1e East etc., etc. such Ídeas and practices can
only inflate the aggressive arrogance of u.s. imperiarism
and undermine the revorutionary struggles of the people
of various countrj_es againsL U.S. imperialism.22

The text of this statement shows that Chinese leaders perceÍved the Soviet

union at that time to be a second class enemy, rvhile u.s. Ímperialism

hTas a first class one - rthe most ferocious enemy of the people of the

whole vrorld'.23

In late L970, the new Soviet Ambassador to China, V.S. Tolstikov,

arrived in Peking and a month later, china sent off Liu Hsín chruan to
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Moscow' A sino-SovÍet Trade Agreement as well as the annual protocol on

border river navigation v/as signed. These agreements have been renewed

every year without overt hostility on either side. The exchange of
messages between the two couttries indicated that they hoped the poleuric

on doctrine r¿ou1d noË affect diplonatic relationships between Ëhem. The

boundaries of conflict were clear in the message sent to soviet leaders
greeting Sovíet National Day:

China has all along held that the differences ofprinciples bet¡,¡een china and Ëhe sovíet union shouldnot hinder the tr^/o countrÍes from maintaining anddeveloping normal state relations on the basis ofthe Five prÍrrciples of peaceful Co_existence.24

rn L97r, china and Albania were the only two ruling communist

Party countrÍes who did not attend the 24th SovieË congress. The joint
editorial of the Remin Ribao (people?s Daily), Honggí (Red Flag) and

chiehfangchunbao (LiberaLion Army Daily) directly at'acked General
Secretary Leonid I. Brezhnev:

From Krushchev to Brezhnev, arl have tried to masktheir Dictatorship of the Bourgeoisie as the t stateof the whore people'.. .The soviet revisionist rene_gades have turned the Soviet Union into a paradísefor a handful of bureaucrat_capitalists of a nevr type,a prison for the nillions of working people. This isthe whole content of what they callã¿ 
" 

ìSoviet
socialist state of the rrrhole Þeopler and tso.ri.t
DemocracY t .25

Lrhen the sorriet union invited china to take part in a Five power conference
of Nuclear Powers, china refused to attend because both the united states
and the soviet union have overstockpiled these weapons and dispersed them

all over the world, and because Ëhe superpo\rers have refused to vrÍthdra\,r

these vreapons and dismantle them. rn reply to this refusal, Brezhnev

spoke on December 21st, 1972 at Ëhe Krenlin Palace of congress in Moscow

and accused China;
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Speaking blrnt1y, what does pekingrs Foreign policy
amount to today? It amounts to absurd claims to
Soviet Ëerritory and to malicious slander of the
Soviet social and political system and of our
peace-loving foreign policy. It amounts to undis_
guised sabotage of the efforts to limiÈ the arms
race and of the struggle for disarmament and for
relaxation of international tension. It amor:nts
to continuous attempts to split the socialíst canp
and the communist movement, to ferment discord among
the fighters for national liberation and Ëo range the
developing countries against the soviet union and the
other socialist states. Lastly, it amounts to unprin-
cipled alignments on anti-soviet grounds \,rith any, even
the most reactionary forces - the most rabíd haters of
the soviet union from any of the British Tories or
revenge seekÍng element in the Federal Republíc of
Germany, the Portugese colonialists or the racialists
of South Africa. In essenee, the aim of doing the
greatest possíb1e harm to the u.s.s.R., or prejudicing
the interest of the Socialist communÍty, is now the
sole criteríon deterrnining the Chinqqe leaderst approach
to any major ínternationai prob L" .26

In late August, 1973, Chou En 1ai delivered his Political Report Ëo the

10th Party Congress and escalated the level of political criËicísm. His

critique stated in part that:

Over the last two decades, the soviet Revisionist ruling
clique from Krushchov to Brezhnev has made a socialist
country degenerate into a socialist imperíalist country.
Internally, iÈ has restored capitalism, enforced a
fascist dictatorship and enslaved the people of all
nationalíËies, thus deepening Èhe political and economic
contradicËions as well as contradictions among nationa-
lities. Externally, it has invaded and occupied
Czechoslovakia, massed its troops along the Chinese
border, sent troops into the peoplets Republíc of
Mongolia, supported the traitorous Lon No1 clique,
suppressed the Polish v¡orkersr rebe1lÍon, intervened.
in Egypt, causing the expulsíon of the Soviet experts,
dismembered Pakistan and carried out subversive acËi-
vities in many Asian and African countries. This series
of facËs has profoundly exposed its ugly features as
the new czar and its reactionary nature, namely: socialism
ín r¿ords, imperialism in deeds...The Chínese people are
not to be deceived or cowed. The sino-soviet controversy
on matters of principle should not hinder the normali-
zation of relations between the tr^/o stales
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on the basis of the Five principles of peaceful
Coexistence. The Sino-Soviet boundary question
should be settled peacefurly through negotiations
free from any threat.¿/

Prior to this report, he had traced, in a confidential document,

the main course of action which the Peoplers Republic of China must take

in the future.

Our opposing the tv/o superpor,Jers is a slogan. Its
essence lies principalry ín opposition against thÍs
most realistic eneuy, soviet revisionisË socÍar
Ímperialísm, and the main thing is to combat this
social-imperiarism. tr{e have a clear 

'nderstandinsof this problem and so does the U.S.28

The cool relationshíp between the tv/o countries has been carried out

at times in infinitely fine detaÍl. For examples, messages of condolence

for chou En laits death v/ere noted in but four lines on page five of
Pravda, eight lines on page seven of the Czechoslovakian party Newspaper

Rude Pravo, and one sentence on an insíde page of Poland.ts party Nerspaper.29

The attitudes of Soviet leaders v¡ere clear at the opening of the

25th soviet Peoplers congress which began on February 24th, Lg76. rn his
opening address, Brezhnev emphasized LhaÈ the Soviet Union has been

prepared to normalize the brotherly relationship with the chinese

Conunr:nísË Party on the basis of the principle of peaceful Co-existence.

But in order to come to this stage, china must also be prepared to meeÈ

certain prerequisites such as: a) china must return to a policy truly
based on Marxist-Leninism; b) China must abandon her antagonistic atti-
tudes towards other Socialist cor.rrtries and c) China must adhere to the

road of cooperatiqn and so1Ídarity wíth r¡or1d socialisn.30
If all these conditions \,/ere satisfíed, then China would

automatically be accepted in a secondary role in the communist wor1d,

since she would be confessíng herself to be a revisionist. This is an
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inpossible condition for china to accept. rn an analysis of the 25th

Congress, Professor Joachím Glaubitz found that 24 of 43 speakers at the

Congress criticized Chinese policy and that the level of criticísm was

strongest auong those speakers from autonomous regions close to China.

In the previous Congress, only 25 percenÈ had criticized the Chinese and

Brezhnev had not touched on Chinese behaviour ín hís openíng address.3l

This presentatíon has touched on some aspecËs of tensíon between

China and the soviet union and it has shown in outline the substanËive

conËenË of the Sino-Soviet sp1it. The verbal expression of Èhis split is
likely to vary across time and iË is like1y to be protracted. As Hua Kuo

feng once poÍnted out, "our debate with a clique on matters of principle
will go on for a long time".32 At the same time, it is unlikely that these

verbal expressions have any direct bearing on the likelihood of war.

Chou En 1ai put the problem in the following Ëerns:

should r¡/e now declare \¡rar on the soviet revisi_onist?
Not necessarily. The current strategy of the U.S.S.R.
is dÍrected at western Europe and the ìriddre East.
Towards us, she makes a lot of noise but also knows
that we have been prepared for a long time. So, for atime, the situatíon will remain a rcold warr, a
diplornatic tbull f ightr, a rbaring of teeth' .

For the chinese, these statements also have other purposes. They serve

a purpose in domestic por,rer struggles between moderates and radicals.
They provide legitimacy to ne$r leaders who do not have an association

wiËh Ëhe Long March legend; and they provid.e indicaËors of the po\üer

struggle among leaders subsequent to Maots death. Fina11y, these state-
nents provide a framework for dealing with the Soviet Union, giving China

a freer hand to develop under Èhe banner of Socialism but usíng WesËern

equipment.
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II

SINO-SECOND WORLD R-ELATIONSHIP

rf chinars leaders emphasize poliÈícs in dealing with the

Superpowers in the world arena, they focus on trade and financial interest
in establishíng their policy towards the second world. rn this world, a

merger between trading profÍt and political activity is simple to verÍfy.
From the Chinese poinÈ of víew, foreign Ërade not only satisfies domestic

needs and developmentar priorities, but it arso improves political

stability. Mao v/rote ín his famous article "on the people's Democratic

RelaÈionship",:

hlhen we have beaten Ëhe internal and external reaction-
aries by unity of all domestic and international
relations forces, we sha11 be able to do business and
establish diplomatic relations rviËh all foreÍgn countries
on the basis of equality, mutual benefit and mutual
respect for terrítorial íntegrity and sovereignty.34

The discussion in chapter one established that the second

intermediate zone consists of states similar to France, Inlest Germany,

canada, and rtaly. Therefore, one may assume that the second worrd

includes the NATO and European Economic community, except the united

States. Attributes specifíc to members of this zone include theÍr
advanced level of Ëechnological development and Ëheir status belor¡ that
of superpol¡ers. It ís more profitable that the chinese follo¡¿ the markeÈ

principles of cost-benefit analysis accounting, which do not favor

developing societies. Chinese Erade, therefore, is substantially weighted

in favor of advanced countries and even there diplomatic relations do not

dírectly reflect economic ties.
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China-France Relations

Following the example of the United Kingdom and the Netherlands

¡"rhich recognized China Ln 1949, French President Charles de Gaulle decided

co recognize the Peoplers Republic of China in January L964. This shocked

both her western Allies and the uniËed stat.s.35 The French acÈion

índependent of the Llestern Alliance was taken ín order to achieve greater

independence and prestige in the world which has been d.orninated by the

suPerpo$rers' especially the United States. Thís recognition \¡ras charac-

terized by friendly overtures tovrards Conrnunist China. A year before this

event, France had already refused to attend the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty on

the grourds that it was used to preserve the privileges of the superpower".3U

At the sar¡re time, China accused the UnÍted States on the grounds that this

treaty I¡7as an Anerican fraud and iE would not stop the United States Nuclear

Proliferation Program for destroyíng the socialist camp. An editorÍal of

Bç"*in Ribao argued that:

On July

Treaty I

To put it bluntly, the U.S. intention is not at all to
manacle the other irnperialist count.ríes but to manacle
the socÍalist countries. 37

29th, 1963, President charles de Gaulle criticized the rTest Ban

saying that:

I^Ie repeat also that a mere agreement on tests between
soviet and Anglo-saxon, already invesËed v¡ith irn¡neasur-
able power, and who do noË cease Eo strengthen it and
thereby to confirm day by day their respective hege-
monies, a mere agreement will not prevent France also
from equippÍng herself with the same kind of means,
failing r¡hich, si.nce others have these means, Francets
own security and her ovm independence would never again
belong to når.38

This statement is very sirnilar

ment which she has carried out

Chinats perception on nuclear disarrna-

to the present time.

to

up
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These examples show that both chÍna and France have in coinmon

intra-bloc conflict or contradÍctions on which to base their foreign policy
goals' Both states have broken the domination of their respective bloc
leaders through their independent defence; both have símilar views with
respect to nuclear disarmament and the possibility. of world 1¿ar between

the superpowers and both states have sought greaËer independence and

prestige' h4rile both countries have experienced contradictions r¿ith
resPect to relations between economic dernands and the economic order,
their tradíng pattern exhíbits a pattern of transformation of quantiËy

into qualÍty. The chinese Ímport only advanced technology and necessary

rav/ materials such as French nickel; she exports foodstuffs and energy

resources such as petroleum. Thus Ë.he division of labour is formed.

I^Iith sorne exaggeration, it is faír Èo say that what china needs is Francef s

surplus and what France needs is redundant for China. I^Iith respect to
foreign relations, both countries have tried to improve cultural exchange

and trade. speaking at the banquet to honour the French parliamentary

Delegation in Pekíng on July 15th,1971, vice chairman Kuo Mo jo stated
Èhat:

...follov¡ing the establishment of diplomaÈic relations
betr¿een china and France, trade, .*"h*ge of visits andintercourse in the fields of science and culture haveconstantly incre?sed betr¿een our tü/o countries over thelast few years.39

Three days later, on the occasion of meeting this delegation, premier

Chou En lai promised that China would deal more favourably with French
.40producfs.

rn 1973, French president George pompidou visited china. rn

his speech to honour Èhis visít, chou En lai repeated the common ground

for the national goals of both countries. AfÈer asserting the muËual
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respect for Ëhe Five Principles of peaceful co-existence, he went on

Ëo say :

I{e have another important point in common, namely: we
both treasure our independence and sovereignty; we both
brook no contror; and r^¡e both are against itre monopoly
of world affaírs by the one oï two superpowers.4l

The comrnulique concluding this presidential visit emphasized:

They (France and china) have also agreed to study further
the practical possibÍlities of developing economic
relaËions and the problem of increasing áxchanges in
the fíeld of technology, as well as in that of industry,
especially in the developed sector of petro-chemistry,
aeronautics and mechanical and electrial industries.42

Tn line v¡íth this understanding, France has sold. several uLillion dollars
worËh of industrial goods to China since 1973. However, it is necessary

to note that France is ranked second to lasÈ anong Chinars twelve major

trading partners in 1973-L974. she was behind Japan (ranked first);

the unÍted states (ranked second); Wesr Germany (ranked fifth); canada

(ra¡rked sixth); united Kingdorn (ranked seventh); and Australia (ranked

tenth).

0n May 12th' 1975, Tseng Hsiao ping paid a vísiË to France and

both counLriest leaders signed an agreement stating their willingness Ëo

consult at the foreÍ-gn minister level, and establishing a commission to

further promote econoruic and trade relations beËr^/een the two countries.43

Generally speaking, the relationship between China and France

has been very even and cooperative at some points. They are a tnonconfor-

ming alliancet Ín that their policy r tend.s to remain confined to a few

issue-areas; that is, there is 1itt1e tendency for dísputes to'spílr
overt' into all issue-are^"r.44
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China-l,Ies t Germanv Relationship

ItÏest Germany and China established diplomatic relations on

October 11, 1972. It is íurportant to note that the joint communique \,/as

signed without mentioning the position of Taiwan and. that l^lest Germany

also had treaËies r¿ith the sovieË union and poland signed in 19 70, a

treaty on basic relations between EasÈ and trIest Germany signed in 1971,

and a Four Power Agreement signed in 7972.45 One may ask why l^Iest Germany

obtained more privileges than other I^Iestern European countries or Canada

when she established diplomatic relations wíth China. Based on the kinds

of products which China irrports from l{est Germany - for example, iron and

power plants, petroleum and synthetic fibre, petrochemical and other heavy

duÈy equipments which l^Iest Germany e)çports to China, one may conclude that

Chinese leaders set aside their political preference on specific points

when they no longer carry specific advantages.

Italy exchanged a trade mission in 1965 and undertook diplomaËic

relations with chína on November 6 , 1970. Together with Belgium,

and Luxembourg, Ttaly was the seventh NATO nernber to establish full

diplomatic relations with china. rn late 19 7r, an rtalían Econorn-ic

Delegation consistíng of seventy-six members paid a visit to China and

was greeted by Chou En lai, Li Hsien nien and other Chinese leaders in

the Foreign Trade area. At the banquet honouríng this delegation,

Li Hsien nien said:

It is our conviction that rvith the normalization of
relations betrveen our tr^/o cor¡ntries, there will be
new developments of economic, trade, scientific and
technological and cultural relations.and exchange of
personnel between Chinese and Italy.46

ÇlUna and other Inlestern European Countries Relations
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China-Canada Relatíonship

Canadían Prime Minister Pierre E. Trudeau adopted a third option
po1Ícy v¡hich was to enhance the national image and self-interest by reducing

the united statest influence. There v/as to be an increase in canadian

relationships with other countríes, wÍthout serious limitations imposed

by differences of ideology. This factor helps to give a further explanation
of chinars hard-line stand when she negotiated ¡+ith canada. Among the

explanations of Chinars intentions towards Western countries, several
plausible arguments may be posed. for d.iscussion. The firsË argument holds
that canada has become one of the more important members of NAT6 in terms

of her potentíal Po!üer and natural resources, since the wíthdrawal- of
France from strategic planning and deplo¡rment in Ig66-Ig67. Testing the

stand of Canada is testing the determination of NATOts members, including
the united states, to\{ards china. The second argument states that the
geographical location of Canada as well as her close political ties to

the United States could be manípulated indirectly by the Chinese Ín order
to bring the question of chinese admíssion to the united. Nations to a

successful conclusi_on.

China-Aus tralia Relationship

China and AtrStralia together with Nev¡ Zealand established diplomatic
relations on December 12, L972. rn the Joint Cornmtnique, Australia prornised

to remove her representative from Taiwan before January 25, Lg73. This

promise followed the Australian diplomaEic strategy of broadening Aus-

tralian diplomacy, wíthout regard to the social or political system of
target states. Australian Prime Minister E. G. Llhitlam asserted that:
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In Australia, rve have broadened the range of our
international contacts. I,Ie have sought to break
down ideological constraints which had for so long
obstructed meaningful relationships with countries
such as China, East Germany and North Vietnam...
I^Je have placed our relationship with the United
States and the United Kingdorn on the basis of a
more nature partnership. ..I.Ie have widened our horizon
and sought great cooperation with the medium and
smaller por¡/ers of Africa, Latin America and the
Pacífic. We have given out full support to all
questions of human rights and declared our oppq-
sition to any forms of lingering colonialisrn.4/

China-Japan Relationship

Relations between china and Japan v/ere strained up to r97L.

The conflíct between Lhe Ëwo cor-ntries partly arose from geography,

partly from chinese experience in world I,trar Two, partly from the close

relationship bet\^/een Japan and the united states, and partly from the

Japanese national interest in the region.

rn 1964, Mao Tse-tung issued a statenent which sËrongly con-

denrred Japan. Maors argument \,/as that Japan v/as a running dog for

American ímperialism, the most dangerous enemy at Lhat time. He stated

that:

Since l,r7or1d l^iar II, Japan has all along been subjecÈ
to U.S. Imperialism, political , econornic and rnilitary
opp res s ion .

;åi'i'':i;'.:l::.i :'ï51:,äî:.'i: j:i:i";:,:ï H"F;îîï."and treated Japan as a deperrd.ncy.4S

rn spite of a number of trade agreements, peking Review published an

article in 1970 entitled rsoviet Revisionists Gang up with Japanese

Reactíonaries in committing New crines Agaínst soviet people', which

strongly condenned the SovieÈ Union as well as Ëhe Japanese Government.
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The article v¡as published on the occasion of the

Vice Chairman of the Soviet Council of Ministers,
tSoviet Dayt at the tlorld Exposition in Tokyo.

part:

offícial vísit of the

Novikov, to aÈtend

The article stated in

.Obviously, Lhe Soviet revisíonist renegade c1Íquers
rapprochemenÈ with Èhe reactionary Sató gorr"rn*".,t hasbeen seized upon by the Japanese reactionaries as agood opport,nity to create conditions for their pene-tration into siberia and to further íntensífy ali-ro'ndcollaboration with Ëhe soviet revisionists in thepolitical, economic and military fields.49

One day after the Japanese-united states MuÈua1 securíty Treaty was

renewed on June 22, L970, Remin Ribaors editors published an article
entít1ed rResolutely smash the Aggressive u.s.*Japan Military Allíance'
which again strongly condemned Japan:

Japanese militarism, which has revived 
'nder the wingof u.s. rmperialism is attempting to rearíze its ord

dream of a greater East Asia Co_prosperity Sphere byrelying on the U.S._Japan Military Alliance.
However, sino-Japanese relations improved rnarkedly, subsequent to the

visit paid by Japanese prirne Minister Kakuei ranaka and his Foreign

Minister Masayoshi ohira to Peking in late September, 7972. The canadian

formula was applied ín these diplomatíc discussi-ons although chÍna agreed

to renounce her demand for war indenrrities from Japan, an issue which

caused controversy for years. rn peking, one day prior to signing the

Joint statement, Japanese Foreign I'tinister ohira held a press conference

and declared the terr¡r-Lnation of treaties between Japan and Taiwan,

including those relating to diplomatic representation. Japanese Ínterests
ín relations with the soviet union and china posed further difficulties
for stabilizing chinese-Japanese relations. Japan, on the one hand, wished

Ëo develop cooperative economic ties - such as exploiting the forestry
resources in the Soviet Far East and natural resources in Siberia - with
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the sovieÈ union. on the other hand, she wanted to put into practice the

treaty of peace and fri-endship with china. This treaty would yietd
advantages in several other treaties related to Ërade, aviation and

navigation' The peace treaty took several years to negotiate before it
concluded on August 12, L97B , including the term ,hegemonyr.5l

In respect to the Eastern European countries, the Soviet Uníon

with her worldwide ambition should decline Ín the next decade and this
fact, together with the oppressed people in Eastern Europets demands for
freedom, will constitute a nevJ conciliation between East and I^Iest to build
European unification. This prospect wirl put into practice Mao,s dream

in the Ljest. Generalry speaking, chinese díplomacy in Eastern Europe

has aimed at the initiation of relations ímmediately after the ties between

the Soviet Union and a given Eastern European state have been weakened.

However, the international relatj-ons of the people's Republic of china

in this area do not carry substantial advantage at the present time sínce

the soviet union still keeps a firm grip on the area regardless of the

trip of Chairman Hua Kuo feng to Yugoslavia and Rurnnia and the independent

nilitary intentions of Rumanian leaders, Mao once stated with regard to

the fierce 1eve1 of criticism from Eastern European countrieslr they are

ordered to call (us) names and cannot do other¡,¡isd'.52 Chou En 1ai in his
ínternal report predicted that:'rthe petty revisionists of Eastern Europe

are novl also beginning to fall away from the u.s.s.RrJ53 and this has

served as a major Índicator of the Chinese initíatives.

China signed a trade agreement with Yugoslavia on March 17, Lg6g

and also suggested that cultural exchange should be resumed. This rapproche-

rnent sígnalled a more realistic policy because Yugoslavia has been one of
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the traditi-onal revisionists in the view of chinese leaders. yugoslavia,s

President Tito paid an official visit to china, and held talks with
Hua Kuo feng. The relationship has been improved by a number of trade

agreements and by signals that the ideologícal war betv¡een these two

socialist countries had ended. Albania Èook a neutral line in the

Sino-Soviet dispuËe and increasingly cooled its relationship with China

after Maots death. rn mid-1978, chína announced the withdrawal of all
technical and econornic aid and the termination of diplomatic rel-atíons

between the two staÈes. The relationship between China and Rumania has

been improved since 1970 with the Rumanian Vi-ce president Emile Bodnasesr

offícÍal visit to Peking. Several state visits between these tv/o countries
also helped to establÍsh the improved relationship, the latest in the

sequence being the trip of chairman Hua Kuo feng to Rumania in late :i97g.

Generally speaking, since Lg7o, the chinese attitude towards

Inlestern Europe has emphasized trade negotiations and lirnited cri-tÍcism
of those countríes concernÍng their poritical and social systems.

chou En 1ai stated that: "Towards Britain, France and west c,ermany we

must use abusive language less frequently and must appfy strategy.,,54

rn 1973, in the same kind of report, he decrared that: "we support the

European Communíty Market because it ís a kind of force ¡"¡hich resists
the U. S. S .R. and the U. S.',55 He also emphasized:

Among three principal countries in Europe, Britaín,
France and West Germany, Britain had maíntained
rather posítive relations with us over the past
years or more, for the British have accurately
searched the trend.56

Regardless of thÍs observation, levels of trade wÍth I,IesÈ c,ermany and

France are always hÍgher than with the United Kingdom. This orientation

tor¿ards second world states has conEinued into the late nineteen seventies.
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Hua Kuo feng announced in his L977 pol,ítical report that:

I^Ie support the second world corntries such as the
European countries and Japan in their struggle,
íntirnidation and bullying by the superpov/ers. We
support their_efforts to get uniËed in the course
of struggle.5T

In the late nineteen seventies, two crucial tasks of Western countrÍes

have been the stabílizati-on of their political order and recovery from

their economic depression. SolutÍons for the latter will irnprove the

former since their appearance has coj-ncided in those societíes. The

assumption of Communíst rtake overt is also questionable because the

democratic Process in trIesÈern Europe is strong; radical movements have

achieved relatively sma11 proportions in elections, and they face severe

obstacles in any participation in goverrrment formation. In order to sol-ve

the economic problem, triestern European leaders must find new markets and

ne\t sources of raI¡l materials, especially energ-y. In addition, the decline

of the llnited States in the world arena should give Western European states

more freedom in deciding their course of action.

III

CHINA-THIRD I,JORLD R.ELATIONS

rn the first v¡or1d china avoids confrontation with both

superpowers, attempts to manipulate Ëhe conflicts betv¡een them, and

tries to maintaÍn their ísolation from the majority of people Ín the

second world. china is a regular trade partner, hov¡ever, in the third

wor1d. China applíes tactics of national liberation and economic interest

to maximize Chinese national interest.
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China-Afrí ca Relations

There ís strong evidence that managerial ineffectiveness and a

lack of developmerit are the main reasons for the growth of the dissident
movement in Afríca. rn the 1970s, the soviet union has advanced her
influential posítion in Angola, yemen, EthiopÍa and other strong cerrs
in several African states; therefore, china must twisË and bend her
policy to adapÈ to the situation. I^Ihat are the elements of china's
strategic and tactical policy in this area? According to professor George

T, Yu, china has three strategic objectives in Africa. First, china must

Ëry to establish and maintain her revolutionary credibility by supporting
the African lÍberation movement and new African states. second, china
must attempt to use Africa as a direct and indirect batEleground in her
struggle against the superpo\¡/ers. Final ly, the chinese must attempt to
bolster their own globar position and internaÈiona1 prestige by supplying
various forms of support in Africa in order to create a revoluÈionary
example on this continent.53 rn order to achieve these objectives, the
general chinese strategy in Africa has been to exploít the nationalist
aspirations of African people. The banner "Africa belongs to the African
people" has been used together with china's promÍse that she wir_l:

Firmly support the African countries and people Ín theírstruggle to win, and safeguard national índependence,develop their national ."o'o*y and oppose imperialism,colonialism' neo-coronÍalism, racism, zionism and super-power hegemony.59

The organizatíona1 tactics in Africa have been aimed at preventing the
establishment of any stable regionar grouping because in this type of
organization, the superpov/ers r¿i1l have more chance to inËervene and

control than rvi1l china. rnstead, peking has proposed a united front
arnong developing nations since this type of organi zation is more radical
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and active than a regional grouping. Acceptance of a r¡nited front would

also allow liberation movements to lean on the Chinese side rather than

on that of the Soviet Union.

In practice, China has carefully selected the African countries

in L¡hich she is allowed to exercise her planning and control. These

countríes have been gíven top príority in receivíng aid from China. For

example, the People's Republic of Congo (Brazzaville) and Tanzania are

r¡ith sorne exaggeration, saËellites of China in Africa. Professor peter

van Ness has argued that, in this area, China has followed a strict policy

of national interest and that a counÈry can only become a target for aíd

if she does noË maintain a relationship with Taiwan or have close ties

\"/ith eíther the United States or the Soviet Union.60

since 1970, china has given a high priority to the political

infiltration of Africa. The area is very rích in natural resources;

African leaders are suspicior:s about the goodwill of the superpov/ers, and

African development has been marked by some domestic turmoil. Under these

conditions, the Chinese model of self-reliance becomes very attractive.

China has not hesitated to exploit this opportunity to exporÈ her model

to the contÍnent.61 As a result of the shift in foreign policy of early

1970 and the change of environment, China has exchanged ambassadors with

several African countries. rn I974, thirty-three African states had

recognized and established diplornatÍc relations with China. After the

Indochinese T¡/ar ended, China shif ted her econornic and military assistance

to Africa marked by the trip of Vice premier Sun Chien.

China-Ifiddle East Relations

Since L977, Chou En lai

the Middle EasË to be the second

asserted that his government considered

major arena (afrer Europe) for the
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superPol¡/ersr con¡tict6.2 E""h superpo\,rer has attenrpted to dominate this

strategic oil rich area. The principal contradiction between the super-

poI¡/ers has also enhanced the tension and turbulence in the area. Under

these conditions, China has tried to exploit the resti-veness there and

draw from it some díplomatíc gains. since china Ís not a domínant

influence in the Middle East, many of these gains have been marginal.

China and Asia

Since many states in Asia bordeï on ChÍna, considerations of
national security have always been paramoLmt for China in this area. part

of the chinese strategy for dealing with this region is to be found in
support for national liberation forces in neighbouring states.

The Peoplers Republic of Chinars policy torvards North Korea has

been very consistent. Since Lgio, china always supported the crucial
policies of Pyongyang at both regional and international 1evels. China

supported Kiur Il sung at the United Nations forum with respect to the

reunification of his country and asked the General Assembly to endorse

the dissolution of united Nations forces in Korea. chinese polÍcy, in
this case, is to let the Korean people solve their internal problems

rvithout any form of outside intervenËion.

china has given strong rnilítary aid to pakistan. some seven

years ago, Chou En lai stated that, "while the Soviet Revisionists back
63India, I¡/e support Pakistanrt. Indeed, India has been the most hostile

South AsÍan state with respect to China. The Sino-Indian relationship
has always been marked by polemics, border clashes and intervention in
Ëhose territorial areas in which particular religions or racÍal groups

hold a majority position, as ín Sikkim, Since the East pakistan Iùar

and India's support for Bangla-Desh, the tension bet\,üeen China and Tndia
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has Íncreased. Chinese strategy in the area has included several different
options' she has aligned with Pakistan to counter rndia ¡nho has been
sr-rpported by the soviet union; she has moderated her relatíonship with
Bangla-Desh ín order to separaÈe this country from the influence of the
soviet union and rndía; and she has given econonic and military support
Èo Nepal and sikkim in order to decrease thei.r dependence on rndia.
Finally, china has given public support in the united Nations to the
Sikkim independence movement.

since 7970, chína has given a huge amount of aid to help groups
in this area whÍch are seizÍng povùer. china has engaged in three patterns
of liberation r¿ar Ín rndochina: first, the r,¡ar in cambodia, r,Jith china as
the reliable rear area in which sihanouk established a provisíona'
Government in exile; second, an uneasy peace in Laos, ín rvhich chÍna
supported the concíliatory government of Souvana phouma; 1astly, a peace
and war basis ín víetnam in which china supported the paris peace Talks,
and assisted North vietnaur in its economy and military supplies, together
with the soviet union. rn 1g71, chinese leaders mobilized talks to
establish a regional united Front in order to oppose American imperiarism.
The cambodian invasion by American-south vietnamese troops encouraged
North vietnam, North Korea, the pathet Lao and the cambodian united
FronÈ to accept the chinese leadership as a deterrent to similar attacks
on themselves. Mao Tse-tung dramatÍcally signalled the chinese
involvement when he issued a strong accusation of American action and
received sihanouk and his wi.fe in the May Day celebration. rt i.s arso
worth noting that the cambodian invasion sËrengthened the chinese diplomatic
position rerative to that of the soviet union. Ttre Soviet union could
neither recogníze nor denounce Lon Nol and they also could not reduce Èheir
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aid to South East Asia.

After the war in Tndochina had been settled, China feared an

increase in Soviet influence in this area and, to some extent, it was wary

of the build-up of forces by the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. Conse-

quently, China tríed to lirnit rnilitary aid and, at the same time, ïestrain
Vietnamese military ambitions through political manoeuvering. These

efforts had few results. Since Late 1976, it has become clear that only

Cambodia has adopted a definite pro-Peking stance v¡hereas Hanoi and

vientiane have strengthened their ties to Moscow. They have become

Pekingrs enernies, especially after the expulsion of Chínese residents from

the Socíalist Republic of Vietnam.

I{ith respect t.o the dual policy of national liberation movemenE

and state-to-state relationships, Chinese leaders have been applying these

tactics in several South East Asian countries. Since Lg7O, dual tactics

have been applied to Burma, Thailand, the philíppines and Malaysia to

counÈerbalance political shortcomings in Indochina. In these nations,

China explicitly or tacitly has díplomatic relations with the exísting

government and she simultaneously supports the liberation and other radical

movements. For example, when l"falaysían Prime Minister Razak paid a visit

to China, Chou En lai welconed the Malaysian delegation and prornísed to

support the existing government, then he added "The Chinese people consis-

tently supporË the just struggle of all oppressed nations and oppressed

p.opl"".64 Gíven the Malaysian political situation at Ëhat time, the

statement meant that the Peoplers Republic of China supported Malaysian

rebels fighting ín the jungle. This pattern r^ras repeated during the visit

of the Burmese Head of State, General Ne l^lín. Since 1976, Chinese leaders

have stressed normalization of state-to-sÈate rel.ations rvith Malaysia, the
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As a result, the level of aid to
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and other South East Asian

the insurgents in the area

countries.

has decreased.
China-Latin America Relations

The chinese have generally given LaËin American states more moral
support than materÍal aid.65 chinese behavÍour in this area has been

flexible' china has, in particular, avoided any actions which r¿ourd irnpair
the sino-American rapprochement' or r¿hich could be interpreted by the united
states as an intervention in an area r¿hich the Monroe Doctrine included as

a part of American national interest. rn this regard, china denounced

castroism as both Ëhe most radical doctrine in this area and the most

serious challenge to Maots theory of struggres for national liberation.
rn addition, cuba has been heavily dependent on the soviet union and thus
the ideological criticism of castroism has included accusations that castro
has followed soviet revisionist doctrine and has betrayed the tenets of
genuine Marxism-Leninism, rather than direct criticisms of cuban policy.
Professor cecí1 Johnson has asserted that the main objective of the chinese
in Latin America is to bring into this area the chinese style of revolutíon
which will help to undermine the povrer of the uniÈed States and Ëhe sovíet

.66un]-0n.

Generally speaking, in theory and in practice, Chinese leaders
have had some success in using the Èhree worlds t framer¿ork to serve chinese
naEional interesE.6T

The last four chapÈers of this study examined several aspects of
chinese foreígn policy. chapter one focused on aspects of Maors political
thought as a framev¡ork for an examination of chínese foreign policy. chapter
Two examined chinese national interest in terms of chinese economic development
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and in terms of a 'rrhree Inlorld" interpretation of Lrade policy. chapter
Three searched for the general patterns of chinese military development

which reflected the zeal for international revolution. chapter Four mapped

ouË chinese foreign policy ín tern¡s of therrrhree i^Iorld, interpretation in
order to examine linkages between national interesÈ and Þlaoist ideology and

between theory and practice. so far, the study has been based on descriptive,
contextual evidence. Nevertheless, there are apparently differences between

chinese verbal behavior and chinese actions. Put briefly, there is internation-
alism in words but naEional inEerest in deeds. However, chÍnese leaders use the
former behavior to cover their real action and to legitimize their stand in
international politics. As a result, the study is weakened at this point given
that it cannot clearly verify the level of consistency in the chinese foreign
policy since chinese leaders successfully justify their ideological front
r.¡hich overrides Chinese economic actions. I^Iith respect to this point, the
documentary evidence indicaLes that chinese behavior seems to support inter-
nationalism rather than national interest.

In order to clarify the contradiction which the discussion in
chapter Four raises with regard to the evidence presented in chapter Two,

chapter Five applies a different approach--mechanistic materialism-- Eo

search for consistency in chinese verbal foreign policy behavior. Do chÍnese

leaders seriously perceive the soviet union to be the first line enemy r as

they have claimed in public forums all over the world ? or are they still
searching for a better political framework ? The evidence presented up to
this poinË suggests that such as framework would be based on at least thro

points: the independence of chinese foreign policy; and sufficient frexibility
to allow chinese leaders to claim and legitimize tinternationalisrnr verba11y,
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buË to acË in terms of'national interestr. In this context, what kind of
treatment do Chinese leaders reserve for the United States? Chapter Two

argued that the Chínese try to prevent dependence on the Uníted States as a
rnonopoly source of supply of grains and advanced technology. Chapter Four

showed that Chinese foreign po1ícy towards the United States has essentía11y

been Lhat of actÍon and reaction. Chínese leaders have also tried to maxímize

Èheir advantageous position ín Asia where the United States has important

economic interests (in Japan, south Korea and Taiwan), but they have also

avoided active military involvement after learnÍng a bítter lesson in Vietnam.

As a result, one may pose several questions such as: do the ChÍnese consider

the United States-a Ëraditíonal imperialis¡r¡--to be as dangerous as the

Soviet Union? Do Chinese leaders have a clear straEegy towards the United

States or has the fnormalizationt of Sino-Arnerican relations led to the same

kind of relationship as that which exists betr.¡een China and the Soviet Union?

The sLrategy of China towards the United States will verify the boundary

between Chinese natíonal interest and ideology, given that Chinese inter-
national revolutj-onaty zeaL stresses a clearly anti-A¡nerican policy rather
than conciliation betv¡een the Chinese and the United States. on Ëhe other

hand, a policy line based on national interest would tend to accept the inÈer-

national position of the United States and China would try to maximize

economic development goals. I4/ith respect to Èhe Second Wor1d, the Chinese

have a very straightforward national interest policy. As a result, they

should have a high level of consistency in their verbal behavior towards Èhis

area. Do Chinese leaders truly support the Third lrrorld in their cause of lib-
eration? In this respect, there are analogies with Síno-soviet policy, since

the Chinese leaders combine ideology banner and national interest in their policy
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to¡lards this exploited area, The study predicts, that there will be a relatively
high degree of inconsistency in chinese verbal behavior towards this area. All
of these inferences are based on intuitive and subjective judgments rather than
on more neutral mechanistic explanatÍons, chapt.er Five will examine al1 of these
points based on a quantítative content analysis-- one of several methods of
the mechanisËic materialisË approach-- of selected official public staÈements.
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CHAPTER V

I'fE CHAN] S T]C I'TATERIALIS T

QUANTITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSTS OF

APPROACH :

CHINESE OFFICIAI

1970-L977SPEECHES ON FOREIGN POLICY

This part of the study drar¿s together several concerns r¿hich r,,ere

raised in previous chaPters and assesses them in terms of the public verbal
behavior of chinese political leaders, whích is assumed to reflect state
behavíor'1 th" record provided by official speeches and statements allows
for the measurement and evaluation of chinese perceptÍons, at least at a

crude level. rt is the case, of course, that questions of validity and

technique are raised by thís research strategy. For example, what kind of
categories or dimensions are most appropriate to an analysis of public
statements? since ideology prays an important role in chinese foreign
policy, language and its use should have important political consequences.

Iiowever, is ít also 1ike1y that the uses to which language is put may also
distort the findings produced by objective methods such as those included
in content analysis? Finarly, most methods of content analysis are
índirect - which is to say that Ëhey usualry rely on makíng inferences
from Ehe ¡vritten or verbal record to phenomena which cannot be observed

directly (such as perception), or to overt behavior which stands apart
from the ¡'¿ritten record ítself (such as trade behavior or violence). These

characteristics must be assessed in terms of their ímpact on the research
design ernployed in this study.

The discussion will proceed, bearing in mind the possible lirnita-
tÍons raised by these questions. The first task u,il1 be to review briefly
the purposes of conËent analysis considered in general terms. The second
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Èask v¡ill be to describe the kind of verbal matería1s available for this

srudy. Third, the content categories and measurement technigues used in
thi-s research will be presented and discussed, rn particular, close

attention rvi11 be paid to the concept of hostility and to the use of Q-sort
as a measurement technique. Fourth, the procedures necessary for data

preparatíon and statement scoring will be presented. and. evaluated in terms

of the crÍËeria r¿hich are central to the use of Q-sort analysÍs. The final
section of the chapter r,¡i1l then deal with the data produced by these

research decisions.

Dori-s A. Graber argues thar:

Ifeasurement of verbal behavÍor involves the same research
decisions required in all scientific research: the formu-lation of a theory and of hypotheses on rvhich to premíse
the investigation, choice of appropriate data-gathering andanalysis methods and choice of methods for Íntãrpreting theresults.2

These requ-irements appear to be satisfÍed by quantitative content analysis
Ëechniques. These techniques provide a means of data collectíon, and a

method of "making inferences by objectively and systematically identifying
specified characteristics of messag.s,,. 3

Official Chinese statements will be assessed for an eíght year

period, beginning in January 1970. This choice of period has several

advantages r¡ith respect to the analysis of chínese foreign polícy. rn

terms of econonric criteria, L97O \^ras a benchmark for the resumption of

regular econornic planning, following the disruptíons of the cultural
Revolution.4 In international politics , IITO showed a marked íncrease in
Chinese international activity. China exchanged ambassadors and dele-

gations with a large number of counEries. For example, Chinese exchanges

r"ith non-communist thírd world states were 167 times larger in 1970, as

compared r¿ith Èhe prevíous year' and there have been a large number of such
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exchanges in each year following 1970. (table v-1). (see f'11owing page).

Tn addition, 1970 províded the first appearance of Èhe term rsocial-

t.irperialísm' in the statements of Chinese political leaders. The discussion

in chapter rv has indicated the irnportance of this term in defining

relations beËween China and the Soviet Union.

The speeches and excerpted speeches selected for this study are

drar,m from the official government magazine, peking Review, as well as

other government nev/spapers such as peoplers Daíl_y, Red F1ag. The speeches

which appear in these periodicals and ne!/spapers are compíled and trans-

lated by the United States Consulate in Hong Kong in the series entitled
I Current Backqroundr . This series not only translates all important

speeches but also prints all other sources of news through Chinese Mass

Media, especially those of importance to the theory of Chinese l"larxist

ideology and Chinese foreígn policy. In addítion, this Consulate publishes

a survey magazine entitled tfug¿_ey of china's }{ainlan r vrhích

contains all important articles in chinese ne\¡/spapers, especially the

official nervs and speeches produced on a daily basis.

It is obvious that daÍ1y ne!.¡spaper editorials and commentarÍes

in officÍal channels are very sinrilar to Chinese leaderst opinions at any

particular tíme. Edítorials and articles are sir¡rilar in substantive

content' but they also tend to be more critical and hostile than statements

issued by official spokesmen. rn addition, they tend to follow more closely

the Party and Government line as sources, as criteria for content. It is
easy to understand that a regime such as Chinats mass-media channel operates

in the context of strict censorship and guidance from government. For all
these reasons, the decision has been made to choose from official statements

of identifíable Chinese leaders and to exclude editorials from the universe
of study.
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Llhat decision should be made with respect to previously
confidential documents r¿hich are now available? Many professional periodi-
cals such as rssues & studies, chinese La!¡ and GgvernnErlt are used to
translate chinese confidenÈial documents in an unabridged or excerpted
form' However, rny technique focuses only on the manifest content due to
the argument of charles E. osgood thaË the possibility of all psychological
states and thoughts of communicators will noË be included in their staÈe-
ments' on the other hand, it ís impossible for commtnicators to manipulate
statements totally or conceal compretely what they feel or think. There_
fore' human communication can hardly be an undecÍpherable cipher, and their
statements' messages' speeches represent what they feel or think about the
topic to,,""..rud.5 rn addition, the confidential documents do not reflect
public knowledge at the time these documents vrere originally issued. More-
over' it is possible that these documents have been leaked intentionally by
chinese leaders and this would give ríse to biases in the present study.
Therefore, the decísion has been made to excr_ude this type of document.

one important issue r¿hích appears in this study is that of
translation' Professor Mílton o. ochsner contends that there are fe¡¿

differences between the orÍginal and the translated documents.6 To double
check the level of accuracy one rnay compare the contents which have been
printed ín rCurrent Backgroundt and tSurvey of China Mainland?s press, ¡^rÍth
three other chinese officiar magazines - @, china's
Reconstruct and peking Review, all of which are multi-ranguage magazines

contai-ning authoritative articles dealing with domestic and foreign
affairs issues. These magazines also contain official documents and

reports together with reprínts of artícles drawn from the official
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government ne!üspaPers - Peoplets Daily (Renmin Ribao), the chinese communisE

Party official nevrspaper, Red Flag (Hongqi), as welr as the announcements

or conmentaríes from the Hinshua Agency - Èhe main information service of
the Peoplers Republic of China.

At this point in the analysis, there are roughry 625 speeches

(complete or excerpted). These speeches are then read thoroughly and

from thís initiar body of content, three thousand statements - roughry
paragraph-length unit of content - are selected for the period LgTo-Ig77.
Many of these are repetitive in that chinese leaders send messages of
congratulations on important national events in other states or make

statements at welcoming banquets. Ilany of their statements also make

general evaluations of the internatÍona1 situation, including public
critici-sm of opponents and evaluations of changing situations.

Generally speaking, the major statements are delivered by

leading figures in the Government or in the Party, or sometimes by chinese

officials in a pavrn state. rn the ratter instance, the emphasis in
corrnunication takes into account conflíct between the pavrn country and

Èhe outside world, and it relates dÍrectly to chinese survivar. For

example, North Korea !¡as a par¡m state when the United States intended to
shift the military burden ín this region to favor Japan after Èhe united
States had withdrarn¡n from Indochina.

The general pattern which emerges from this presentation is that
chinese leaders have usually delivered their speeches in a fairly standard
form in terms of content and the selecti-on of occasion. DurÍng a given

year' depending on the shape of internal or external politÍcal affairs,
a leading member or a group of the top reading members of the party or
Government ¡¿ill make a major speech, which often covers both domestic and
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external affairs. subsequently, other members will make a simÍfar speech,
generally repeating what has already been said. For example, in 1g70

and 1971, Mao Tse tr:ng and Lin piao delivered speeches, and then chou En

lai, Tung PÍ wu, chu teh and other top leaders repeated what Mao and Lin
had expressed' After Lin Piaots do¡¿nfall, Mao and chou's speeches became

the model for those speeches which forlor¿ed them. There are several
examples of such routine speeches. Hua Kuo feng in his politicar report
to the llth Nationar congress of the communist parÈy of china stated
that:

The international situation today is very good, Ít isvery good, noÈ just good or fairly good. in the lastfew years, the revolutionary struggiu of the inter_national proletariat, the liberation struggr-es of theoppressed people and nations and the revoi,rtiorr"ry
mass movement in mânv countries have been forging
ahead. T

Then, when he met the Kampuchea party and Government Delegation, he

expressed the following view:

At present' the international sítuatÍon is excellent.
The revoluEionary struggles of the oppressed people
and natíons and the revolutionary *""" ro.r.ment inmany countries are continuing Eo forge ahead.S

Huang Hua echoed these evaluations Ín his speech at the plenary Meeting
of the 32nd sessíon of Èhe united Natíonsr General Asseurbly on sepÈember

29r.h, 1977 z

trIe are happy that the international si,tuatÍon is alsoexcel1ent...Over the past year, the revolutionary
struggle of the international proletariaË, the libera-tion struggles of the oppr""".à people and nations andthe revolutionary mass movements in many countries havecontinued to surge forward.9

The following formulae was also repeated often:

Both China and X are developing countries belongingto the thírd worrd. our similar lot and common deJ'.u.link us together. We have always sympathized wÍth andsupported each other in the just struggle against
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inperialism, colonialísm and hegemonism, The friendship
between our trùo people is sincere, and the development
of friendly relations and cooperaÈion between our tvùo
cor¡ntries is satisfactory.

This form existed in almost all speeches delivered by Chinese leaders, in

addition to the banner, "CounÈries ¡vanË independence, nations want liber-

aËion and the people rüant revoluÈionr" These provide a basic framework

of Chinese leaderst speeches and the degree of continuíty and repetition

índicate the 1evel of discipline among the Party members and government

leaders in China.

It is feasible to argue that the original universe of statements

can be narrowed considerably by using three criteria: Ëhe rank of the

polítical office holder rnaking the statement; the tíme at which a given

statement is delivered; and the relationship of a given statement to events

related to Chinese naËional interest. The leaders selected for this study

are shovrn in Table V-2. A chronology vras constructed which combined four

sources for each year: rssues & studies, The china Quarterly, current

Backgror:nd, and Keesing Archives. These sources are used to identify

important events limited to the ideology and national Ínterest criteria

establíshed in earlier sections,of this study. Again, all of the most

representative sÈatements have been selected after a very careful read.ing

of all statements in each year and in the eight year period as a whole.

These are then divided again Eo assess the manner in which the crucial

statements link with the ínternal and external events supplied by the

chronologies. The net effect of errploying these críteria is to reduce the

original set of three thousand statements to a much smaller set of roughly

sixty statements. (Appendix A). AÈ this point, two additional critería

are applied to give chronological and substanËive coherence. The first of
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Table V-2

LIST OF SELECTED CHINESE

OFFICIAL SPOKESMEN OF FOREIGN POLICY

1970 - 7977

Mao Tse tung

Hua Kuo feng

Chou En Lai

Wang Hung wen

Teng Hsiao ping

Lin Piao

Li Hsien nien

Kuo Mo jo

Sun Chien

Chiao Kuan Hua

Fang yi

Huang hua

Huang Yung cheng

Yao l^len yuan

Chou Hua Min

hlang Kuo ch t uan

Ly Yun chuan

Chang Hsiang shan

Chairman of Chinese Cornrnunist party

The First Vice Premier, prime Mínister and
Chairman of Chinese Commrnist party.

Prime Minister

Vice ChaÍrman of Chinese CounnunÍsÈ party

The First Vice Prernier

Vice Chairnan of Communist party and Minister of
National Defence

Vice Premier

Vice Prerúer

Vice Premier

Foreign I'linister

Minister of Economic Relations with Foreign
Count ri es

Chíef of Chinese Delegation of the United NaLions,
Foreign MinisEer

Chief of Staffs of peoplefs Liberation Arrny

Member of Politburo

Deputy Chief of Chinese DelegaEion in UniËed
Nations

President of Chinese-Japanese Friendship
AssocÍation; Head of Chinese people Association
for Friendship with Foreign Cor:ntries of Ministry
of Foreign Affairs

Chinese Ambassador in North Korea

Vice-President of Chinese-Japanese Friendship
Asso cia tion.
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these criteria is based on Maots three world theory, while the second is
a product of the technical requirement of the scalíng technique developed

later ín this chapter. The second criterion weighs ruosË heavily in the

final selection in that Èhe scaling technique will best accoumodare

roughly eighty sÈatements, ín assertion form. When this limitation is
adopted and combined v¡ith the three world structure, Ëhe fÍnal selectíon

of statements is that which appears in Table v-3.. l^IÍth respect

Table V-3

DISTRIBUTION OF SELECTED STATEMENTS L97O_I977

ACCORDING TO MAO TSE TUNGIS THREE I"JORLD THEORY

to the last set of selected statemenÈs, it seems to the analyst that these

are most representative of the available universe. For example, chou

En lairs statements have been selected fifteen times in different

periods since he is a key decision-u¡aker in chinese politics. chiao

Kuan hua is also listed as an important figure since he has been a

conciliator of both moderate and radícal facÈions in China for a number of

I^Iorld Fírst l^Iorld Second I.Iorld Third Lrrorld Total

US USSR

l-970

T97T

L972

L973

r97 4

L975

l-976

L977

22
33
22
33
22
33
22
33

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

10

10

10

10

10

10

l0
10

Total 20 20 20 20 80
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years' especíally before Þlao!s death. The first VÍce prine MinÍster,
Teng Hsiao ping has played an ímportant part in Èhe shÍft of Ctrinese

foreign policy, and he was the first to publicly announce the , three world
theoryt in the united Nations. Teng has been selected eleven times. Vice
Preruler sun chien vrent to Africa in 1976 after the chinese ,faÍlure, in
rndochina' Although sun is a less important political fígure than other
chinese leaders, the statements he made during the trip were significant
because they tried to shift the focus of chinese foreign policy frorn the
disadvantaged areas to more promising ones, and because they laid the
gro'nd work for chinese tlong run' policy towards Africa. rn addition,
sun?s behavior deupnstïated the continuity of chinese foreign poricy in
spite of the death of prine Minister chou En 1ai and Mao Tse tungrs
inability to handle the power struggle in chinese politics. c,enerally
speaking, all statements have been carefully scrutínized and compared with
the MaoisË framework and with irnportanÈ events throughout the period.
(Figure V-1).

The statements rvhich form the final universe of content must nov/

be coded in assertion form. This form was oríginally suggested by charles
E. Osgood and his colleagues as part of an effort to mal<e the analyses

of content structure more concise and uniform. rt was argued that such

procedures facilitated the evaluatíon of content and the reliability of
measurements based on verbal or wrÍtten materials.l0 The standard forrn

itself includes:

a) One perceiver (actor) who delivers the statements;b) One actor whose action ís perceíved; this rnay be the perceiverhimself or his objective protagonists;
c) .ne direct or indirect target or recípíent of the action;d) .ne descriptíve-connective unit in capsulized theme.

last cornponent is the most important one in this scheme sínce it is
only element which allows for variation in intensity which can be scal-ed.

The

the
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FIGI.JRE V- I

SELECTEÐ CHIMESE OFFICIAIS Fæ.EIGN

POLISTIS STAÎEHENÎS LITO - Lg77

chou Hua nin(4) 4* q
t,in rtao(3) fff[
Lf Hsfen nfea(3) tnt

Mao rse rune(2) +-)T d
Kuo Mo joØ I?,,f,i
rang vf(2) -i¿i
sun chfen(2) +ltt.-

I{ang Hung r¡en(I) .L +l L
Huang yung sheng( Ð-i. fF f#-

Yao tuen yuan( l) $l,Li,
I{ans Kuo ch,uan( ù } l(li,
Ly Yun chruan(t) &f ,,1

chang Hsfang shan(l) llr*¿

chou En taf (15) l,íl$d
chfao Kuan hua(14) 6f+f

leng Hsfao prnc(11) lfi,ff
Hua Kuo fene(6) +âEf
chf Peng fef (6) ¿ÈEþ&

uu.ng Hua(a) f f,
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A-11 unit statements are then divided into two distinct groups:

those which describe an action and those which express an attitude. since

it is difficult to derive stable scale scores from discrirnination of
statemenEs which contain action and attÍtlrd"ll, and since the study is
based on perceptuar data and tries to measure the paÈtern of hostirity
displayed by chinese readers, it is wise to use only those unit percep-

tions r¿hich contain attitudes.

rn the context of content analysis, the categories of the

research design must be clearly defined. According to the criteria
suggested by the Stanford International Conflict and Integration Studies

Center, Ëhere are eight categories of content which can be used Ëo measure

the level of relationships among nations. These are: (l) perception of
Policy condition; (2) perceprion of Resolurion of conflicr; (3) per_

ception of capabiliÈy; (4) percepËion of power; (5) perceptÍon of
Friendship; (6) Perception of satisfacrion; (7) perception of FrustratÍon;
and (8) Perceptíon of Hostility. The last category refers to the sense

of enrnity and negative affect r,¡hich one participant has for 
"rroth.r.12

These categories are noÈ independent and, to some extent, the same source

materíals can be coded with the aÍd of more than one category. rt ís
necessary for the researcher to select the appropriate category in 1íne

wiÈh the research concerns of the specific study. Harord D. Laswerr-

argues that when the voi-ce is louder than need be the exËra sound ís a sign
13accessory. James Marshall also argues that, to the soverign por¡rer,

hostilíty ls divorced from physical reality and becomes symbolí..14 rn

her 1914 case study, Dina A. Zines found that officials of a state tend

to express hostility to the degree that they see themselves to be the

target of another state's hostiliËy and that such officials, on
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identÍfying Èhe source of perceived injury, tend then to express hostility
towards the offending state. rn addition, the stanford Group euproyed the

perceptíon of hostility as a central concept and indicator in theÍr
measurement of state behaviour in several research projects. As part of
this group ole R. Holsti and Robert c. North found that there are high

correlations between the perceptíon of hostilíty and econornic indicators
used to validate the hostility data drav¡n from content analysis.15 For all
these reasons, the perceptíon of hostility is to be used as the category

for analysis.

After selecting the universe of statements and the category,.

the next step in the process is to choose an approprÍate scaling system.

Although there are several scaling techniques, Q-sor¡ is best suited to
thÍs study and Íts purposes. professor M. George Zanonovich argues:

The Q-sort technique has proven useful in neasuring andcouparing intensÍties of er,<pression across a series ofvariables, thus serving as an effective tool in movíngfrom the ?inpfe frequency to the intensity level ofanalysis. ro

ITrhile Q-sort scaling system was originally devised for clinical research,
it ís adaptable to conÈent analysis if the number of statements to be

compared is not too 1arge. professdr Fred N. Kerlingeï asserts:

For statistical stability and reliability, the numbershould probably be not less than 60 (40 io 50 Ín somerare cases), nor more than 140; in nost cases, no morethan 100. A good range is from 60 to 90 car¿Á.17

These points lend some support to the choice of eighty statements

for this particular study. There are nine scale varues in the Q-sort
system adopted here, ranging from a 1ow of one (1) to a high of nine (9).
Moreover, statements are to be assigned to scale values according to a fixed
distribution, in this case a normal distribution. This is an irnportant
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poinË ín Q-sort scaling because the analyst does not properly look for an

absolute scale score for each statement. He seeks only to locate the

relative position (scale score) for each unit statemenl in the entire

universe (collection) of hostility staÈements. The data given in the

table below apply to a universe of eighty statements - the distribution

of which is normnl. (table V-4).

Table V-4

Q-sort Distribution

(the lowesr hosritiry) ( ttre trigtrest hostí1ity)

In tensi ty
category

Percentage

Number of
cards of
80 statements

source: Robert c. North et al ., Qg cit., p. 59 for the firsÈ t-rro lines.
The last line was computed by Fred N. Kerlinger, Op ciÈ., p. 584.

The Q-sort scaling technique does possess some definite limita-

tions which need to be ful1y understood. These limi-tations are inherent

in two selection procedures: (1) selection of source statements; and

(2) the selection of judges. The former will depend heavily on charac-

terístics of each particular study, but the latter relates to all studies

t¡hich use the Q-sort as the method of scaling of content. r'ive basic

condítions must be satisfied in order to achieve greater accuracy. First,

the judges should be comparable in Lerms of background, training, age

and 1eve1 of education. Homogeneity of these characteristics should

L23456789

58L2I61816L285

1613
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enhance the level of consensus among the judges with respect to statenent
scoring' Second, the coding tasks should be relatively simple and brief.
This will reduce error attríbutable to boredom, Èiredness, or frustration
with repetitive tasks. Third, judges should be led to feel rhat theír
contribution to Ëhe study is important, Fourth, judges should be given
a short outline of the purposes of rhe study. Fina11y, judgÍng should be

done in an atmosphere free from outside interruption.

The rast three conditions are easy to satÍsfy, but the first
tr'ro pose more difficulÈ problems, since ít is particularly difficult to
control for those personar characterÍstics of judges which nright bias
the coding' rt is possible to increase the number of judges in order to
increase the number of inter-judge cornparisons. However, this sorution
evades the issue in that error sources should be defj-ned concept'atly
and then related to the inposition of control for attributes of judges.
AlternaËively, the nr¡mber of cards can be limited in order to reduce the
complexity of the scaling task. However, if the number of statements is
unduly limited this may cause more biases in the scar_ing and lirnit the
ability to infer from the resulËs. The solution adopted here is to be

for¡nd in the construction of two card decks composed of ful1 and rnit
perceptions. This design avoids an expansion of the number of judges, but
it provides an increase in the number of judgernents of statemenÈ content.
rn addition' Ehis design provídes a check on the effecË of statement
context on the value score assigned to statement content.

The statements themselves - in assertion form - are then typed
in two separate card-decks. one of these includes the fulr statement,
í'e' each statement has perceiver, perceived target (imp1:.cit or explicit),
verbs expressing action and the unit perception. The other deck contains
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only the unit perception of those statements. The full-statements and

unit-perceptÍons are prepared so as to achíeve a relatively effective

comparison of perceptions of hostility wiËhout any significant repetition

of format. Thl-s design provides a frameç¡ork for comparative scoring of

PercePtion of hostility. Both statement decks include items whích reflect

the hypothesís that tthe lower the level of hostility, the hígher Ëhe

1evel of friendshipt. In terms of the discussíon in earlier chapters,

friendship implies several aspects of exchange in different areas such as

trade, foreign relations, cultural exchanges and goodwill activ-iÈies.

Three judges have been asked to code the futl and unit perceptíon

statement decks accordíng Ëo a fixed set of rules which are given ín

complete form in Appendix B. The three judges Èhemselves all had graduaËe

leve1 traÍning in methodology and international polítics. One of them

had somewhat more expertise in the area and has been used Èo construct a

base line for the other judges. In order to improve the quality of judges,

this study establíshed a trial sessi-on for the judges, and to prevent

maÈuration in judging process, they were not allo¡¿ed to practice on the

actual statements ín the study. Besides that, the sorting box r¿as marked

on the side of (nine) by the Èenu of thigh valuet, in order to help overcome

the tendency to focus on the rniddle scale values, and to help clarify

the extremes of the hostilÍty dímension. The researcher also made himself

available throughout the judging session to ansvrer questions frorn the

judges. However, Ëhe ansr+ers related ah,rays to technique rather than to

a discussion of statement content.

It is helpful Eo put one or two of Ehe most similar content cards

one deck, because it may force the judges Èo recount the nr¡mber

cards in each shelf and defend the forced array distributíon.

in

of
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rn addition, it arso helps Èhe anaryst to recognize errors in judging
identical items- However, this technique has been used sparingly in
order to avoid frustration on the part of the judges.

After the judges assigned a value to each statemenË in both decks,
the results of the coding operation are recorded in a machine readable
data file and run through a computer program. The card distribuËion of borh
decks is very much símilar. rn the full-statement deck, boËh Judges A and c
strictly followed the normal distribution Q-sort requiremenË. Judge c
was slightly different since she has seven cards in the level of hostility
of two' and only three for level nine. on the second deck, Judge A followed
the expectations. Judge B had differences at revel nine; and Judge c had
differences at level four. However, in this case Judges A and c stilr have
higher agreement as compared with Judge A to B or B to c, since Èhe value
four is very close to the middle value while value nine is at one ex.reme.
(rigure v-2). Generally speaking, the six judgemental distributions were
very close to Ëhe normal distribuËion criteria established earlier.

The inter-judge agreement or reriability scores are then assessed
in terms of paired comparison methods. The results shown in Table v_5
indicate ÈhaÈ there is a relatively low level of agreement between judges.
The reliability ranges from row lever of .437 to a high of .625 and as a

whole, these results are much rveaker than the inter-judge reliability of
1B'750 to '850 which is usually recommended as a theoretícal standard.
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FlcuRE v-2

DISTR]BT'TI(}i OF CÀRDS

Untl-t'erceptfon Dcck (Dcck
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Table V-5

Reliability of Judging from pair-Comparisen

Judge
il of pair
agreements divided by reliability index

Fu11 Unit
AandB

AandC

BandC

Average

Fu11 Unl t

80

80

80

35

50

47

44

37

50

47

45

437 .462

625 .625

587 .587

80 .550 .5s8

rt can be argued that the d.iscrimination of values among the
statements is only relative and it is hard to distinguísh accuratery
between adjacenË values on an ordinal scale. rt follows that a one_step
apart reliability, wrri-ch measures the agreement betr^/een judges on a
collapsed scale (value one and two would be consid.ered as value t!üo;
value three and four would be considered as value four, and so on), should
improve the reliability of overall scores. The results v¡hich are displayed
in Table V-6 show that the one-step aparË reliabilÍty indexes are Índeed
higher' rn the ful1 statement d.eck, Judge A and B score .787; A and c
score '937; and B and c score .966. The average reliability score by
this method is .866. usíng the same procedure, the second deck yierds
inter-judge agreement scores for the three pairs of judges of .g25, .g37
and '925 respectively- The average reliabiliÈy score for the second d.eck

is '895' The results support the basic ordering of items on the hostílíty
dimension. However, Ëhe method by whích these results were obtained
suggest that considerable caution be exercised in attributing exact numeri-
ca1 scores to these items. rt also suggests that the error rate is likely



to increase as distinctions betr¿een

(Table V-6).
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Table V-6

Reliability of Judging in one-step

Íteus become finer and finer.

apart paÍr-comparíson

reliability index

Full Unit

.787 .825

.937 .937

.866 .92s
Average .866 .89s

There are very símilar l^/ays to assign values anong three judges of both

decks towards three worlds. (Table v-7). The unÍted states receives

fewer hostile verbal references than the soviet unÍon. However, boÈh

these countries have hostíle values ranging from 5 to 9, and it goes from

one exÈrerre for the uniÈed states in 1970 to another extrexne for the Soviet
UUnion in 7977 - However, the second world and the third world are the

object of very low hostility verbal expressions. They range from average values
of two to five' except for the high hostile value for second worl-d of the

early 1970s. More r¿ill be said about this matter a fittre later.
However, the overall picture of Chinese foreign policy v¡hÍch was carrÍed
out ín the past eight years is very symmetrical around the grand mean, as

¡¿e11 as among the two superpoq¡ers and two other worlds. (Fígure v-3).

ä of pair
agreement divided by

AandB

AandC

BandC

Full I unit

631 0a

7s I 7s

70 I ta

BO

BO

80
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FIGURE

CHINESE VERBAL HOSTTLITY
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v-3

TOWARDS THREE üIORLDS

t977l-970 -

U.S.S.R.

Second hiorld
Third I,Iorld

+ + ++

Time
L/ L97O L2/ 1977

The mean value from the raw data file ranges from 2.40 for the third
world to 6.75 for the soviet union for both decks. The first deck, which

gives mean scores for the united statesof 5.95 from Judges A and c, and

5'70 from Judge B; total average mean is 5.87. The Sovíet UnÍon receÍves

mean score of 6.60 from all three Judges. The second intermediate zone

receives a score of 5.50 from Judge A;4,90 from Judges B and c. The

total average mean ís 4.98. The third world receives 2.45 from aLr

three judges. On the second deck, the United States receives 5,90 from

Judges A and C; and 6.00 frorn Judge B; the average mean is 5.93.
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The soviet union receives 6.70 fron both A and c, and 5.05 from B; the

average is 6,72, The second intermediate zone receives 5.00 fron A and

c, and 5.05 from B; the average is 4.98. The third world receives

2.40 from all rhree judges. (Table V-B) .

Table V-B

Assigned Mean Values decided by Three Judges

Generally speaking, the second worrd received the highest average mêan

scores ín both decks, and the soviet union received the lowest.
(taule v-9).

Table V-9

DÍfference Among Areast Average Mean value of The Two-Card Decks

Judge

Area

A B C Total

Ful1 Uni t Fu11 Uni t Fu11 Uni t Fu11 Uni t
U.S.

U.S.S.R.

Second World

Third l,lorld

5. 95

6.60

5. 05

2.45

5 .90

6.70

5.00

2.40

5.70

6 .60

4.90

2.45

6.00

6.75

5 .05

2.40

5 .95

6 .60

5.00

2.4s

5. 90

6.70

5.00

2.40

s.87

6.60

4 .97

2.45

5.93

6.72

5.00

2.40

Area

U. S.

U.S.S.R.

Se cond LÌorld

Thi rd l,trorld

General

Fu11
Sta tement
Deck ( X, )

UnÍ t
Pe rcep t ion
Deck ( T2 ) D=(ï2-X1) S

5.87

6,60

4.97

2. 4s

4.97

5.93

6,72

5.00

2.40

5.01

.06

.12

.03

.05

.04

466

811

581

782

665
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The level of hostility wíth respect to the third world tends to
be 1ow (2-4) and confusing; while the level of hostility with respecr ro

the superpof¡rers combined ís approximately two and one-half times rarger
(6'32) ' The results also indicate that there are dístinctions to be made

beËween the superpol,¿ers. overall, the united SÈates receives a lower
hostÍlity score (in statements which refer to it) than does the soviet
union. Moreover, the data in Table v-g indicate that the trend in Èhe

united statest data is towards decreased hostility, whereas the soviet
data show fluctuations about the mean of (6 .66) . Tn addition, the

inter-judge agreement is lower than the united states. The lower inter-
judge scores for Èhe soviet data may arise from the fact that chinese

leaders still cannot clearly sketch a position for the soviet union in
the context of chinese politics, a position which must be fitted with a

rsorld view' This view should consider china on three faceËs : china is
a third world menber; china is a readi-ng cornmunist nation supporting
permanent revolution; and china serves her ultimate national interest
goal ef development for her own sake. As previous chapters have argued,

chinese leaders do not intend to destroy the soviet union or have a

di-rect confrontation, since the soviet union is sti11 china,s ultimate
ally' rn peace tiue, ít helps china counter-balance the united States;
ín rvar time, the survival of the chinese conmunist regime rvould depend

heavily on the sov-iet unionfs survivar. rË is also clear that the
communist link beÈween the Ëwo cortrrtries supports their mutual stake in
any conflíct which involves other cor-rrtries on ídeological grounds.

However, this study strongly suggests that if chinese leaders can establish
a counterbalance between the tr¡o superpor¡rers, they are more 1ikely to

achieve several chinese national interests. china can lean to one
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superPower to counterbalance the other, so she can have more independence

to carry out her policy; China can follow her o\rn course of development

v¡ithout constraint imposed by other countries. since the two superpo\,rers

find it difficult to move away from defining their ovm positÍons at the
poles (or extremes) on given issues, china can pose both as a cruciar
buffer nation, and as a threat which can shift the balance of v¡orfd

power. Frour 1970 to 1977, chinese leaders tried to establish this type

of balance' Their verbal expressions clearly delineated and mapped.-out

the change' Nevertheless, the concrete indicators of politics which

would accompany iE are stilr vague and wir-l take some tiue to appear.

This argument concerning mappíng behaviours is given seme support by the

fact that the united States is gíven hostility scores which rank second

after those attributed to the Soviet Union.

Previousry this study argued that chinese leaders pay more

attention to the importatíon of material and technology from second v¡orld
countries' These cor:ntries have a 1evel of technological development

similar to that of the uniLed states. However, they are not dÍrectly
involved in the ídeological confrontation between the superpowers and

chinese leaders can argue that these cotrntries are oppressed by the

Ijnited states. Above arl, china wirr have fewer risks of political or
economic influence or disruptíon regarding her supplies since these

supplies corne from several competitive sources. This argument may exprain
why chinese leaders prefer to import industrial complexes and military
equípment from second world cor¡ntries, and to aiquire technologicgl gains

from the united sLates on the rheoretical and experimental 1eve1s. rn
addition, chinese leaders want to maintain the rmyth' of r-eading people,s
r'¡ars and they ruish to justify 'communist legitimacy' in internal and
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and external politics. Therefore, they are moderate in their use of language

with respect to the third world, In this area, China has aL least two dis-
advantages: (1) she is limited in the amount of economic assistance which

she can provide, and 2) she is limited by technologÍcal development compared

with the Ëv¡o superPolvers and most medium por¡rers. rn some instances, ¡he medium

poelers were also the colonizers of some developing states and they established
cultural links with their former colony. All these disadvantages for china
may explain why the third world receives the lowest level of hostility and

most confusing verbal expressions from chinese leaders, Verbal support may

then be the only tool available to china in this area. However, this support
is based only on I'safe revolutionaries in a virtually-approved struggle against
white colonial or racist rule ".19 From 1970 to L973, New china News Agency--

the government information service decreased its endorsement of wars of
national liberation -- a decrine of fifty-six per cent in the frequency, sf
endorsement. (table V- l0).

Table V-10

New china News Agency Endorseaent of l^/ars of Natíonal Liberation (1g 70-Ig73)

(Compiled from Current Background
7970_7974)

Year 7970 797r L972 r97 3

Breakdown

No. of
Revo-
lutions

No. of
Endorse-
ments

No. of
Revo-
1u t ions

No. of
Endorse
ments

No. of
Revo-
lutions

No. of
Endorse-
ments

No. of
Revo-
lutions

No. of
Endorse-
men ts

Southeas t
AsÍa

Middle
Eas t
Africa
La tin
America

6

2

I

J

394

497

90

15

6

2

8

3

200

32I

144

1B

6

2

6

3

153

17I

138

10

5

1

6

4

32

186

2r7

7
-L otal 19 996 L9 683 I7 472 16 442

Source: Shao ChuanlengJp-cít , tp.27g.
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Peking Review,

in 1973. (Table

2IO

the number of endorsements dropped

v-l1)

frorn 85 in 19 70 to

Table V-11

Peking Review Endorsement of l,Iars of National Liberation (19 7O- Ig73)

source: shao chuan leng, Q¿. cit., p. 279. (conrpiled from peking Review
Vo1s. 13-16).

The quantative analysss in Tables V-10 and V_11 verify

clearly Chinese leadersr attítudes tor¿ards the third ¡¿or1d, because the

tone of Chinars supporËing díplomatic speeches is similar across Eime;

however, the number of endorsements has been decreased and this factor does

not take into account the hostile judgmentts process.

rn sr:mmary, chinese leaders intend to manipulate the advantages

of technology offered by the second world and the advantages of a mass

of oppressed people offered by the third world. rn addition, it cons-.

tantly moniÈors the balance beLween the superpo\^/ers. The verbal data

provide general support for the theoretical distinctions between the

superpor^7ers, and between the three zones as a who1e, Moreover, these

data supÞort the argumenÈ due to the fact that all the judges have very

Year L970 T97L 7972 7973

Breakdown

No. of
Revo-
lution

No. of
Endorse
men ts

No. of
Revo-
lutions

No. of
Endorse-
ments

No. of
Revo-
lutions

No. of
Endorse-
ments

No. of
Revo-
lutions

No. of
Endorse-
ments

Sou theas t
Asia

lfi ddle
Eas t

Afri ca

Latin
AmerÍ ca

Total

7

2

6

7

22

37

18

19

11

85

6

1

6

I

L4

20

11

13

1

45

5

2

6

J

L6

11

8

53

4

76

1

1

7

1

10

1

4

53

2

60
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high agreement on the verbal expression of chinese leaders through several
occasions as well as different periods. rn addition, the aggregate resurts
tend to supporÈ the viev¡ that chinese foreign policy and verbal expression
has a high level of continuity and ís imbalanced among the three worrds. Among
them, the second world received points right on the mean value line which
ranges from 4.97 to 5.01. (Figure V_4)

Fígure V_4

Average Hostile Attitudes of chinese Leaders Toward.s the world , LgTo-rg77
(Fu11 and Unit perception decks)

Hos tile 9
Atti tude q

U

7

6

5

4

3

2

I

Ll L970
Notes: 12/ 1977

Full Sraremenr (Deck I )Unit Perception(Deck II)
: Composite

An analysis of the average hosririry displayed in Table v-r2
suggests something of a discrepancy. rn deck r, boËh Judges A and c

determined that 1970 is the year of greatest hostility, which seems

apprpriate to the chinese politics at that time in both internal and

external affairs, while Judge B awarded that honour for ;1g7z, and this
determination does not fit with the diplomatic events in China's foreign
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policy rcontext of that yeart. However, in the second deck, all the
judges agreed that 1970 is the year in v¡hich the chinese leaders expressed

their most hostile verbal speeches torvards the world. on full-statement
deck, Judges A and c have three agreements concerning the rank order
hostility by year; A and B have two, and B and c have only one tÍme agree-
ment. As coupared with composÍte rank order, Judge A has two compatibre

times, Judge B has onry one, and Judge c has the highest compatibility
with four times. on unit-perception deck, both Judges A and c agree

five times on the yearly rank order as compared with three times for A

and B, and five Ëimes for B and c. This result nay arlow us to infer
that the second deck has more consensual agreement than the previous one.

rn addÍËion, Judge A has five compatible scores r¿ith Èhe composite rank

order, as do Judges B and c. Generally speaking, Judge c received the

highest compatible order with composite rank order, then A and B

respecËively. (Table V-12).

The discussion to this point has draum Ínferences from the data

based upon descriptíve sËatistics alone. rt is possibl-e to assess these

data in terms of the more powerful ordinar-leve1 properties provided by

the measure of hostility. For this purpose, spearmanrs rho rank-order

correlation coeffieient will be used. First of all, spearmanrs rho can

be used to recheck the degree of inter-judge agreement. The evÍdence in
Table V-13 shows that the 1eve1 of agreement betv/een judges is much higher
for both deck r and deck rr than iË r¿as using the paired-comparíson method.

The average inter-correlation between Ëhe judges is .g27, a level of
association which is hard to refuse, particularly when autocorrelation is
not a factor. Duplicating thís test in the unit- perception decks, the

results are also very hÍgh- However, except for Judge B, both spearman

r" of A and B as r¿e11 as B and C are lower than the full-statement decl<.
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But overall' the difference is too small to ídentify any crucial disagreement.

Table V-13

Spearunn Rank Correlation Anong Three Judges

Deck A+
(1)

B A+
(2)

c B+C
(3)

Average
(4)

Full Statement
Deck

Unit-perception
Deck

.905

.916

.9s1

.942

.927

.918

.928

.926

Composite of
each judge

.956
At* Az

.905
81* 82

.89 3
ct* cz

.918

Note: (4) = (1) + (2) + (3)/3

on the Èhree worrdts rever, all the judges have high spearman rho r"
values which are significant at .001 1eve1 in the full-statement deck for
the united states. The leve1s of signifi-cance are reratively different in
the unit perception deck. Judges A and B, and A and c have coefficients
significant at '001 level, whÍ1e B and c are placed somewhat lower, at .01 level.
Nevertheless' this level is sti1l respectable. statemenÈs concerning the sovieË
unÍon received a lor+er level of agreement between the three judges. Although
Judges B and c exhibit strong agreemenË between themselves, the A-c and A-B pairs
are somewhat more modesÈ. As a resulÈ, the overall correlation is .625. There
are similar signíficant 1eve1s of consensus among three judges in the unit-per
ception deck. Judges A and B tend to di_sagree more, while B and c exhibit
stronger agreernent' As a result, there is some ambivalence among the judges as to
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the level of hostility in these chinese public sratemenrs which
Soviet Union.

refer to the

with respect to the second llorld, where china behaves rike a regular
businessman who bases his policy on rcost, and ,benefitr and who folds his
ideol0gical flag in his suitcase, the average inter-judge agreement score
is approxirnately ,g70, regardless of which statement deck is used. rt is
important to note that Ëhis is the nign""t coeffÍcient of agreement in both
decks andras previously mentíoned, iL is also very cl0se Lo the grand mean.
The lowest consensus among the three judges occurred when the judges assigned
the level of hostility of chinese leaders towards the Third I^IorId. Judges A
and B have a very low level of agreement in both decks and the average inter-
judge agreement scores are also low. (fable V_ 14) However, at this poinL,
the fact that the spearman rhos are lower with respect Lo the sovÍet union
and the Third !,ior1d confirms the previous inferences.

Spearman Rho
Three Judges

Table V-14

Rank Order Correlation AmoneaÈ the Three Worldrs Level 
o

Fu1l Statement Deck Unit Perception Deck

USSR I . qOO

Second
World
rn].rd
i^/or1d .397

S=.041
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The inter-judge correlation among judges tends to be row in 1970

and 1971' one i-nference which can be dravm is that the sig-nal to noise
Tatio in chinese verbal behaviour is high prior to the inÈroductÍon and

consolidation of the three world theory. The inter-judge correlation
increases subsequently as shor¿n in Table V_15.

rn sumrary, it is argued that these rough quantitative resuf ts
suPport the arguments of the previous chapters. Given the three world
dir¡:ision, the second worrd receives the highest inter-judge agreement in
both card-decks' Fro¡r this one uray infer Èhat chinars leaders always

focus their foreign policy clearly on national interest goals r^riÈh respect
to the second world, in ord.er to achieve her I fu-chiangt (rich and powerful)
The most important factor for success is technorogical advancement and

ímprovement in their position relative to Èhê outside world. The fact
that second rvorld states are both technologicalry developed and sËructur-
a1ly more bound to detente than the superporùers helps chinese leaders to
justify their policy. I{ith respect to rhe Soviet union and the third
world, china applies a dual political strategy which has a very loose
framework and which varies across time. on the one hand, china must pay

attention to Marxist criteria in order to at least maintain her positÍon
as an ideological leader; on the other hand, chinese leaders try to adopt
some of the methods of capitalist econorn-ic development, since Marxist
econorn-ic theory has faÍIed in its chinese application. rn addition, the
euphasis placed on hegemony in relatíons between the Soviet Union and its
satellites has rnade china ttrary of soviet domination and expansíon. There-
fore' china must rely on the united states Ëo counterbalance the sov-iet
uníon and to indirectly preserve chinese independence. Leaning totally
on one side will put this balance of power out of control. The result of
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this perceptÍon is that Chinese leaders will pJ.ay a very delicate role
betr¿een the two superpov/ers to survive and exercise their independence

and their eeonomic development policy. Any argument based on the shifË
of China to one or the other superpor¡/er therefore becomes questionable.

Since the second world and the third world still have, to a large extent,
some contradictíons and since Ëhese forces are checks and balances for
each oÈher, china must rely on the third world to support her prestige

as a revoluÈionary hero and to províde a share of their natural resources

to satisfy Chinese domestic demand. Given the Chinese shortage of foreign
exchange, these kinds of support \,ri11 give chína more advantages at the

negoËiation table in their business dealings.

with respect to methodological questions, this study does possess

a better device to solve the problem of the limitation of perceptual datafs

universe. The study also suggests that researcher should use more powerful

statÍstical tests when it Ís feasible to do so. rn additÍon, the computer

program nay help to overcome the difficulty of time which content analysis
usually encounters. The conflict between qualitative and quantitative
analysis has also been partly resolved. This study shows that both types

of analysis are complementary rather than antagonistic or exclusive.

Ithiel de Sola Pool, one of the leading fígures in communication research,

once pointed out:

It should not be assumed that qualitative methods areinsightful, and quantitative ones merely mechanical methods
for checkíng hypotheses. The relationsnip i" a circular^one:
each provi-des new insÍghÈs on which the oÈher can feed.zu
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Ful1 Statement Deck
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A+B A+C B+C
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CONCLUSION

The role of china had been a central issue in internatÍonal relations
for over three decades' This study examined the functions of natÍonal interest
and ideology in the articulation and practice of chinese foreÍgn policy. The
study attempted Èo draw evidence of this policy, explicitly and systematically,
from the available documents and to interpret it within a set of criteria
based upon principres of national ÍnteresË and r{aoist ideol0gy.

contemporary chinese foreign policy consÍsted of three main aspects:
firsL' opposing the imperialist superpowers, a category of state which consisted
initially of the united states and which larer included the soviet union;
second, broadening the international uniLed front composed of the second and
the third world; and third, estabrishing the belief that armed struggre is
the only form of I'larxisÈ international movemenL. All these aspects vrere put
into practice by l{ao Tse tung and officiars of resser rank in the context
of several theoretical points, such as the interrelationship between theory
and practice, the different levels of contradictions (universality and
particularity) and Èhe methods used to identify them. The most imporÈant
aspect is contained Ín Mao Tse tungts three world Èheory and its subsequent
elaborations by officials ranging from Lin piao to Teng Hsiao ping.

This study took a5 its initial assumption the idea that Chinese
foreign policy is flexibre, and that it has forlowed the fundamenÈar
principles of I'laoism. In ì4aors view, there are several universes in world
politics, at different leveIs and with different contents. For exampre, if
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one considers the r¿orld to be a principal universe, then china is a

universe' rn thís r:niverset there are tvro main subuniverses. These were
stated to be the subuniverse of domestic politícs and the subuniverse of
foreign policy' Each sub.niverse has several elements. The subuniverse of
domestic politics incrudes: a radical facËion versus a moderate faction,
demands from the chinese people and the resources of chÍna, the goar of
industrial development and the problem of building chinese sociarism, and

so on'' The subuniverse of foreign policy has naËiona1 interesË--reflected
in economic capacity (its devel0pment and its prospects), and chinese foreign
trade--and ídeology which is reflected in the pattern of mi1ítary development.
These elements aPpear together and v¡ere shov¡n to be of unequal weÍght. These

elements were arso d¡mamic and capable of transformation. For exampre, the
level of iron and steel production r¡ras more important to overall economÍc

development than to military development. Holever, thís kind of production
also affected military capacity ín that iron and steel production r{ere

related to v/eaponry production r¿hich Ín turn, formed a potential source of
supply of conventional vreapons or military aid to the ínternational communist

movement' From thís pointr one might conclude that some elements of the economy

were given more weight for different purposes in certain tíme periods and

under speci'fic conditions. The maín argument in this respect ís that imbalance
and transformation, as well as the constant struggle between these factors,
I'rere the crucial dynamic bases used by Chinese leaders to select a course
of acÈion in their foreign policy. Another transformative aspect of national
interest and ideology u¡as that found in the ídea of quantity versus quality.
For example' the achievement of economic capacity might enhance the power of



china(quantity) an enhancement which would then be signalled in the diplomatic
speeches (qua1íty). The verbal threat of support for national liberation
movements (quality) could go together with milítary supply to rhe rebellion
(quantÍty)' Military capacity could become a verbal threat to a foreign policy
by rhailingt the exportation of the chinese model of internationar liberation
(quality)' As a result, it could affect the level of exchange of goods (quantity)
depending on Èhe reaction of the threatened country (quality). Economic and

technÍca1 assisÈance (quantity) Ímproves an exÍsting governmentrs image (quarity)
and therefore indirectly suppresses revolutionary insurgency (quantity). This
r¿as the process of chinese foreign policy in the lrlaoist view. rn shortrall
the elements of chinese foreign policy--economy, foreign,trade and military
development--\'Iere interdependent and interrelated in the subuniverse of chinese
foreign poli.y. 

l

chapter Two examined chinese economic patterns and her foreign trade
Patterns' This examination was based on the propositíon that stabilization of
the chinese economic siEuation would lead to stabilization of chÍnese foreign
trade and a moderaÈe foreign poricy. rn general, china had very high profire
in terms of general econornic posture but a low profile in terms of income per
capita' This matter was best explained by the economic consequences of the
size of the chinese population and the high volume in annual population growth.
Population growth made it necessary for the Chinese to spend large sums of
money to buy grain each year. As a result, it directly limited industrial
growth and the development of other sectors of chinese society. This constrained
improvement in the standard of living,

chapter Three discussed the organizational and weaponry developmenÈ
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patterns of the chinese Peoplets Liberation Army. The argument vras that china
had a very high potential military capacity, but that she also inrended to
develop nuclear weapons. The Peoplers Liberation Army was an instrument to
deter external threat, and Èo threaten third world countries in order to
serve Chinese national interests. This straEegy was usually coircealed under
Èhe banner of ídeology. As Morton A. Halperin observed, china has very carefully
manoeuvred her armed forces to avoid direct involvement in conflict. He said:

(sut) even in rndochina, the chinese appear not to have doneor to not be doing- all that they can in Lerms of supplies andequípments and to have refraÍneã compretery from sending anyfvorunteers | . Along the rest of theii periihery, the chineseprefer to rely on threats of military force raLher than overtassistance to indigenous communist groups.,rn other parts ofrhe worrd, far from their border, the cirinese seem wirringto be less cautious in supporting revolutionary groups and,in
*r"lil'ltt"ular, 

in urging the soviet union to supiorr revolurionary

Liith respect to the sino-soviet conflict and the trends of chinese nuclear
development, china could rely on her nuclear capacity for deterrence purposes
regardless of the level of conventional forces deployed on Ehe sino-soviet border
The level of destrucËion of nuclear weapons would be several times higher
compared with those employed in conventional warfare. rn addiËion, nuclear
development helps to improve Chinese pru"aig".3

chapter Four and chapter Five synthesized these earlier argumenËs

and considered chinese foreÍgn policy as an external cause or condition of
change' National interest (reflected in economic capacity and it.s potential
development) and ideology (reflected in military development) formed the
internal or domestic basis of chinese foreign policy. ïn the treatment of
foreign policy, countries represent their foreign policies abroad. fn thÍs
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context, chinese foreign policy rìras part of the pattern of world contradictíons
and it was both a source and a consequence of change and developmen¡ . chapter
Four used these assumptions to empha5ize Ehe pattern of chinese foreign policy
as it was in the real wor1d. rn the contemporary world, chinese leaders have
tried to expand and consolidate their diplomatic and trade relationships wiEh
the I'Iest, especially with I^Iestern Europe and Japan in the second world, china
wanted advanced technology to improve its producÈive forces and the productive
relaÈionship of these forces to the chinese economy, in order to achieve a nevr

stage of development, The empirical information in chapter Two and Three
showed that china gave top priority to her national interest, although verbal
support and aid were given to the Third I.Iorld, In addition, the number of

4endorsements of insurgent groups decreased. Chapter Five examined the
evidence for consistency in the verbal behavior of chinese officials. The

findings yielded by the content analysis of official chinese statements
indicated that public statements which referred to the sovieL union and the
Third world were less explicit than Lhose which were directed Èowards the
second l^iorld and the united states. ft was inferred that chinese leaders had
problems in mapping out a distinct policy for the soviet union and the Third
I^/or1d, gíven that the chinese wished to combine naÈional interest goals wÍth
Ëhe banner of socÍalist internationalism in the verbal components of their
foreign policy behavior.5 ,hu sino-soviet ideological dispure might also be

thought to serve chinese economic interests, improve chinese pïestige and
protect chinese independence, especially economic independence from the
SovieL Union,6

In summary, this study showed that

for the outside world which Chinese leaders

Conrnunist ideology was a banner

used to help to improve Chinese
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prestige and national interest more than Marxist internat.ionalism. chinese
leaders had spent almost thirty years intmuddling thought and decisions, in
both theory and practice to find a viable combinaLion of ideological remoulding
and technological development based on the active invorvement of the chinese
people themselves'7 Ïn addition, chinese leaders tried to improve the economy
through the imporËation of advanced technology frorn abroad. Alr these arguments
T"tere supported by empirical data and by the quantÍtative analysis of chinese
official speeches.

General trends Ín chinese foreign policy were identified and understood
in the light of: (a) the substance of chinese economic developmenL and its
prospects; (b) the trade parterns between china and the world and (ç) the
patterns of mÍlitary development, its contradictions and iËs prospects. However
because of chinats position in the communist camp, l{aoisË ideology was regarded
as a recessive gene in the evolution of chinese foreign policy. rn addition,
the general pattern of chinese foreign policy exhibited only limited varíation.
rn this regard, Betram D. wolfe predicted that readership change does not
automatically lead to foreign policy change. He observed that:

'Ihenever 
a despot dies, there is a unÍversar expectation ofchange' The new man has had to take account for it, and hastaken advantage of it to introduce changes-which the old tyrantmade seem desirable even to his lieutenãnts:to rationalizeelements of a sysEem which has no. organized, independent force,Ëo change it from above and to make limited concessÍons whirethey are consolidating their powers. But the institutionalframework they have inherired'Ís the ,;; ;h;y inrend ro mainraÍn.rt is a sorid and durable politicar system ãárinating a societythat has been totalty fragmented or alomized and the state, orrather the party that is it i

of a1l extant organLzations. !s core is the controlling core

There vJere several ¡¿eaknesses in this study. These weaknesses could
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be divided into tv¡o grouPs: a conceptual one and a methodologieal one. The
first group of weaknesses refers to the conceptual content of the study.
First, the study did not try to assess the impact of domestic porítics on
foreign policy'9 This study does not deny the importance of domestic politics,
and it accePts that there vùas a very close linkage between domestic and foreign
polÍcy gíven that both of them v¡ere derived from the same base (the components
of economy and ideology). However, the weight of economy and ideology is
thought to be different in these two subt'iverses. rn the subr¡niverse of
domestic politÍcs, ideology was consi-dered to be relatively nore Ímportant
than economic development in terms of the survival of the regime. rn the
subuniverse of foreign policy, the natj-onaI interest v¡as thought to outweigh
the ideological banner' rt should also be noted that domestic politics have
not been neglected entirely' For the sake of continuiÈy in the argument, chÍnese
domestic political elements v/ere introduced in skeletal forms in several places
in the study. As a result, the study does meet some aspects of Morton A.
Halperi-nts caveat that:

The ínteraction of domestic and foreign policy in any countryis complícated, varying over time.- o' the one hand, it wouldbe wrong to assume thal foreiÀ"-'p.ri"y is simply an extensionof domestic porírical press"r;; ;; rrends, bur, on rhe orherhand, ít would be equally d".,gero* ao assume that there is no
ä:jfi:i::: ånri"t1r8"rr¡/een 

the fwo. This i" ;;.;;i,ìly t..,. i,,
second' this study also does not treat Taiwan as a serÍous problem even
though ít has been a central theme of chÍnese foreign policy for severar_
years' The problem of Taiwan also increased in importance, given diplomatÍc
normalization between the United States and China.1l rhi" rivalry was rooted
in the strategic location of this tiny island, and in its association with
chinese prestige and security. However, an analysis of the problem of TaÍwan
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should take into account the general overseas Chinese problem (such as
singapore), rather than considering this problem as an independent set.
one might ask what would happen if china tried to annex Taiwan , in the short-
term ? rf laiwan were annexed by mainland china, chinese leaders would be

confronLed with several serÍous probrems , such as the problem of how to
remove the capitalist pattern of behavÍour from almosË seventeen million
Taiwanese and Ehe problem of how to deal with the bulk of unskilled labour,
since the professional and skilled labour r"rould most likely flee from the
island' The extra unskíl1ed labour would exacerbate the chinese shortfall
in food and other commodities. rn addition, it would also have an impacË on
the trade which both china and Taiwan have carried ouË for a number of years
through Hong-Kong' As a result, the liberation of Taiwan vrould yield rmore

costs than benefits I for China. A good solution for the problem of Taiwan
was that of allowing Taiwan to keep its independence without its independer,t
títle (Republic of china) since the Peoplers Republic of china--in the chinese
leaders t view--had to be considered as a central root of the chinese.

Third, it was important to modify the argument that china wanted
to be the dominant po\^rer in southeast Asia and that chinese leaders considered
this to be a traditional role of China. 12 This argument vras partly true
since the role of dominant power in the southeast Asian region would help
china to extend her prestige and it wourd help, impricitly, to improve the
security of china, leading to special treatment of the countríes in this area
in the case of conflict. However, china will not go beyond security concerns.
This may be explained by the fact that Southeast Asia has several critical
problems such as permanent political turmoil, overpopulationrand fewer national
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resources. As a result, the region requires

has attempted to limit in this area.

a huge amount of aid which China

further research is

cover only a small

A1I these poínts are simply hypotheses and

needed to test them; they are merely illustratíve and

part of the range of the problems,

A second group of weaknesses refers to the method apprÍed in this
study' The first of these involved the argument that this study accepted
l{arxÍsm as a valid framework, despite the existence of several weaknesses
in the framework itself .13 rn addition, llaoism and r4lrxism r4rere equated even
though l{¿oism has deviated from central elements of Marxist thought as well
as from some of the contributions of Lenin and stalin. However, both Lenin
and stalin have also adapted their own view to explain Þrarxist Iaws. on
this point, BerÈram D. i{olfe argued that:

He (Lenin) regarded himself as a devoted orËhodox l"larxistbuilding upon and enlarging some aspects of l{a.rxrs conceptionswhile ignoríng , alterin8r or misinterpreting others. HisItfarxism vlas so different-Éro* l4arxrs that a iot u.,f.iendlyconmentator, charles Rappoport, called it ¡ør*isrne a la tartare.stalinsr Leninism, in tuin, aiír"..d enougrl rroÃ ie'in,s thatvre may term it ,larxisme a la caucasienne.14

In a sÍrnilar manner, Ifao rs l{arxism might be seen as ,r}la.rxisme a Ia Chinoise,?.
However' despite of the defects of llaoism, the l{a.rxf.st laws relevant to this
research lras merely considered as convenient starting points and part of
framework of the analysis. Second, the concept of national interest-- in the
realist varianr--had, at least two disadvantages:(a) the premise that Chinese
leaders always behave rationally and (b) the premise that there is continuity
based on a consistent set of national interest criteria. Nevertheless, the
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concept and analysis of national interest gave a more consistent and plausible
interpretation of chinese foreign po1Ícy. ThÍrd, the study has been essentially
static, rather than dyadic or multí-raterar in approach. rt did not apply an
action'reaction model to this research and, as a consequence, the study did
noË focus on interaction between china and other actors in a dlmamic sense.
However, the time period selected was long enough to permit variation due to
feedback and interaction to enter the study indirectty. 15 ïhe observations
of chinese foreign policy across time should also permit such varÍance to be
included in the analysis. Fourth, the inferences drawn in chapter Five were
based on relatively few data points, and this weakens our confidence in the
mechanistic materialist results. However, Lhe inferences in this chapter
I¡¡ere consistent wíth evidence offered in earlier chapËers--evidence derived
from different data and different techniques. Finarly, these inferences vrere
grounded on an interpretation of patterns of errors raÈher than of specific
scores,

corresponding to the previous remarks, it follows that this study
has faírly and validly indicated that , at least to a first degree of approximation,
the concepts of continuity and naLional ÍnÈerest r^rere the dominant factors of
chinese foreign pclicy and that these should give a better view under the
materÍa1isÈic diarectíca1 and mechanistic maLerialistic approaches.
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APPENDIX A

SELECTED STATEMENTS

1970

U.S. inperialism r+hich looks like a huge
tiger now in Ëhe throes of its death_bed

People of the^v¡orld, trrite and
running dogs.2

I. The Un_iËed States:

II. The Soviet Union:

IV. The Third I^Iorld:

monster, is in essence a papeï
s truggle. r

defeat the U.S. aggressors and all their

some people slanderously accuse us of rnationarismr. Actua11y, it isunder. the guise of opposing so called 'narionalismr rh"r ;;;;'itr," sovierunion) Ínterfereing in the internaL affairs of other countries; tranplingupon Ëheir sovereignty and plundering their wearth, and have even moretroops Ínto the territory of other country for naked ur-iIitary. hThat theyhave been doing is out and out big power thauvinism and r,.g.ro'i"*]5 
Lr¡er

rn order to extricate themselves from their crises and oppose the peoprerrevolutÍont u.s. imperialism and social-imperialism are ùoth engaged infrantic arms expansion and war preparation, and they colrude and at thesare tiure contend r¿ith each other in a vain atrempt to redirri¿. tilà,äira.a
III. The Second Intermediate Zone:

Actively fostered by u.S. imperialism, the sato government, the mostreactionary and aggressive Japanese government since the end of trIorld l,Iarrr' which is Ínflated with wild ambitions and unbridled arrogance, iswantonly atteryting to take the old path rraversed by Japane". *iiiiãrism.5
Tn stepping up their military collusion, the u.s. and Japanese reac¡Íonariesare directing the spearhead of their aggression squarely against the Asianpeoples,and first of all the people of-õn:-na, Korea and the rndochinesestates.6

The 700 million of chinese people provide a powerfur backing for theVietnamese people; the vast expanse of chinais territory is their reliablerear area' The Chinese wi11, as always, follow this teâching of ChairmanMao and resolutely support the vietnamese people in carrying the war againstu.s. aggression and for nationar salvation thiough to rnå eã¿.7
hÌe must stand togetherr support and assist each other and wage a conrnonfight, until the u.s. .ggtà""ors are completely driven o,rt of TaÍwan,South Korea and the three Tndochinese countries.
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1971_

I. The United States:

rn obdurately occupying Taíwan and conËinuing to make itself the enemy ofchinese people, u.S. imperíalism will definifely eat the bitÈer fruír ofits ov¡n rnaking by dropping on its ov¿n feet Ëhe rock it has lifteã:t-- 
--

The U'S' iurperialism must t¡ithdraw from Taiwan and the Taiwan strait.lO

II. The Soviet Union:

closely related as lips and

They commit armed aggression against other countries, subvert the 1ega1goverrlment of oËher countries, ínterfere in other countriesr internal-affairs, subject other countries to their political, military and economiccontrol and bul1y other courtries at will.11
l^ie are opposed to the imperÍa1ist and colonialist theory that big nationsare superior to -tÞe sma1l nations and small nations are subordinated tothe big nations. 12

rn defiance of world opinion and in disregard of all consequences, thesoviet leading clique is abetting, encouraging and supporting rndia inits aggressíon against pakist"n.13

III. The Second Intermediate Zone:

The fact shows that, obsessed with wild ambitions, Japanese militarismwhich is being revíved with the energetic fosterÍng by U.S. imperialismhas become a dangerous force of aggression in Rsia]14'
But the u'S' and Japanese reactionaries continue to set therselves againstthe Chinese-people-and try by every means to create ttwo China'or rone
chínar one 'Taiwanr. they wirl surely come ro ";-;".ã ;"ã.ï5-

IV. The Third trtorld:

The Chinese and Vietnamese peoples are close comrades-in-arrns and brotherswho unite together and fighting together.16

China and Vietnam are intimate neighbours as
teeth. I7
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1972

T. The United States:

The chínese government and people strongly condemn u.s. imperialism foríts crininal acË of war expansíon.IU

It is connon desire of the Chinese and American peoples to enhance theirmutual understanding and friendship and promote the normalization ofrelations betr¿een China and the United States. The Chinese government
and people will work unsç¡ervingly towards this goal.19

TI. The Soviet Union:

The chinese people are fírmly opposed to the one or .,^r0 superpo!¡erssubjecting countries of AsÍa, Africa, Latin America and other regions toaggression, subversíon, control, i-nterference and bullying. The chinesepeople are fÍrm1y opposed to any form of economic expansion and pr""J.r.zo

III The Second Intermediate Zonez

" "Both of us have desire to continue to d.evelop the good relaËions betweenour tr,/o countries.2l

The formal establish¡nent of diplornatic relations between our two countriesnot only conforms to the cofitrnon desires and interests of our trùo people,but also v¡íl1 exert a positíve influence for^lhe relaxation of internationaltension and the safeguarding of world p"^".22

IV. The Third Llortd:

The Chinese people resolutely support the three
carrying out their -r,rar against U.S. aggressíon
through to the end.ZJ

Indochinese peoples in
and for national salvation

The ChÍnese government and people sErongly condemn U.S. irnperialism for itscriminal acts of \,rar expansion and 
"." ã.t.rmined to give årt ort supportto the fraternal vietnamese people in fighting their war against u.s.aggression and for national salvation through to the end.2õ

No matter r¿hat hardship and dangers the Vietnamese people may still facein the rvar against U.S. aggression and for natíonal salvation the Chinesepeople will remain 
^o9 

your side and give all out supporË and assistance toyour just struggle.25
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L973

The United States:

The u's' c'overnment vlas more frank when it stated that the agreement r^¡asonly a general statement of po1ícy rvhich did not involve any particularpositive actions that either side had to take, and pointe¿.,.ri ttatagreenents v/ere not 
tlr,Tays maintained and there was nothing self-enforcingabout this document.zb

Iy'hat general disarmament? Actually, in the world today, it ís the twosuperpo\"lers that are engaged in an uncontrollable arms race. Their ainis nuclear superiority and the nuclear hegemony with which to domÍnatethe world. To put it bluntly: ary disarmãrnent must first of all be thedisarming of the tqro superpo\¡/ers. But can Ëhis be rearized? on thispoint' the U'S' governnenË is somer¿hat more candid than the SovieE goverï.-
ment.27

II. The Soviet Union:

Here it must be pointed out that in supplyíng arms to the Arab countries,the purpose of the soviet union is by ttà ru"n" to gíve Èrue support tothem in resisting rsraeli provocations, but to control the developmenËof the Middle EasÈ siruarion. so rhat^is, it will go beyond rhe limitsit has agreed with oËher supe.por..r.28

tr^Ie are not afraid of your slander. trIe shall never allow you to establishsuperpower condominium in the Security CounciI.29

III. The Second IntermedÍate Zonez

Prime Minister Trudeau has been to China for a
are very glad to entertaín our old friend here

visit in 1960. Today, we
again.

üle are confident the Prime [inisterrs visit will surely further enhancethe understanding and friendship between our tv¡o peoples and open up andbroaden prospects for the developnent of the relations between our tr^rocountr].es. -"

Mr. President, your current vísít to china provides an opportunity of anexchange of views between our Ë\^/o sides on the Sino-French relations andissues of common interest, which we believe, will have the benefÍcia1effect of enhancing the mutual understanding and cooperation between ourtrvo peoples and open up good prospects for Èhe development of the relationsbetrveen ChÍna and France.31
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ïV. The Third l,Iorld:

The Chinese Governuent and people willand resolutely stand oo yo,r, 
"ia.. 

gZ*- unfailingly support your struggle

The two superpov,¡ers, the uníted states and the Sovíet union, are vaÍnIyseeking world hegemony. Each in.its.ov¿n attempËs to bring the developingcor¡ntries of Asia, Africa and Latin America ,roä", its control and at Èhe
:ii";|il:'rto 

bu1lv the developed countries ir,à. "r. nor rheir march of

II. The Soviet Union:

rn bullying otherq, the superporver which flaunts the 1abel of socialismis especially vicious. rt has dispatched íts ;rred forces to occupy Íts'a11yr czechoslovakia r"¿ i.,"iigated the war to dismember pakistan. rt
::::ril:rÏ::U its ¡+ords and is perrÍdious. rr is selr-seekíng and

III. The Second Interruediate World:

I¡Ie are glad that the current vísit of his excellency Foreign MinisterMasayoshi ohira is a benefÍcial contribution to deepening the mutuar-understanding between the Ewo countries and. to further developing Èheirgoal of neÍghbourly and fríendly relatíons.35
Let us abide by the spirit of the china-Japan joínt statement and nakeconcerted efforts for the constant consolid.atiãn and development of thegood neighbourly and frienaty retations bq¡w.".,"o". tr^/o countríes and forthe ímprovement of the sitrraiion in Asia. ro

t97 4

I. The United SËaÈes:

IV. The ThÍ rd l,Iorld :

t"J;::.:ause 
enjovs abundant support while an unjusr cause fínds 1ittle

The chinese and cambodian peoples are close comrade-in-arms and brothers.There is a profound rnilitant iriendship betweenalways 
"yrp.thi."ed with and support each other.3our 

peoples who have
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A new page \¡ras turned in the relations between china and the united staÈeswith President Nixonrs visit to china and the issuance of the shangaicommunique by our two sides ín 1972. on the whore, sino-u.s. refati_onshave moved fonvard in the last few years. china and the united stateshave different social systens and are essential differences between theirpolicies' however, in the current turbulence world situation our two sid.eshave contmon points as well.

There is reason to believe that sino-u.s. relations will continue to moveahead. ThÍs is a common desíre of the chinese and American peopres. onthe Chinese side, we will do our part to promote Sino-u.S. relatÍons ínthe spirit of the shanghai comrnunique, as we have done all a1ong.40

II. The Soviet Union:

Today' one or tq/o superpo\'¡ers which always seek to interfere \,,/ith otherrsindependence and practice por¡/er porítics and hegemonism, to contend forr"¡orld hegemony, they are rocked in intense rivaìry in Europe, theMediterranean, the }tiddle East, the persian Gulf, the rndiãn ocean, Asiaand even the Pacific. I^Ihere their rivarry takes prace, Ëhere is notranquility and Europe is the focus of theír contention. rt is knovm toall now that the person who talks the loudest about peace and security Ísthe very one rnrho flagrantly imposes uiilita¡y Ëhreats on the people of thewor1d, the European people in particu¡1^.r.4I"

I,Ie resolutely support all just struggles of the people of the world.39

L975

The Uníted SÈates:

III. The Second Interurediate Zone..

The social system of china and France are different, but we both desire todevelop relations between our two cor¡ntries on the basis of the FivePrínciples of mutual respect for sovereignty and territorial íntegrity,mutual n'on-aggression, non-interference ir, á""r, others, internal affaírs,equality and mutual benefít and peaceful co-existence. rn the rnternationalfíeld' v/e are both opposed to monoporizatíon of world affairs by thesuperpoq/ers.

China, as you know, firmly supports the Union of htestern E.rrop..42



IV. The Third I,Iorld:

There is a profound revolutionary fríendship between the people of chinaand canbodia. sharing weal and v/oe, our two peopre have encouraged andsupported each other in the long- revolutior,"ry 
"truggle against imperialism.Particularly, in recent years, ih" mílitant ,rr,ity and great friendshípbetween us has groÞ¡n in ltrenith and developed further.43

24L

L976

I. The United StaÈes:

trde remain so convj-nced thaÈ so long as both sides earnestly inplement theprinciples of shanghai cormuníque, Sino-u.s. relations wrri rurther improveand that conforms to the 
"ottor desire of the chlnese and the Americanpeople. 44

II. The SovÍet Uníon:

The danger of the outbreak of a new war keeps growing as aintense ríva1ry for ¡¿or1d hegemony, and ín particular, thatwhich flaunts the sÍgnboar¿ ãf 'sociarism, has reached outhand evervwhere and carried out rabid expansíon; it b""oor."source of'war.45

Tremendous ehanges have taken place ín the current world situation,hegemonism has become the most dangerous source of r,¡ar so the unificationof the German naÈion will bri¡rg 
-tnã 

German p"opr", rike the people ofother European countries, stroãgly condeurr irr"^ ".ir"s of aggression,comuitted by Hitlerire Fascisrn.46

result of the
iurperialism

its graspíng
the maín

III. The Second Intermediate Zone;

Though differenÈ in theír social-
Germany have many cormon póints  tysten' China and Federal Republic of

The chinese people have ah¿ays cheríshed friendly sentíments for theGerman people.48

Friendly contacts between our tr,ro people have steadily groúrn and trade
;Ts"'i;::l5il.l?nthe scientíríc, rechnotogical and cultùral rields have
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IV. The Thírd l"Iorld:

The chinese government and people r"rill, as always, resolutely support the
Zai-rese government and peoplg in their jusÈ struggle against imperialism,
colonialism and hegemonism.50

The friendly relatíons and cooperation between Ëhe Chinese and Africanpeoples are based on the five principles of Peaceful Co-existence; theyare rel-aÈions between true comrade-in-arms and can stand all testé.51 "

I^Ie are deeply convinced that in the common struggle ahead, the militant
friendship between the Chinese and African p.opi. will continue to grow
in strength and lasÈ forev...52

1977

I. The UniÈed States:

under the present conditíons of sino-u.s. rel_ations, the exchanges Ín
various fields cannot but be confined \,/ithin certain limits and can expandonly step by step.53

The relations between the ttùo corntríes will continue to improve provided
that the-prínciples laid down ín the Cormn¡nique are carried out in
earnes Ë. 54

Iï . The Soi¡:i-e t Uníon :

The soviet union and the united states are the source of a new war, andsoviet social-inrperialism in particular, presents the great danger.55

I{hile waving the banners of fsocialísmr, rsupport for national liberationr,
and tpeace and cooperationr the SovieÈ revisionists are working overÈime
to push theír global roffensive strategyt.56

Soviet social iurperialism, in particular, is stretching iËs tentacles toevery part of the world under all kinds of deceptive guise.57

III. The Second Intermediate Zone:

We support the West European peoplets cause of unity against hegemonism.53

china wíll continue actively to develop its friendly relations and
cooperatíon with Italy. 59
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IV. The Third l^Iorld:

Under the care of chairman Hua and PresidenÈ Nimeri, the friend.ly relationsand cooperation between our tr^¡o cor¡ntries have wide prospects and themilitant friendships between our tr,,7o peoples will ceitainry continue to
$row.60
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APPENDIX B

CCDING RULES

This card deck has been designed to measure the level
in each of a set of statements which are reratively comparabre
other. All these statements are used to t.esÈ the hypothesis:

'rThe lower the hostility in verbal expression, the higher
the f riendship. rr

The measurement scale is based on the level of enmity,
and hatred r¿hich is contained in each sËaEements of the
tility value ranges from 1 (the lowest level of hostile
9(the highesr level of hostile expression).

of hostility
to each

The card deck as a whole is formed without any partÍcular or-
der'There are eíghty cards and each card contains a single statement.

You are asked to sort the set of statements into a series
of numbered boxes:

The IowesË

obs tructionism
deck. The hos-

expression) to

The highesÈ
Level of Tension

(box num¡erj I 2

you are further
fíxed sort formatri,e. each
follows :

asked to perform the sorÈ according t.o a

box must conÈain a fixed number of cards, as

Midd 1e

5

Number of cards
(should be sorted in

each box)

rf your first sort does noÈ yield the correct number of
cards in each boxr(i.e. the first box must have 4 cards, third must have
9 cardsretc), than resort again. continue this procedure until each box
has the appropriate number of cards.

rt is necessary to remind arl the judges that the highest
hostility terms used in this card deck are domination, contror,
subversÍon, expansion, hegemonism, bullying and interference¡

13t613
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